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Reconstructions 

Y’rushelem/Hierousalem/Hierosolyma: 

Jewish temple city between Parso-Babylonian east and Graeco-Roman west 
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1. Reconstructing the temple city of Yehud/Ioudaia/Ivdaea 

  

1.1. “The most famous city of the east” 

We turn to the second major stage in the history of Jerusalem. During this period of more 

than 600 years Jerusalem functioned as a temple city. In historical and political terms, the 

first three of these centuries were relatively uneventful, at least as far as we know. 

Rebuilt Jerusalem was modest in size and politically inconsequential in the wider region. 

It served as a center of tax and tribute collection for the people of the province of Yehud 

and as the symbolic “mother city” (metropolis) for Jewish1 colonies2 abroad. This 

cultural-cultic system functioned efficiently and successfully for a long time. At the helm 

of Jerusalem’s society stood the priesthood, empowered by the Torah introduced by Ezra, 

a Babylonian scribe, sometime in the period of Persian rule. The priests were assisted by 

Levites and other temple personnel. Priesthood and temple personnel initially relied on 

local agricultural tithes but eventually drew on a revenue stream of annual donations 

from communities abroad3 that maintained the elaborate sacrificial cult as well as 

provided income for the priestly elite and support for the poor and landless. The joy and 
                                                 
1 I use the term “Jewish” here loosely. Jewish identity evolved but initially must have been defined by a 
family’s origin in Judah or land-ownership under the Judahite kings. Strictly speaking, members of Jewish 
colonies such as the military colony at Elephantine in Upper Egypt should be called Judahites, since they 
settled in Egypt before the destruction of the monarchy. The people of Yehud and their relations elsewhere 
might be referred to as Yehudites, inhabitants of Ioudaia, Ioudaians, Judeans, etc. but these distinctions 
would be cumbersome and confusing. In terms used since the Hellenistic age, the Jews of antiquity were 
one gens or ethnos among others. The cult practiced at Jerusalem, especially its aniconism and what was 
perceived as the deity’s namelessness, in short: the religion of the Jerusalem-temple-community, struck the 
Greek writers of the early Hellenistic period (e.g. Hecataeus of Abdera) as distinctive and noteworthy. In 
places where inter-ethnic conflicts arose between sizable Jewish and indigenous communities (esp. in the 
capital cities of Alexandria and Rome and increasingly, in both locations, with the rise of the Roman 
principate), Jewish practices such as abstention from pork or circumcision could be the target of ridicule or 
even demonization. The literature on ancient Jewish identity and on ancient anti-Judaism (“Judeophobia”) 
is sizable and growing.  
2 While the term “colonies” points forward towards how diaspora communities came to be understood in 
the Hellenistic age, the term still describes the situation well. The Jewish communities of Egypt and 
Mesopotamia were neither exiles nor prisoners but Judahites who understood themselves as such even 
though they lived elsewhere for generations. 
3 Though the half-shekel donation is attested only in the Roman age (a famous oration by Cicero complains 
about this Jewish practice), it was possibly introduced by the Hasmoneans. See Albert Baumgarten, 
“Invented Traditions of the Maccabean Era” in FS Hengel, vol. I, pp. 199-202. In the previous ages 
(Persian, Ptolemaic, and Seleucid), the revenue flow most likely only went in the opposite direction, 
namely, in form of taxation. On the economic function of the temple see STEVENS (2006). 
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confidence this temple city instilled in those who depended on and took pride in it can be 

gleaned from the psalms of ascent composed in its praise by the levitical temple singers.4 

These hymns, which gave lyrical expression to the pious feelings of the ancient Jews and 

still move us today, firmly enshrined the image of Zion in Jewish and Christian 

imagination as the place to see, or appear before, YHWH, the God of Israel.  

 

The city was also a hub of literary activity and learning. Though it remains contentious 

when or where the books that became the Bible were composed or edited, the terminus ad 

quem for the Torah as we know it is the 3rd century BCE when it was first translated into 

Greek. The book of the “seventy interpreters” or Septuagint (abbr. LXX) served the 

Jewish colonists living in Alexandria, the newly founded capital of the Macedonian 

Ptolemies who were ruling Egypt since the death of Alexander (323 BCE). The 

translation attests to the vibrancy and independence of the diaspora as well as to its 

affiliation with the metropolis and its priesthood. The “Book of the Law of Moses” first 

introduced by Ezra as the constitution of Jerusalem was also adopted as constitutive for 

the Jews of Alexandria. It thus enjoyed fundamental authority even and especially among 

Jews abroad, for whom it was more tangible than the remote temple. The translation 

attests to the freedom of the colonies to shape their Yehudite legacy in ways that were 

commensurate with their own cultural needs and values. It is characteristic of the 

Jerusalem of this age that it served as the cultic metropolis for a growing number of 

independent Jewish colonies abroad.  

 

As early as c. 190 BCE, a canon of sacred scriptures is attested in the deutero-canonical 

book of Sirach (in Latin: Ecclesiasticus), whose author, a Jerusalemite sage by the name 

of Jesus son of Sira, knew of the Torah, the Prophets, and other writings that followed 

them.5 Jewish sacred writings circulated in Hebrew, the language of the pre-exilic 

kingdoms, in the imperial Aramaic of the erstwhile Persian realm “beyond the river,” and 

in Greek, which by then had become the dominant language of administration and 

                                                 
4 Cf. S. Y. Agnon’s acceptance speech, 1966, on the occasion of receiving the Nobel prize in literature. In 
his speech, Agnon poignantly calls himself a descendent of the levitical singers of Jerusalem who, due to 
the accident of the city’s destruction, happened to have been born in Buczacz, Galicia. 
5 See Sirach, Prologue, and chapters 44-49 (“In praise of famous men”).  
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international commerce. As Jerusalem grew in cultic and economic significance, it 

provided an ideal environment for a scribal culture to thrive that not only copied and 

studied a canonical body of writings but produced commentaries and literary works of 

their own, very similar to what existed in other temple cities such as Babylon, or 

administrative centers such as Alexandria in Egypt. It should be assumed that this cultural 

activity, built on earlier Judahite scribal traditions, hued closely to on-going learned 

schools centered in Babylonia and Egypt. Jerusalem’s relation with Jewish colonies 

abroad had not just commercial advantages but helped to disseminate Jewish literature 

and the distinctive way of life this literature commended far beyond the provincial 

borders of Yehud/Ioudaia. It was from among one of these Jewish colonies—the 

settlement of Babylonian Jews—that the re-founding of Jerusalem had first proceeded. 

 

Rebuilding the city and establishing a colony of Jewish returnees from Babylon had been 

commissioned by the Achaemenid Persian court. It unfolded on a model of divinely 

sanctioned temple restoration implemented across the Babylonian realm.6 This kind of 

initiative provided legitimacy to the new Achaemenid rulers as well as established sound 

regional administration of a territorial empire of unprecedented size. Two hundred years 

later, the Achaemenids were swept away by Alexander and his Macedonians; Jerusalem 

came under the auspices of the Greco-Macedonian Ptolemies who ruled Egypt along with 

its natural extension to the northeast, the southern Levant, and other holdings along the 

Eastern Mediterranean. The Ptolemaic grip on these regions and even on Egypt herself 

was constantly challenged by their Seleucid competitors for the heritage of Alexander. 

 

During the century of Ptolemaic rule, Jerusalem continued to function in very much the 

same way as it had under the Persians. It remained the cultic and economic hub of the 

YHWHists of Yehud (now: Ioudaia) and it maintained good relations with Jews living in 

diasporic centers. These centers included the Jewish citizenry of Alexandria, the center of 

Ptolemaic administration, as well as Babylonian Jewry, now living under the Macedonian 

Seleucids, whose western capital, Antiochia in northern Syria, was almost as close to 

Jerusalem as Ptolemaic Alexandria. The proximity of these two virtually equidistant and 

                                                 
6 See BEDFORD (2000). 
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fiercely competitive Greek-speaking royal centers was to play havoc with the peace of 

the Yehudite temple city. 

 

The second half of our 600-year period begins with the Seleucid conquest of the southern 

Levant (Fifth Syrian War, 201-200 BCE). Jerusalem’s Ptolemaic garrison is defeated in 

198, bringing the city under Seleucid control. The following three centuries are highly 

dramatic and full of fascinating characters, conflicts, and crises, culminating in the 

Roman destruction of Jerusalem. This age is as complex as it is consequential. We have a 

lot of information about the city in the Greco-Roman age; literature pertaining to it fills 

many volumes, just as research and writing about this age fills entire libraries. From its 

internal and external conflicts, as well as from the fertile minds of its savants, emerge the 

literary works transmitted and commented on by generations of Jewish, Christian, and 

Muslim scholars who never ceased to debate the legacy of ancient Jerusalem. The 

Christian movement began to form among Jews and Greeks who lived across the eastern 

provinces of the Roman Empire when Jerusalem was still a Jewish temple city. The 

Jewish rabbis of the talmudic age (c. 200-600 CE) symbolically centered their legal 

pietism as well as their mystical imagination on Jerusalem and its central institution, the 

temple, and thus kept the memory of the city alive through law and liturgical 

contemplation. The ever-renewable enthusiastic flame of Jewish messianism has focused 

on the reestablishment of the very system that was in place before the Romans destroyed 

the city and banished the Jews, attributing to it ever more cosmic significance. It must be 

said, however, and it is becoming increasingly clear, that neither Jewish memory nor 

Christian tradition alone or in combination would have sufficed to produce the 

commanding image of Jerusalem that arose from the ashes of the temple. A third force 

was needed to accomplish this transformation. This third force is none other than the 

Roman emperors who destroyed the city and who cashed in on its mundane wealth as 

well as on the propagandistic value of its destruction. It is a combination of these factors 

that provided the condition for the transformation of the city into the symbol it became 

for Jews, Christians, and Muslims.  
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When it comes to literary sources of our knowledge of the Achaemenid to Roman age 

temple city, our traditions are selective and they make their respective choices of what to 

impart on axiologies of their own. Frequently the reliable historical information we are 

able to extract from later sources has been preserved by accident. The rabbis, for 

example, mention customs that were practiced during the festivals in the Holy City “in 

the days of the Second Temple” but they do so in a manner that presupposes that these 

customs are well known and require no further explanation. Thus, it is mentioned, for 

example, that at the end of the Day of Atonement young men and women used to frolic in 

the vineyards outside of the city. This jarringly bacchantic detail is difficult to reconcile 

with our more austere notions of ancient Jewish piety. The rabbis concerned themselves 

systematically neither with the transmission of the cultural life of the actual city as it had 

existed before their time nor with what earlier Jewish historians had regarded as major 

events and movements. Furthermore, their evaluation of certain moments in the city’s 

history is clear not just from what they preserved but also from what they chose to 

deemphasize. For example, the Maccabean revolt of the second century BCE enjoys great 

popularity today for reasons that are easily understood. For Jewish children integrated 

into a liberal Christian society Hanukah compensates for the absence of Christmas; for 

Jews in Israel Hanukah glorifies the Maccabeans as proto-Zionists, fighting for national 

self-determination. The rabbinic version of Hanukah, however, foregrounds a minor 

miracle that has to do with a halakhic problem that arose when the temple was 

rededicated, something not even mentioned in the Books of the Maccabees. (Ritually 

pure oil for the candelabrum in the temple that should have sufficed only for a day lasted 

for eight days instead, which was the time needed to produce more ritually pure oil.) The 

literature written in praise of the Hasmoneans as temple restorers, I and II Maccabees, 

was shunned by the rabbis, though it may have been popular among the ancient Jews and 

became part of the Greek and Latin canons of the Christians. This point alone 

demonstrates the complexity of the struggle for the meanings of city, temple, and nation, 

a struggle that began at the very moment when the system in place since Persian times 

was first challenged, that is, under the Seleucids (early 2nd century BCE).  
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The last three centuries of this Jewish temple city are well remembered. They are a 

constitutive part of the western cultural memory. Several ancient accounts of the Jewish 

wars were preserved by the learned Christians of later ages since these particular writings 

of and about the Jews were of fundamental importance to them as heirs of the Jewish 

dispensation. In these writings, Greek and Roman history figures more prominently than 

the Persian period that preceded it. This preference has made it difficult to say with 

confidence what Jerusalem and Jewish life in Yehud were like in Persian times. Under the 

Persians, foreigners seem not to have been much interested in the city, and the Jewish 

scribes seem to have been preoccupied with developing law and refining the literary 

traditions that reflected the rise and decline of the earlier monarchies while justifying the 

system now in place as divinely ordained. There is no monumental architecture, nor any 

remnant of the rebuilt temple, but there are material and epigraphic remnants of the time, 

such as stamped jar handles, minted coins (that great invention of the Greeks), and 

papyrological remains that give us a general sense of the age, though many details remain 

uncertain. What little writing we have that concerns the mundane circumstances of the 

first Babylonian returnees directly is helpful but hardly sufficient for more than a vague 

prosopography of a few major personages, which leaves most aspects of the two centuries 

of Persian rule in the dark.  

 

In contrast, there is considerable chatter on Jerusalem in our Jewish, Greek, and Latin 

sources from the late 4th century BCE onwards and down to the Christian authors who 

cited from earlier works but did so selectively and in pursuit of their own interests. In 

addition, we have canonical and non-canonical Jewish works ranging from the Books of 

the Maccabees to the Babylonian Talmud and the recently discovered Dead Sea Scrolls. 

Our impression of what, in the local vernacular, was referred to as Y’rushelem and what 

the Greeks called Hierousalem is based on these diverse sources, as well as on epigraphic 

and archeological evidence, some of which has been visible since antiquity (though its 

provenance was unknown or misunderstood until the modern age). No other city of the 

ancient world is better attested or more intimately and passionately described as this 

Jerusalem, which the Elder Pliny called “by far the most famous city, not of Judaea only, 

but of the East” (Plin., Nat. Hist. 5.15). How did a provincial temple city of Yehudite 
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YHWHists become so famous in the Greco-Roman age? Once again we stand before the 

puzzle why this ancient temple city rose to such prominence in the cultural memory of 

the western traditions. Now we can take it a step further toward its solution. We already 

hinted at the role of Rome in the transformation of Jerusalem. Pliny, whom we just cited, 

was neither a Jew nor a Christian, which might have explained his exaggerated esteem 

for the city. He was a Roman. As it turns out we need not resort to supernatural causes to 

explain the alleged fame of Jerusalem. We merely need to consider who alleges it, when, 

and for what reasons, namely, reasons accessible to our own pragmatic understanding.  

 

Pliny wrote his remark on Jerusalem, which is no more than an aside in a list of ancient 

cities organized by regions of the inhabited world (as known to the Romans), just after 

the city had been despoiled and destroyed by Pliny’s “messmate,” Flavius Titus. His 

judgment may therefore not be as disinterested as it sounds. His Natural History was 

dedicated to Vespasian, the father of Titus. Like our most important historical source, 

Flavius Josephus, a Jewish general in the war against Rome and eye-witness to the 

destruction of the temple, Pliny was a contemporary and intimate of Vespasian, the 

emperor who inaugurated a sustained program of propaganda at the expense of the Jews 

whose rebellion he and his son had put down. The greater the fame of the vanquished, the 

greater the glory of the conqueror. By the time of Domitian, Vespasian’s other son who 

succeeded his brother Titus in the principate, the fame of Jerusalem had already turned 

legend. Commemorative coins baring the legend ivdaea capta continued to be minted 

long after the fact.7 In the words of the inscription Domitian had affixed to a victory arch 

in honor of his brother: “He [Titus] subdued the race of the Jews and destroyed the city of 

Jerusalem, which by all generals, kings, or races previous to himself had either been 

attacked in vain or not even attempted at all.” Fergus Millar, a distinguished scholar of 

Roman history, calls this claim “extraordinary in being blatantly false.”8 Historians must 

consider that, even in the case of epigraphic evidence (written in stone!), our ancient 

                                                 
7 Cf. Martin Goodman, “The Fiscus Iudaicus and Attitudes to Judaism” in EDMONDSON, MASON, and 
RIVES (2005): 171. 
8 MILLAR (2005) p. 120, which also gives the translation of the inscription on the Titus Arch here quoted. 
Millar, a historian of Rome, was recruited by Geza Vermes to help revise Emil Schürer’s seminal History 
of the Jewish People. Millar’s contributions have helped to establish a new paradigm in the study of 
Roman-age Jerusalem as a subject of Roman history. 
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colleagues sometimes lied. For us, this inventive exaggeration is what makes the history 

of Jerusalem interesting. More than the facts themselves it is their susceptibility to 

propagandistic exploitation and literary distortion that keeps us on edge as we try to 

fathom the rise and fall of the “most famous city of the east.” 

 

Since the 19th century, many scholars saw the history of the Jewish temple city in the 

Greco-Roman age as emblematic of a clash between “Judaism” and “Hellenism,” that is, 

of well developed idiosyncratic sets of values and practices that were somehow opposed 

to one another and out of whose clash or conflict Christianity emerged as the great 

synthesis. At the same time, Hellenism was widely understood as a general phenomenon 

of decline from the heights of classical Greek civilization that many modern Europeans 

greatly admired and recommended to their own nations as a model of democracy and 

republican values. In other words, modern historians were divided as to how to read the 

ancient record because of their own loyalties. They either hoped to revive a romanticized 

Christian civilization or they aimed to overcome the entire history of “decline” and 

restore the “natural” bond among virtuous men that, in their view, had constituted the 

ancient city-state. Though the entire conversation about Hellenism has been widely 

decried as “Orientalist,” i.e., as dismissive of the “Orient” as threatening, childlike, or 

corrupt, the distinction between “Judaism” and “Hellenism” is actually an ancient one 

and it is therefore still on the table. With respect to Jerusalem and her role in western 

religious and secular mythologies, scholars have been finding it useful to go beyond the 

notion of a clash between Judaism and Hellenism and rather emphasize another cultural 

influence as more decisive, namely, Rome’s. The critique of “Orientalism” in Roman 

studies has made it possible for scholars of the early and later Roman Empire to focus 

more on the complex relationship and mutual dependence between the “center” and its 

“margins.” Roman historians have therefore made significant contributions to the study 

of ancient Judea and Jerusalem while this had, until recently, been the domain of 

historians of Hellenism, of Judaism, and of the history of the church. From the 

perspective of our interest in the multiple afterlives of ancient Jerusalem and in the city’s 
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transformation into a symbol in the western traditions, it will be important to attend to the 

Roman factors that went into the making of our perceptions of the city.9 

 

So far we have given a very general description of Jerusalem’s function in the centuries 

of Persian, Macedonian and Roman hegemony. It was a temple city of growing economic 

and cultural resources based on a particular way of life, a written constitution and 

concomitant literacy and learning, whose elite maintained far-flung relations with Jewish 

colonies abroad. We also indicated a noticeable transition, after 300 years of relative 

obscurity and calm, to an age of often-tumultuous changes that coincided with, or was 

precipitated by, first, the competition between two Greco-Macedonian kingdoms and, 

later, the interest of the Romans in the pacification of the east. While these factors 

determined the city that was later remembered after its destruction, none of these factors 

suffice to explain why or how the city was remembered. Memories are constructed by 

those who remember. In other words, what shaped the way in which the city was to be 

remembered lies beyond its actual history. The Jerusalem that was destroyed in 70 CE 

was certainly a memorable city. It was a particular city with a particular culture whose 

history I review in this chapter. But it is the destruction itself or, more accurately, its 

transformation into a memorable or significant event, that concerns us methodologically 

and philosophically. The methodological significance of the transformation of the 

destruction of the city into a memorable event lies in the fact that we are predisposed to 

look for significance in the prehistory of the destruction. We tend to expect the 

destruction and its (later) meanings to be inherent in the city; if it was destroyed, as it 

was, then something in the city must have provoked this destruction so as to deserve it. 

This, of course, is a fallacy.  

 

It is important to consider who attached meaning to the city’s destruction and who 

generated and managed the narratives that shaped our cultural memory. The destruction 

of Jerusalem was of obvious immediate concern to those Jews and Idumeans who had 

participated in its defense against the Romans or who were present at the city’s 

                                                 
9 On this shift in emphasis and perspective in recent scholarship of late Second Temple Jerusalem and its 
political history, see MACCANE (2008), GOODMAN (2007), GÜNTHER (2007), and WEBER (2003). 
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destruction on the Roman side. Some of their accounts survive, others were lost. Those 

that did survive enjoyed the stamp of approval of the victors. Josephus’s Jewish War was 

read and approved by the destroyer of Jerusalem, then Emperor Titus. The publication of 

this account coincided with punitive measures imposed on the Jews throughout the 

Roman Empire and propagandistic measures that the Flavians continued to pursue for a 

quarter of a century. This sufficed to transform an accident of history into a major asset in 

what one might call a case of nation-branding in the interest of dynasty-branding. It 

sufficed to brand the Jews as inveterate enemies of Roman peace and of Judaism as a 

threat to society, and it gave the Flavians a means by which to cast themselves as saviors 

of the state when their actual achievements were rather doubtful. The Flavians were the 

first to elevate the destruction of Jerusalem to mythic proportions but they were neither 

the last nor the only ones.  

 

The immediate purpose of the literature on the Jewish war was not to create an image of 

the Jews that was to last for centuries but rather to cast the Roman victory over the Jews 

in the light of divine providence. Jerusalem’s destruction served the interests of a family 

perceived by Roman patricians as arrivistes and interlopers. In the history of the 

principate, Vespasian’s name is associated with the transition from the Julio-Claudian 

dynasty, ending with the death of Nero, which precipitated a year of uncertainty (the year 

of four emperors, 68-69 CE), to the Flavians (Vespasian and his sons Titus and 

Domitian). As a family of homines novi, supported not by noble birth but by military 

acclaim, Vespasian and his sons required a major narrative of heroism that legitimized 

their rule. In the event, the Judean rebellion provided an excellent backdrop to a series of 

triumphal measures meant to evoke the earlier triumphs of Octavian (Caesar Augustus) 

who had similarly emerged victorious after years of civil war and whose ushering in of a 

period of peace (the famous pax romana) Vespasian aimed to invoke and replicate for 

himself and his sons.  

 

The Flavians and their propagandists were not the only ones who came to understand the 

destruction of Jerusalem as providential. Christians as well saw in the destruction of 

Jerusalem a vindication of their new dispensation. Their condemnation of the Jews as 
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Christ-killers and enemies of everything Christ represented allowed the Christian authors 

to distance themselves from the Jews at a time when it was both dangerous and costly to 

be identified as a Jew. The relation between Rome and Jerusalem is enshrined in the story 

of the canonical gospels, books written at the time of the First Revolt (66-70) and in its 

immediate aftermath, under the Flavians. According to the Gospel of Luke, the advent of 

Christ coincided with the Augustean age, the golden age of the Roman principate. 

Pontius Pilate, a notoriously anti-Jewish Roman prefect, appears prominently in the 

passion story, which is the core narrative of the canonical gospels, though Pilate is 

distorted into a mere puppet of a coalition of devious Jewish aristocrats and an 

intransigent and malleable Jewish plebs. The character of Jesus is established in contrast 

to well-known Jewish parties, such as Pharisees and Sadducees, and his condemnation at 

the hands of the high priests is precipitated by his oracle presaging the destruction of the 

temple, an oracle Christian readers found confirmed in Jerusalem’s ruin. The Christian 

memory of Jerusalem was decisively shaped by the apologetic situation of the early 

Christians around the time of the destruction of the temple who found themselves in need 

of distancing themselves from the Jews and who saw the destruction of the temple as 

evidence of the truth of their founder’s prophecy and thus of his divinity. Christian 

theologians perpetuated and further perfected but never questioned this point of view 

until the 20th century when its nefarious implications could no longer be denied. By 

perpetually reenacting the entry of Jesus to Jerusalem, his suffering under Pontius Pilate, 

his trial, conviction, torture, crucifixion and ultimately his resurrection and ascent to 

heaven, Christians had also concocted a viciously anti-Jewish narrative that was merely 

defensive at the time it was conceived but that became a deadly poison when, in the 4th 

century, the orthodox Christianity was elevated to the status of Roman state religion. 

With the imperial turn to this story as a source of theological-political consolidation of 

the principate Jerusalem acquired centrality for the Christian world as an actual place to 

be visited and revered rather than shunned and reviled as a symbol of divine judgment on 

the Jews.  

 

Finally and understandably, the temple was remembered by the Jews who hoped to 

rebuild it. Though the memory of its destruction is perpetuated in Jewish sources as well, 
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here the explanation offered is, for the most part, naturalistic and sanguine. The city was 

destroyed because of internecine war and the wickedness of the Roman general who 

destroyed it, namely, Titus. Though the Jews were to stage several uprisings subsequent 

to the destruction of Jerusalem (both in Roman Palestine and in the diaspora where an 

uprising in north-Africa at the time of Trajan is remembered as particularly violent and 

disastrous), the Jews of Palestine eventually made their peace with Rome and recovered 

economically. There is no doubt that they would have rebuilt the temple (in fact, at least 

once, under the “apostate” Julian, such an attempt was actually made) had it not been for 

the introduction of anti-Jewish legislation under Emperor Constantine and his orthodox 

successors who eventually deprived the Jews of Palestine of legal autonomy and 

disadvantaged them in economic and cultural terms. Jewish law and lore nevertheless 

preserved the memory of Jerusalem and Jewish liturgy instilled a perpetual desire for the 

rebuilding of the temple, “speedily in our time.”  

 

1.2. Second temple period and other problems 

Scholarship and historiography of this city have always been based on the literary sources 

extant since antiquity. But while scholars used to believe that these literary sources 

conveyed not just plausible but factual information, more recently this has been doubted. 

Scholars no longer agree on whether it is possible to derive unambiguous, detailed, and 

reliable sequences of events from every ancient account. Where there is no unambiguous 

sequence (post hoc), one cannot establish the causes and relative weight of events in 

shaping historical processes (propter hoc). A striking example of this uncertainty 

concerns the reconstruction of the facts and causes pertaining to the decades of conflict 

between different Jewish factions and the Seleucids in the middle third of the 2nd century 

BCE, the so-called Maccabean revolt. While ingenious solutions have been proposed to 

the dating of events described in I and II Maccabees and elsewhere, there is unanimity 

among scholars neither with respect to the dates given in the Books of the Maccabees, 

nor to the sequence of events, nor to the causes of the internal and external strife that 

preceded the establishment of Hasmonean kingship in later 2nd century Jerusalem.10 We 

will try to shed light on this episode below, in the historical overview. 

                                                 
10 Cf. BRINGMANN (1983). 
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Methodological problems entailed in the reconstruction of the entire period of six 

hundred years are similar to those entailed in establishing the “biblical” history we 

reviewed in the first chapter. In the past, scholars either tried to identify authentic 

historical documents within our literary accounts, foremost among them the books of 

Ezra-Nehemiah, I and II Maccabees, and the works of Josephus, where letters or official 

decrees are frequently cited, or they attempted to determine historical facts from 

contradictory literary works by arguing for the most plausible scenario. The strength of 

our ancient historians was not so much the accuracy of their reporting rather than the 

plausibility of their narrative and the psychological persuasiveness of their portraits of the 

great men and women who shaped the fate of nations. On the basis of alternate portraits 

provided sometimes by the same author modern scholars could therefore discuss which of 

these portraits was more truthful. A favorite subject for such speculative reconstruction of 

individuality was Herod “the Great.” Was he a good king and a good person who 

tragically fell prey to deceit and intrigue emanating from his own court and family, as 

depicted in Bellum Judaicum, or was he crazy and evil, as depicted in the later 

Antiquitates?11 Today it appears naïve to expect that we can learn all that much about a 

king who lived generations before the author on whose portraits we rely. Hence scholars 

now turn to Josephus to learn something about Josephus himself, namely, about his age 

and his perspective. Similarly, reading the Books of the Maccabees may not tell us the 

truth about what went on when the Maccabees were around but it may tell us something 

about the authors or sponsors of these accounts, namely, about their times and 

perspectives. The truth may be somewhere in the middle between these divergent 

approaches. Still, every historical assertion that follows needs to be considered in light of 

this ultimate uncertainty about the facts, personages, and perspectives even though these 

facts and personages have long been familiar to us and inevitably guide our imagination 

in reconstructing the past.  

 

There is no significant debate on when the post-exilic period begins. All the evidence we 

have is either of a literary nature or epigraphic but indirect (literary evidence: biblical 

                                                 
11 Cf. Daniel R. Schwarz, “Vorwort” in SCHALIT (2001): XV-XIX. 
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texts of uncertain provenance; indirect epigraphic evidence: the Cyrus Cylinder, which 

pertains to the restoration of sanctuaries in Babylon but not in Yehud). The traditional 

notions of exile and an empty land settled by returnees from Babylon have rightly been 

called into question.12 But for the founding of Persian-age Y’rushelem, our biblical 

accounts are quite significant. The narrative of re-founding, which as we shall see is not 

even that simple or straight forward, emphasizes the complexity of the actual situation 

that prevailed in Yehud at the time when the temple was reinaugurated by Persian fiat. 

The legal decree that is cited in several places, such as the beginning of the Book of Ezra 

and the end of Chronicles, established our city in a political sense (which, in the ancient 

world, was a sense expressed in cultic terms) and as a “post-exilic” act, that is, an act 

ending a period of exile, captivity, languishing, sacrilege, and destruction. The implied 

cultic mythology of a god choosing a human savior to restore the houses of the god(s) is 

the same in this case as in many other ancient Near Eastern cases. To the Persians ruling 

Babylon, or rather to their Babylonian subjects, this is the basic reason for the legitimacy 

of their rule, the reason why they god(s) favored them in the first place. The legal fiction 

of the release of the Babylonian captives alone, however, says little about the facts on the 

ground or the actual process of rebuilding the city or the personages who rebuilt it, nor 

does it presuppose that the city had been either completely abandoned or that it had 

remained uninhabited. The Cyrus Edict means that the Persian authorities commissioned 

the reestablishment of the YHWH temple in Jerusalem as a political entity and most 

likely aimed at founding a Babylonian-Jewish settlement loyal to the Achaemenid rulers 

in place of the earlier Jerusalem. Assuming its authenticity, the legal act mandating the 

restoration of the Jerusalem temple was issued either immediately or within a few years 

of the fall of Babylon to Cyrus, which gives us the widely accepted date of 539 BCE or a 

few years later. This date indicates a shift in the legal status of Jerusalem. It marks the 

end of “exile” in a legal sense, which provided the initial condition for the possibility of 

return. 

 

Our second major period in the history of Jerusalem also has an obvious end, namely, the 

destruction of the Herodian temple in 70 CE. What ends here is the Jewish cultic-political 

                                                 
12 See the literature adduced in Chapter One, above. 
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system centered in Jerusalem that was established under Perso-Babylonian tutelage, 

thrived through the Hellenistic age, and was crushed in the rebellion against Rome. The 

fall of Jerusalem ended a brief period during which the Jews claimed full independence 

from Rome, but it did not end Jewish life in Roman Palestine or in the diaspora 

communities that had not participated in the rebellion. Jewish life was to recover or 

continue in other places in ways that were not so markedly different from what had 

existed before. Thus, while the destruction of the temple looms large in our telescopic 

view, it requires further thought to determine what the event meant to the average Jew or 

her neighbor in the first decades following the war.13  

 

Some historians, mindful of the importance of Rome in shaping the fate of Jerusalem in 

the century preceding the First Revolt (66-70 or 74 CE), take the year 63 BCE (691 

AUC) as a major turning point. This was the year when Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus first 

conquered Jerusalem, ushering in an era of Roman dominance that was to last, with brief 

interruptions, until the Muslim conquest of Syria, beginning in 635 CE (13 AH). 63 BCE 

marks the end of half a century of independence under the Hasmonean kings and the rise 

of the Idumean client-kings, among whom Herod was the most distinguished. Herod 

decisively shaped the fame and standing of the city as a Jewish metropolis and his rule 

should not be treated as a mere episode. Once one considers the Roman point of view as 

decisive, one might think of the destruction of the temple as merely a step in the 

inevitable process of integration of the Jewish commonwealth into the Roman provincial 

system.14 Alternatively, many historians extend the narrative of Jewish Jerusalem beyond 

the date of the destruction of the temple and add another 65 years, to include a second 

Palestinian Jewish uprising against Rome, the so-called Bar Kokhba revolt, a messianic 

war aiming at the freedom of Jerusalem and the restoration of Jewish independence 

during which Jerusalem may have been briefly recaptured (132-135 CE). While it is not 

entirely certain that Bar Kokhba’s fighters were able to dislodge the Romans from the 
                                                 
13 As on the occasion of Pompey’s conquest of Jerusalem (63 BCE), many Jews were sold into slavery in 
70 CE and in 135 CE though their freedom was usually bought by the donations of wealthy individuals or 
communities. Others, individuals such as Josephus or entire cities like Sepphoris, benefited from the their 
support of Rome against the rebels.   
14 This point of view is taken by E. Mary Smallwood in The Jews under Roman Rule (1981) [= 
SMALLWOOD (1981)], a study narrating Jewish history (including the diaspora) “from Pompey to 
Diocletian” (thus the subtitle of her book). 
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ruined city, rebel coinage attests that their aim was the liberation of the holy city that was 

now literally trampled and defiled (in terms of sacerdotal purity laws) by foreign nations. 

Depending on how one interprets the respective ideologies of the participants in the first 

and second revolt, the Bar Kokhba rebellion was either a renewal of the earlier struggle 

for independence or something different, driven by new commitments. From a secular 

perspective on Jewish history, the date 135 CE certainly commends itself as the end of an 

era in that it was only then that Jews were finally banished from living in the area of 

Jerusalem, a colony of Roman military veterans was established in its place, and Judea 

ceased to exist as an administrative unit and a center of Jewish life. For our purposes, we 

may be satisfied with having pointed out these different options.  

 

The establishment of the Persian province of Yehud centered in Jerusalem and the 

resumption of sacrifices mark the beginning of a Jewish temple state in Jerusalem, and 

the Roman destruction of Jerusalem and suppression of two rebellions centered on 

Jerusalem eliminated the political existence of what had become of this temple state over 

the centuries, though Jewish life, based on the “ancestral laws” of the Torah of Moses 

recovered and continued in Palestine and in the many Jewish colonies that persisted all 

across the Roman and Parthian realms. Jews were not banished from Jerusalem until 135. 

The defeat of Bar Kokhba and his men, whose halakhic piety is attested in letters found 

in caves near the Dead Sea, heralded the end of violent uprisings as the proper solution to 

the problem of Jewish political life and encouraged the emerging rabbinic elite to focus 

on developing new, more durable and less volatile institutions.15  

 

Aside from the Torah, on whose authority it was ostensibly founded (though the temple 

was in place when the Torah was introduced by Ezra), the temple was the decisive 

                                                 
15 The irony of calling the Mishnah a more durable constitution is that the Mishnah, a written version of an 
oral law tradition, was not meant to replace the written constitution that had legitimized the temple (i.e., the 
Torah) but merely to augment it for the contingency of the absence of the temple, which was construed as 
temporary. This provisory or interim constitution has maintained Jewish life ever since. The 
reestablishment of a temple and the resumption of the sacrifices, as commanded in the Torah, would cause 
not just a conflagration with the Muslims who are not likely to relinquish control of the Haram ash Sharif 
peacefully but also precipitate a constitutional crisis among religious Jews as well as within the modern 
Jewish state, which was founded neither on the Torah nor on rabbinic law, but in agnostic distance from 
both. 
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constitutional element of the Jerusalem-centered commonwealth and the reason for its 

longevity and vitality. But I am not convinced that it makes sense to call the age during 

which this temple stood the “second temple period,” as many scholars do. As stated 

before, the period classification “Second Temple” presupposes a “First Temple” period, 

but the Judahite monarchy, which lost its independence in 586 BCE, was, to the best of 

our knowledge, a monarchy rather than a temple state, which is not to say that it was 

“secular” in a modern sense. The royal shrine, supposedly built by King Solomon, plays 

an enormous role in biblical historiography and, accordingly, in the memory of the post-

exilic community, but not, at least according to our understanding, in the “real life” of the 

pre-exilic monarchies, with the possible exception of the time of Josiah. The meaning of 

the temple, its centrality and its exclusive YHWHism were contentious before the exile 

but not thereafter. Pre-exilic YHWHism had been the expression of a prophetic and anti-

Assyrian ideology. Post-exilic YHWHism was devoid of opposition to Persian or even 

Ptolemaic rule and it was not until Roman times that Judaism reacquired some of the 

virulent prophetic and anti-imperial dimensions of its antecedents. To be sure, the irenic 

ideological underpinnings of the temple-polity began to be discernibly disturbed under 

Seleucid rule. Until then (though from then on no longer unquestioned) and to some 

extent throughout the post-exilic age, the Judean regime was based on the priesthood and 

the temple. It is part of the mythology developed by these priests themselves, much in 

keeping with assumptions also shared by other ancient states, that political power was 

divinely sanctioned. In this view, YHWH was the real king, the temple his abode, and the 

high priest the sufficient representative of the covenanted community before the deity. At 

the same time, the high priest ruled as ethnarch and represented the Jewish ethnos before 

the empire.  

 

In contrast to the mystery cults of the Roman age, YHWHism was first of all a typical 

Near Eastern political religion. The concern of pre-exilic prophetic YHWHism had been 

the assertion of independence of the Judahite monarchy (and the land-owning class at its 

core) from the Assyrian Empire and its successor, the Babylonians, though some 

prophetic parties within the Judahite community interpreted the divine mandate 

differently, counseling accommodation and submission. There are echoes of these 
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concerns in the rhetoric of the second commonwealth, but the fundamental conceit may 

have changed. The exilic and post-exilic priests and scribes shaped the Yehudite polity in 

the image of a divinely ruled temple state. This system seems different from what had 

preceded it on Judahite soil, a difference obscured when we speak of First and Second 

Temple periods. Measuring these periods by the integrity of the temple is also confusing 

because the temple itself was looted, damaged, and rebuilt several times, both before and 

after the Babylonian destruction of 586 BCE. Most famously, the temple, the entire hill 

that supported it, and the architectural environment that surrounded it were completely 

reconstructed by King Herod who cast himself not just as Solomon redivivus but as the 

presaged eschatological ruler, an eastern version of Caesar Augustus himself. In sum: 

there are good reasons why the pre-586 and post-539 Jerusalems should be carefully 

distinguished and labeled in keeping with their respective character. This should suffice 

as a recommendation of caution when using what has become an unavoidable pair of 

terms to describe the pre- and post-exilic commonwealths.  

 

1.3. Restoration and innovation 

It is conventional to divide history into sequences of hegemonic powers. The biblical 

book of Daniel does much the same, though veiled in apocalyptic imagery and in form of 

a prophecy of future ages. For our temple city period, there is an obvious sequence of 

four hegemonic powers to be considered, namely, the Achaemenid Persians, the 

Ptolemies, the Seleucids, and the Romans. If one thinks in terms of cultural matrices 

rather than political hegemony, the sequence may be reduced to three major phases, 

namely, the period of Parso-Babylonian influence, the Hellenistic age, and the age of 

Roman dominance of Jewish Jerusalem. The major internal developments of the city 

suggest a somewhat different threefold division. For reasons that will become clear I 

draw a stronger line between Ptolemaic and Seleucid rule than between the Persians and 

the early Macedonian rulers. The paradigm established under Persian rule, which I call 

the Parso-Babylonian matrix (because of the Babylonian cultural and religious influence 

discernible in the priestly cult of Jerusalem), prevails also under the Ptolemies, whereas 

Seleucid rule sees a major shake-up in the governance and cultural/cultic character of the 

city precipitated by an attempt at adapting culture and cult to a Hellenistic mold. The 
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third phase in Jerusalem’s history as a Jewish temple city consists in the imposition of a 

Roman paradigm that begins to take hold in the transition from the Hasmoneans to the 

Herodians. Hasmonean rule is part of the story of Jerusalem’s Hellenization, just as 

Herod is part of its Romanization.  

 

There is an obvious continuity to the history of the city that reaches from Persian 

reconstruction to Roman destruction. Throughout these centuries, Jerusalem functioned 

as the major temple city of the Jews. The affairs of this city and its elites, their internal 

and external conflicts and any changes in the constitution of the city impacted not just on 

the population of Yehud/Ioudaia/Ivdaea but also on the relations between the local Jewish 

populations and their immediate neighbors. Privileges enjoyed by the city, the taxes it 

extracted on behalf of the Jewish polity, the cities and regions it dominated at any given 

time: any shifts in power immediately registered with the neighbors and competitors of 

the Jews, including Aramaic speaking Samarians, Syrians, Ituraeans, Nabatean Arabs, 

and Idumeans, as well as the Phoinicians of the ancient port cities, such as Tyre and 

Sidon. Conversely, the way Jerusalem was perceived by Jews and non-Jews (including 

neighbors and hegemonic powers) shifted as the region as a whole changed hands and as 

Jewish society responded to these changes. The historical overview indicates and 

illustrates the major turning points and epochs in this sequence of changes. 

 

There are several distinct bodies of scholarship involved in the study of Jerusalem as it 

existed from 539 BCE until 70/135 CE. Achaemenid Persian administration of the Holy 

Land is a subject of interest not just to scholars of ancient Persia but also to biblical 

scholars for whom the Achaemenid satrapy “Beyond the River” provides the context and 

framework for some of the later texts of the Hebrew Bible. The Hellenistic age has its 

own archeological, art historical, and social and economic historical specializations, all of 

which are of relevance to students of inter-testamental and early Christian literature who 

consider Hellenism (a term describing the cultural amalgamation of Greco-Macedonian 

and local eastern cultures pursued in the wake of Alexander’s conquests) as an important 

background to the rise of Christianity. The division between the Persian and Hellenistic 

ages is therefore amplified by the taxonomy of the Christian academy, where Old 
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Testament and New Testament studies are separate disciplines, justified by the linguistic 

differences entailed in the relevant sources. The lingua franca of the Persian age was 

Aramaic, whereas the Macedonians introduced Greek as the language of administration. 

But this division is also somewhat artificial. Throughout the Hellenistic age (i.e., from 

“Alexander to Actium”)16 and beyond, Greek and Aramaic existed side by side. Various 

Aramaic dialects were spoken and written throughout the southern Levant, Syria, and 

Mesopotamia, even though Greek penetrated into each and every aspect of life. In fact, 

the older language often constituted a source of identity and resistance to the imposition 

of “foreign” authority, and gave expression to classicistic revivals of indigenous cults and 

cultures. Conversely, as Martin Hengel pointed out, Greek cultural influence is 

discernible even before the age of Alexander. The transition from the Persian to the 

Greek “age” must therefore be imagined as gradual and complex rather than sudden or 

simple. The idea of a harsh contrast between Greek and Barbarian culture belongs in the 

arsenal of ancient Greek resentment of the Persians and concomitant literary 

propaganda.17 When speaking of the first century of Macedonian rule nothing too drastic 

should be expected; at least, Jerusalem does not appear to have been substantially 

affected by the shift from a Parso-Babylonian to a Greco-Egyptian administration.  

 

What we may imprecisely refer to as “Judaism” (ioudaismos), that is, the peculiar priestly 

cult centered in Jerusalem that was encountered and described by the early Greek 

geographers as distinctive was shaped under Parso-Babylonian influence. This system did 

not clash with “Hellenism” until the time of Seleucid rule. In fact, the naming and the 

conception of Jewish and Greek ways in mutually exclusive terms is not evident until the 

Hasmonean age, when it became a decisive element in the rhetoric of legitimization 

employed by this new family of rulers, a rhetoric aiming to justify their own innovation 

relative to a Jerusalemite tradition they had ostensibly restored. 

 

                                                 
16 Cf. GREEN (1990). 
17 Similarly (and ironically), the first self-conscious affirmation of ioudaismos first appears in an apologetic 
juxtaposition with the hellenismos pursued by renegade Jerusalemite priests, though in a version of the 
Maccabean story narrated among Alexandrian Jews. 
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The first reconstruction of the city took place under Parso-Babylonian tutelage. The 

Leitkultur of the age was then Babylonian rather than Persian.18 Babylonian cultural 

influence prevailed unchallenged until Jerusalemite priests, encouraged by the 

Macedonian Seleucids, began to introduce Greek institutions into the city about three 

hundred and sixty years after its new founding, precipitating a constitutional crisis. 

Following three decades of internal and external conflict, a new family of priests, the 

Hasmoneans, took the high priesthood and led the province, its central cultic institution 

restored to its customary form, to what the Books of the Maccabees hail as political 

independence and others (then and later) regarded as a kind of tyranny. The internal 

conflict over this change in the constitution of Jerusalem can be measured by the fact that 

it is only since the second century BCE (i.e., since Seleucid intervention in the internal 

affairs of the temple state, since the Maccabean wars, and since Hasmoneans took the 

high priesthood and renewed the royal title) that we have evidence of Jewish 

“sectarianism,” i.e., a proliferation of multiple strong readings of the present in the light 

of an idealized past, in light of established cultic practice, and in light of the written 

constitution on which this practice was supposed to have been founded. In other words, in 

the second century BCE we discern the opening of a gap between the political and cultic 

realities on one hand and, on the other hand, the ideals derived from literary tradition, 

law, and pious commitment to the ancestral way of life, leading to the development of 

alternative, and henceforth competing, visions of “Judaism.”  

 

The third and most expansive reconstruction, the one about which we are best informed, 

occurred under the Romans. It involves several reorganizations of the administration and 

jurisdiction of Jerusalem, as well as a complete rebuilding of the temple, not to speak of 

other monumental architecture built by Herod here and elsewhere. The consideration of 

Herod and his introduction of Roman-style architecture and culture to a city with a 

longstanding and idiosyncratic sacerdotal character inevitably lead us to consider the 
                                                 
18 Very little is known about the cultural values of the early Achaemenid rulers. Their official documents, 
such as the Cyrus Cylinder, espouse traditional Mesopotamian rhetoric, and early Achaemenid monumental 
art is terse. Thus, for example, we have no knowledge whether the early Achaemenids were Zoroastrians or 
what exactly this would have meant. On the other hand, until the middle of the 5th century, the Levant was 
united with Babylon in a vast satrapy that included the regions formerly under neo-Babylonian rule. This 
means that Jerusalem remained in the Babylonian sphere in very practical terms for much longer than the 
seventy years of “exile.” 
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dialectic of restoration and innovation. The two subsequent uprisings against Roman rule 

were not simply attempts to restore the Jewish temple society. Though the first rebellion 

was initially supported and organized by members of the traditional elite, these circles 

were soon swept away in a civil war that brought non-traditional circles to power in the 

city. The rebel regime was partially based on precedent (real or imagined), partially on 

apocalyptic notions of cultic and/or political perfection, and partially on sheer brutality. 

Josephus gave this group the name of Zealots and the word has received its peculiar 

meaning from the events described in his Jewish War. The movement was perhaps both 

pragmatic and messianic, an uneasy and uncomfortable ad hoc alliance between 

heterogeneous forces. Rebel coinage of the First Revolt displayed an unprecedented 

design that proclaimed the “freedom of Jerusalem,” attesting to the fact that the rebels 

had in fact founded a new Jewish commonwealth or saw themselves as having done so. 

For a few years, then, Jerusalem had been radically “reconstructed” only to end in 

destruction.  

 

As a temple city under different hegemonic powers, Jerusalem experienced moments of 

significant physical, political, cultural, and ideological reconstruction. By reconstruction I 

mean not only the putative or certain high points of rebuilding and development of the 

city in architectural terms, such as when Nehemiah is said to have rebuilt the walls and 

resettled the city by assigning members of the landed Jewish families as settlers by 

drawing lots, or when King Herod carried out a major rebuilding of the temple and its 

surroundings. Equally important were the cultural and cultic struggles for the character of 

the city and its institutions between those who cared for it for a variety of reasons and in a 

variety of ways: its ruling elites and their indigenous competitors; the parties and schools 

of thought among the Jews, local and diasporic; and the foreigners, including soldiery 

and the elites commanding them in the interest of local, neighboring, or remote rulers. 

These struggles are different every time; the fault lines between the major parties cannot 

always be clearly delineated; issues of class, descent, region, and other markers of 

affiliation and identity also play into the mosaic of often just barely recognizable 

differences. Neither the sequence nor the causes of events known from contemporary or 

later sources can always be fully understood; some of our best-known accounts may be 
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steeped in rhetoric aimed at influencing audiences of a later age rather than merely 

reporting on what really happened in the past.19 Still, we may at least be able to catch a 

glimpse of the complexity and vibrancy of the cultural, economic, and political forces 

that flourished, but also preyed on one another, in this remote yet all-too-familiar age 

whose legacy is still with us. 

 

Shifts in the social, economic, and political concerns of the inhabitants of the city and 

their elites and tensions between the center and its margins, between a scripturally 

delineated “land of Israel” and a Jerusalem-loyal diaspora, and between a vibrant 

province and insatiable competing empires are enhanced by reflections on Jerusalem’s 

unique calling, its standing as the city chosen by the only true God for his name to reside. 

Beginning as a provincial shrine, the temple of Jerusalem—because of its magnificence 

and its transcendent attraction—eventually emerged as a magnet for gifts and pilgrimage 

across the oikumene (the Greco-Roman term for the inhabited circle of lands). Here was 

the place where the creator of heaven and earth could be worshiped in a sublime and 

efficacious way, as ordained through the agency of Moses, the greatest of all lawgivers, 

prophets, and philosopher-kings. Measured by this spiritual standard, the court intrigue 

and power grabbing concerns of client kings, even of high priests and ethnarchs, may 

have appeared puny. But in the course of the conflict with Rome, the mundane present 

was increasingly measured by memories of an idealized past (the great and devout 

biblical kings) and articulated in apocalyptic fantasies of future redemption from wave 

after wave of evil rulers. Jerusalem and the Jews were divided into increasingly volatile 

and diverse movements competing for the mantle of the “sacred remnant” even as the city 

was flourishing economically and expanding its control politically. It is this complex 

interaction of the mundane and the sacred, reality and vision, realpolitik and apocalyptic 

striving that gives the history of this temple city such a dramatic and perhaps even tragic 

character.  

 

                                                 
19 The problem of audience plays a role in shaping both the New Testament gospels (and hence Christian 
perception) and the works of Josephus (and hence Roman perception). It reccurs in modern media culture 
where the Middle East conflict is played out (sometimes to the point of being staged) before local, regional, 
and global audiences. 
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Over the course of these centuries, when Macedonians drove away Persians, Romans 

replaced Macedonians, and priest-kings gave way to secular rulers and foreign prefects, 

Jerusalem acquired new dimensions. It began to represent different theological-political 

concerns, though the character of the emergent paradigm remained polyvalent and 

contentious. Was it the pivotal location of a clash between a small but devoutly religious 

nation that obeyed God more than men, ready to be martyred rather than enslaved, and a 

great military power that ruthlessly repressed those who resisted its ideology of 

pacification? Could it be that Jerusalem’s mission was to be destroyed and ploughed 

under so that the ideas (and the redemption) it represented could be resurrected in the 

heart of the empire, now transformed, as it were, from the inside, the city of prophecy 

emerging unscathed from the belly of the whale, so as to overcome the empire by the 

faith emanating from the martyred nation? Or is the Jewish temple city the showcase of 

the foolishness of a small but radicalized group of “bandits” or “tyrants” (as Josephus 

calls them) who managed to drag an entire nation into a war that could not be won and 

thereby caused a national catastrophe of millennial proportions? Attempts to attribute 

heightened meaning to Jerusalem and its fate began in antiquity, but they continue with 

every attempt to retell its story. 
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2. Historical Overview 

 

2.1. Parso-Babylonian reconstruction (539-301-198) 

 
In the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, in order that the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah 

might be accomplished, the LORD stirred up the spirit of King Cyrus of Persia so that he sent a herald 

throughout all his kingdom, and also in a written edict declared: 

Thus says King Cyrus of Persia:  

The LORD, the God of heaven, has given me all the kingdoms of the earth,  

and he has charged me to build him a house at Jerusalem in Judah. 

Any of those among you who are are of his people 

—may their God be with them!— 

are now permitted to go up to Jerusalem in Judah, 

and rebuild the house of the LORD, the God of Israel, 

he is the God who is in Jerusalem; 

and let all survivors, in whatever place they reside,  

be assisted by the people of their place with silver and gold, 

with goods and with animals, 

besides freewill offerings for the house of God in Jerusalem. 

(“Cyrus Edict,” according to Ezra 1) 

 

Jerusalem was rebuilt. It began with the kindling of a fire on an altar built of unhewn 

stones and the slaughter of sacrificial victims. Then a house was built for YHWH. More 

than half a century later, walls encircling what was to become a city were added. Finally, 

lots were drawn to decide who was to settle here. The second Jerusalem (or, more 

accurately, the fourth) began from scratch, or rather it emerged from a combination of 

three things, namely, memory, design, and determination. Memory taught the rebuilders 

where to build, design taught them what to build and why, and determination was 

required to overcome resistance among the local population and the apathy of settlers 

preoccupied with their private affairs. Altar and temple came first because the sacerdotal 

represented to these ancients what, in the wake of Greek culture, we are in the habit of 

calling the political. To rebuild Jerusalem as a political entity necessitated a 

reconstruction of the cult of YHWH, “the God who is in Jerusalem,” a god who had been 
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left without a house and without proper sacrifices, a neglect that was now to be rectified. 

Perhaps the most important question entertained by the learned and politically 

responsible Jews of the Parso-Babylonian age was what kind of polity was to emerge 

from the ruins of the earlier monarchy. The answer to this question took the form of two 

different institutions that were to shape the idea of the Holy City forever after, namely, 

the temple and the Torah. The emphasis on temple and Torah implied a marginalization 

of kingship and prophecy, the major institutions of the pre-exilic commonwealths of 

Israel and Judah and of ancient Canaanite political religion more generally. The 

relegation of human kingship to the realm of memory and literary imagination 

paradoxically contributed to a hyperbolic idealization of the king that henceforth 

characterized so many messianic movements inspired by Jewish scriptures. 

 

The builders of this Jerusalem were Babylonian Jews, if this term is correct. At least, they 

came from and remained connected with Babylonia. This observation is not trivial but 

may be the essence of the matter. The fact is so familiar that we are likely to overlook its 

significance. It helps, perhaps, if we imagine an alternate beginning. Let us imagine that 

it was not the Babylonian Jews who reestablished temple, walls, and population but the 

Egyptian Jews.20 There is evidence that Jews had lived in Egypt since the days of king 

Manasseh. Jeremiah and his company had taken refuge in Egypt after the assassination of 

Gedaliah, and though Jeremiah prophesied the obliteration of the Egyptian Jewish 

community, this destruction did not come to pass. (Jews, in fact, continued to live and 

thrive in Egypt until the great exodus of the middle of the 20th century that was the 

beginning of the end of millennial Jewish communities across the Middle East.) At the 

time of the rebuilding of Jerusalem, in the late 6th to early 5th century BCE, there existed a 

sizeable Jewish military colony on the island of Elephantine, between Egypt and Nubia. 

These Jews had a temple. Though some scholars think that the religion of these Jews was 

tarnished by “syncretism” (a problematic term since it presupposes a kind of conceptual 

purity that may not have prevailed in any ancient cult or culture) it would be 

anachronistic to make such an assumption. It is true that these Jews did not know how to 

                                                 
20 For alternate history as a historiographic and pedagogical tool see J. Sheryl Exum, “Why Virtual 
History? Alternatives, Counterfactuals, and the Bible” in Biblical Interpretation 8.1/2 (2000): 1-7. 
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celebrate the Passover properly. Perhaps they had not even heard of Passover until the 

late 5th century when they received instructions from the high priest in Jerusalem as to 

how to celebrate it. If these Egyptian Jews had decided to leave the island of Elephantine 

and rebuild Jerusalem, Jerusalem would have been rebuilt by Jews who did not know 

how to celebrate the Passover. No Passover, no “lamb of god;” history would have been 

quite different. In the event, it was the Babylonian Jews, who rebuilt the temple and the 

walls and who made every effort at resettling the city, even though initially this work 

may have been onerous and unpopular, at least among the less enthusiastic, less devout, 

and less committed. Committed to what?  

 

We will see that different commitments, memories, and designs prevailed among the 

several groups and waves of Babylonian remigrants. Not all of them were equally 

committed to rebuilding Jerusalem. What helped the project along was, aside from the 

thorough dedication of some, that the Babylonian administration, now under Persian rule, 

condoned rebuilding and that the Jews of Babylonia, i.e., those who stayed behind, 

supported it, too. Others, among them the YHWHists of Samaria (the old rivals to the 

north who, according to Jewish views, were only semi-Israelite) and other local 

communities, the “people of the land” (in a new sense of this phrase) including 

Ammonites and Arabs, were less enthusiastic and our biblical sources depict them as 

“adversaries” who tried to stall or prevent the project from going forward altogether. 

 

Temple, walls, and city were nevertheless established. Then they were conquered, along 

with the rest of the Persian Empire, by the Macedonian king Alexander. On his return 

from “liberating” Egypt and in pursuit of a decisive engagement with Darius III, 

Alexander destroyed Samaria. With the elimination of this rival, Jerusalem’s star was, 

once again, on the rise. It thrived under the Ptolemies of Egypt, and when Jewish 

“Hellenizers” later established a pro-Syrian colony of “Antiochenes” in Jerusalem the 

way of life that had been established by the Judeo-Babylonian migrants proved stronger: 

the Seleucids and their Jewish sympathizers were pushed out of the temple (though not 

immediately dislocated from the city) and the proper cult was reestablished. From now 

on, the gloves were off. The Jews (or some of them) had learned to fight and die for the 
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holy city, the holy temple, and the way of life established on the Torah of Moses. But the 

design of the temple, the desire to rebuild the walls of the city, and much of Torah 

originated in Babylon rather than in Egypt or somewhere else. The many ways in which 

the Jewish temple state and its cult were indebted to Babylonian precedent cannot be 

described here. Babylonian influence is discernible in polemic with Babylonian myths of 

creation but also in the Babylonian names of the months of the Jewish calendar and in the 

names of the Davidic dignitaries first entrusted with the establishment of Persian Yehud. 

Babylon, a temple city with a vast and complex administration, was the place where the 

idea of Jerusalem as a temple city and community was first conceived. This is not to deny 

genuine Israelite and Judahite elements in the cult or the originality of the synthesis of 

traditions accomplished by the returnees. It merely indicates that the vernacular in which 

the Yehudites came to construe their political autonomy, namely, the terms of divine 

mandate and cultic autonomy, hued closely to Babylonian precedent. Yehud was a loyal 

province of the satrapy “Beyond the River” at whose center stood the city of Babylon.21 

 

Not everyone worried about Jerusalem. Not everyone returning from exile came to 

rebuild the holy city. This seems to have been the prerogative of royal pretenders such as 

Sheshbazzar or Zerubbavel, supported by prophets such as Haggai and Zechariah. Most 

people had other worries, such as how to reclaim property or how to establish neighborly 

relations with the people now living in the ancestral land. Haggai chides the returnees for 

worrying more about their own estates than about the temple, which still lay in ruins at 

the time of Darius (c. 520). It took two further initiatives to get the city off the ground. 

We will discuss these initiatives—one associated with Nehemiah the royal cupbearer and 

governor, the other with Ezra the priest and scribe— in a moment. Whatever reliable 

traditions the books bearing the names of Ezra and Nehemiah contain, they certainly 

represent a particular point of view, namely, that of the returnees and, among those, that 

of officials focused on the rebuilding of Jerusalem, the regulation of the Levitical 

priesthood, the fortification of the temple, the recruiting of settlers for the city, the 

institution of the Torah of Moses as its constitution, and the forming of a new ethnos, as 

                                                 
21 Until the mid-5th century, the satrapy avar nahara was administratively united with Babylon. This 
changed under Artaxerxes I, in whose reign Nehemiah reorganized Jerusalem. 
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we may say using a Greek term that described this kind of community later on, an ethnos 

predominantly constituted by the returnees, the beney ha-golah, and among them 

particularly by priests and Levites. By the time Greek geographers visited the “east” in 

the wake of Alexander’s conquests, Jerusalem had turned into a “city of priests.”22 

 

There are other literary sources besides Haggai, the first part of Zechariah, and Ezra-

Nehemiah that pertain to this period of reconstruction though they do so more obliquely. 

The Torah as we know it and other biblical literature was either composed or decisively 

redacted in the Persian period. The Book of Chronicles recasts pre-exilic history in light 

of the cultic concerns and pious views of the Persian or even the early Hellenistic age,23 

though it remains difficult to extract information on attitudes, movements, and concerns 

from literature that reflects the period of return and reconstruction but speaks to it only 

indirectly and in the disguise of writing on pre-exilic or even earlier phases of history.24 If 

one reads the Torah as reflecting the situation of the Persian age, one can perhaps discern 

a range of voices and options that represent the plurality of communities and traditions 

involved in rebuilding the YHWHistic community of Yehud and perhaps of “Israel” more 

broadly. For example, one could read most of the patriarchal and matriarchal stories of 

Genesis as the expression of inter-ethnic and inter-communal conflict that arose during 

the time of remigration and as exemplars providing guidance as to how the land could be 

shared among the newcomers and the inhabitants already there. This interpretation 

implies a range of strategies (e.g., land purchase), discouragement of harsh revenge (as in 

the story about the rape of Dinah and its aftermath), suggestions about intermarriage 

(Abram and Hagar, Abraham and Ketura), interethnic relations (Abram and Lot, Jacob 

and Esau/Edom), etc. This range of conciliatory options, representing perhaps the early 

phase of remigration, clashes with more violent modes of engagement between the 

                                                 
22 For early Greek comments on the Jewish cult see GLAJJ 1, no.s 4 and 5 (Theophrastus) and no. 11 
(Hecataeus of Abdera). These sources reflect practices that by the late 4th century must have been well 
established and were by then considered characteristic by outsiders. 
23 Many scholars tend to date Chronicles to the early Hellenistic age, meaning the age of the Ptolemies or at 
least the decades following Alexander’s conquest, but in my understanding of how and when “Hellenism” 
became relevant, this is a moot point. 
24 Mario Liverani, for example, reads the patriarchal narratives and other parts of biblical literature for the 
plurality of voices and options presenting themselves to the authors or redactors of the Torah and other 
words who were active at the time of Persian rule but his readings are not always persuasive. See 
LIVERANI (2005), Part Two. 
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conquering Israelites and the seven Canaanite people of Deuteronomy or Joshua. 

Kinship, the question of how to take possession of a land that was promised but that was 

clearly not empty, and hope for the multiplication of offspring, all of these themes, highly 

relevant to the period of return, are central to the Torah as well as to Joshua and Judges.  

 

 

2.1.1. A Jewish temple city in Persian Yehud (539-332/301) 

 

539  Babylon surrenders to the conqueror Cyrus of Anshan. The series 

of conquests from which the Achaemenid Persian empire was to be 

built was continued by his successor Cambyses. The first real 

consolidation of the realm, i.e., repression of rebellions, falls to 

Darius (see below). 

 

Cyrus appears to have stirred hopes for a restoration of Jerusalem and a reestablishment 

of the Judahite state. This first “messianic” movement, here attached to a non-Judahite 

ruler, is evident from prophetic oracles from Babylonia that indicate Cyrus was hoped to 

bring about a shift in the political fortunes of “Jacob and Israel.”25 The anonymous 

prophet whom scholars refer to as Second Isaiah and whose oracles are collected in 

chapters 40-55 of the canonical Book of Isaiah, hails Cyrus as “YHWH’s anointed” (Isa 

45:1). 

 

Thus says the LORD to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have grasped 

to subdue the nations before him and strip kings of their robes, to open doors 

before him—and the gates shall not be closed: I will go before you and level the 

mountains, I will break in pieces the doors of bronze and cut through the bars of 

iron, I will give you treasures of darkness and riches hidden in secret places, so 

that you may know that it is I, the LORD, the God of Israel, who call you by your 

name. For the sake of my servant Jacob and Israel my chosen, I call you by your 

                                                 
25 On Jerusalem under the Achaemenid Persians see PURVIS/MEYERS (1999), WIDENGREN (1977): 
488-538. MILLER/HAYES (2006): 498-540. 
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name, I surname you, though you do not know me. I am the LORD, and there is 

no other; besides me there is no god. I arm you, though you do not know me, so 

that they may know, from the rising of the sun and from the west, that there is no 

one besides me; I am the LORD, and there is no other. I form light and create 

darkness, I make weal and create woe; I the LORD do all these things. (Isa 45:1-7 

NRSV) 

 

The gates referred to in this oracle may literally have been the city gates of Babylon, 

which were indeed opened to Cyrus. In 539, the Babylonian aristocracy, disgruntled with 

Nabonidus, surrendered the city without a fight. It appears they were joined by the 

descendents of the “House of David” and their entourage in hailing the advent of Cyrus 

as liberation.  

 

538 - 520  Sheshbazzar, member of the Judahite royal family, appointed as 

governor (pekhah) of Yehud. He is succeeded by another royal 

pretender with the equally Babylonian name of Zerubbavel (“Seed 

of Babylon”). 

 

c. 520-486 The age of Darius I. Reconstruction of the temple proceeded 

under his rule.  

 

Biblical prophets Haggai and Zachariah refer to the reign of Darius to date their oracles, 

attesting to the resumption of the daily sacrifices in Jerusalem in c. 519 BCE. The 

consolidation of the Persian Empire, stretching from Egypt to the Indus River, fell to 

Darius. Though later biblical sources such as Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah credit Cyrus 

rather than Darius with having issued a specific edict authorizing and encouraging the 

rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem, it was not until the time of Darius, and explicitly 

dated to the second year of his reign, that the work of reconstruction seems to have begun 

in earnest (cf. Ezra 5-6). 
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Under the Achaemenid Persians, Jerusalem was gradually rebuilt as a temple city within 

the fifth satrapy “Beyond the River” (Aramaic: avar nahara). This satrapy included all of 

Palestine, Syria, the Phoenician littoral, and, according to some lists, Cyprus and, until 

the mid-5th century, its administration was linked with Babylonia herself. It thus 

essentially encompassed the realm of the former neo-Babylonian empire. Resettlement of 

Jerusalem proceeded in stages that reflect the ups and downs that befell the Achaemenid 

realm between the surrender of Babylon to Cyrus and the conquest of the western parts of 

the Persian Empire by the Macedonian Alexander (333/2). The official YHWH cult of 

Jerusalem resumed as early as the second year of King Darius (c. 519). According to a 

passage in the Book of Ezra (Ezra 6:15), the temple is said to have been finished in the 

sixth year of Darius (c. 516-515). The temple thus appears to have been reinaugurated 

exactly seventy years after its destruction by Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon. The date is 

symbolic and affirms a prophecy in the book of Jeremiah that speaks of 70 years of exile. 

The inauguration may have been planned to coincide with what must have been 

considered a particularly auspicious date. 

 

There was no city of Jerusalem at this time because there was no wall. The place was 

sparsely populated, no more than a cluster of villages and a far cry from its former glory. 

Those remembering the former temple are said to have been lamenting rather than 

rejoycing on the occasion of its inauguration (Ezra 3:12-13).  

 

465/4-424  Persian king Artaxerxes I.  

 

449 Peace of Callias. Persian reorganization of the Levant. 

 

Nehemiah’s arrival in Jerusalem in 445BCE coincided with a reorganization of the 

satrapy. The royal cupbearer was authorized to reorganize Yehud and to fortify Jerusalem. 

Samarians (the name of Sanballat is mentioned in this connection), trans-Jordanian 

Ammonites, and various groups of Arabs living in or near Jerusalem are described in 

Ezra-Nehemiah as opposing the rebuilding of the city and as feeling threatened by the 
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project of reestablishing an autonomous Jewish commonwealth.26 Nehemiah was 

nevertheless able to enclose parts of the earlier city with a wall and to organize a colony 

of Jews that was to populate the space.   

 

The middle of the 5th century BCE thus sees a distinctly new phase in the reconstruction 

of Jerusalem, when a Persian Jew and royal official is described as having been granted 

permission by Artaxerxes I to oversee the reconstruction of the walls and gates of 

Jerusalem (see Ezra 4:12, Neh 4:6; cf. Ezra 9:9). Nehemiah’s activity was interrupted by 

an absence from his governorship during which some of the regulations he had 

introduced were abandoned. The temple itself, or some of its chambers, were converted 

into the residence of the tax-farmer Tobias (Neh 13:4-9); intermarriage between Jews, 

including priests, and the local non-Jewish aristocracy continued unabated (Neh 13:4.23-

28); and newly appointed Levites gave up their positions at the temple and returned to 

their fields because people no longer paid their dues (Neh 13:10; giving the lie to the rule 

that Levites and priests had to remain landless). The Book of Nehemiah also indicates 

that only about a tenth of the population of returnees settled in Jerusalem, while the rest 

lived in the towns of Judah and Benjamin (Neh 11:1-2). At this point, moving to 

Jerusalem was clearly a kind of sacrifice. We do not know what happened next or how 

Jerusalem fared over the latter century of Persian rule. 

 

The character of Nehemia’s initiative seems to have been secular. His responsibility as a 

governor was a matter of ability and merit accrued at the Persian court rather than his 

connection with Judahite royalty or priestly descent. We learn about Nehemiah from the 

biblical book of Ezra-Nehemiah where Nehemiah’s career appears contiguous with that 

of another official by the name of Ezra. Despite the interweaving of episodes from the 

lives of Ezra and Nehemiah in the literary work known as Ezra-Nehemiah, there is no 

solid indication that the two personages were contemporaries and we have every reason 

to believe that they were not. It seems as if later generations simply wished to connect 

two entirely separate initiatives, of which the second appears in hindsight of greater 

                                                 
26 For an alternative theory of Nehemiah’s intervention on behalf of the province of Yehud see 
MORGENSTERN (1956-60). 
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dignity and hence as the one that should have accompanied and legitimized the first. 

Ezra, a literate priest, is said to have reorganized Jerusalem as a sacerdotal city on the 

basis of a written constitution that is referred to as the “book of the law of Moses” (Ezra 

7, Neh 8). This is said to have proceeded in the days of Artaxerxes, but most likely this 

was a different king from the ruler of the same name who commissioned Nehemiah. 

Under Ezra’s leadership, the returnees (b’ney ha-golah)—literally “the [descendents of 

the] exiles” and in Ezra-Nehemiah used as an honorific for the “remnant” (pleyta) that 

constituted the basis of the new community charged with the rebuilding of temple and 

city—enter into a “firm agreement” (Neh 9:38) to live by the “law of God” (Neh 8:18). 

The sign of their commitment to this agreement is a solemn act of separation from the 

wives the first generation of returnees had taken from among the “people of the land” 

(see Ezra 6:21 and ch. 9-10, Neh 10:28-30, 13:1-3, 23-30). Since Nehemiah is credited 

with a similar initiative, the two could be easily confused. (I will discuss this problem in 

more detail, below.) 

 

Epigraphic evidence from late 5th-century Egypt confirms the existence of a YHWHistic 

cultic center at Jerusalem. In Aramaic letters from a Jewish military colony in 

Elephantine in Upper Egypt (Nubian border, near modern Aswan) the community asks 

the priests at Jerusalem and at Samaria for assistance in regularizing the Passover ritual 

and other cultic matters. Jerusalem therefore enjoyed, along with Samaria, the status of a 

“mother city” where priests could be consulted about religious practices that were 

relevant to YHWHistic colonies abroad.27 

 

403-359  Persian king Artaxerxes II.  

 

Ezra “the Scribe” was most likely active early on in the 4th century, though his name is 

attested only in biblical literature and does not appear in the currently available 

archeological or epigraphic record.  

 

                                                 
27 Evidence of this is the socalled Passover Letter of the late 5th century sent from Jerusalem to Elephantine 
(yev). On the Elephantine papyri and the Jews of Egypt in the age of the Assyrian, neo-Babylonian, and 
Persian empires more generally see PURVIS/MEYERS (1999): 213-216, PORTON (2003). 
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387 The “King’s Peace” or Peace of Antalcidas.  

 

Under Artaxerxes II, the Achaemenids gain control of Ionia and the Aegean, following 

the Corinthian war. Economic and political dominance of Persia in the Eastern 

Mediterranean lasts until the conquests of Alexander. The ensuing economic boom under 

Artaxerxes II and his successor, Artaxerxes III “Ochos,” is evident in the increase in 

coinage throughout the empire, including Yehud, and culminating around 350 BCE.28 

The numismatic evidence attests to Yehud and Shamerayn (Samaria) as provinces 

independent of one another, and governed by the satrap of avar nahara. Names and titles 

of Jewish governors (such as “Hezekiah, the pekhah”) and priests (such as “Yohanan the 

priest” and possibly including “Yaddua, the high priest,” a name also mentioned by 

Josephus)29 are attested for this time, as is the family name Sanballat, for the governors of 

Samaria. Greek cultural influence is evident in motifs on Yehud coinage dated to half a 

century before the Macedonian conquest. 

 

338  Artaxerxes III assassinated. 

 

333/2 Alexander and Macedonians conquer the Levant, ending Persian 

rule. 

 

*** 

 

Our memory of Jerusalem in the Persian age is shaped by biblical literature. In the 

following I look at this literature more closely to see whether it can yield a sharper image 

of the stages of reconstruction. Of particular interest is the diversity of viewpoints or the 

formation of divergent groups and parties within the Jewish community to the degree that 

it is discernible. 

 

                                                 
28 Cf. Leo Mildenberg in FS Hengel, p. 123 and pp. 131-134. 
29 Yohanan the priest: see quarter-obolus no. 17 in Mildenberg (FS Hengel vol I), p. 138 and 140. Yaddua 
the high priest: see the obolus from around 365 BCE, described by Mildenberg (and see the lit. cited there), 
no. 2 in op. cit., p. 137 and image on p. 139. 
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According to our literary sources, the appointment of royal scions Sheshbazzar (the 

“prince of Judah,” Ezra 1:8-11) and Zerubbavel (Ezra 2:2, Hag 1:1, Zech 4:6-8) as Parso-

Babylonian administrators of Yehud and their efforts to restore Jerusalem were met with 

consternation among the other provincial governors who feared that the Yehudim were 

scheming to reestablish their erstwhile kingdom and hoping to quit paying tribute to the 

empire. The devastating consequences of the earlier rebellion against the Babylonians 

was still within living memory, and there are indications in biblical historiography that 

Samarians and other neighbors had good reasons to worry about the strategic intentions 

of the returnees. The returnees considered dependence on the mercy of foreign kings 

slavery (Ezra 9:8-9, Neh 9:36-37). The project of rebuilding the temple came off the 

ground only in the early days of the reign of Darius, namely, at a time when the latter was 

engaged in putting down major rebellions within his own ruling aristocracy and uprisings 

in the provinces. Promising divine blessing and prosperity, prophet Haggai vigorously 

encouraged then governor of Yehud, Zerubbavel, grandson of King Jehoiachin, to initiate 

the rebuilding of the temple (Haggai 1:1.12-15, 2:1-9; cf. Ezra 3, 5:1). His appeal to the 

governor of Yehud is unmistakably messianic and possibly anti-Persian: 

 

I am about to shake the heavens and the earth, and to overthrow the throne of 

kingdoms; I am about to destroy the strength of the kingdoms of the nations, and 

overthrow the chariots and their riders; and the horses and their riders shall fall 

every one by the sword of a comrade. On that day, says the LORD of hosts, I will 

take you, O Zerubbabel my servant, son of Shealtiel, says the LORD, and make 

you like a signet ring; for I have chosen you, says the LORD of hosts. (Haggai 

2:21-23 NRSV) 

 

According to Ezra 4, the initiative of the returnees to rebuild the temple met with the 

support of the “people of the land” (Ezra 4:4), whose attitude is welcoming (“Let us 

rebuild with you, for we worship your God as you do, and we have been sacrificing to 

him”). The response of the returnees, however, is negative, even hostile. The people 

offering cooperation are called “adversaries of Judah and Benjamin” (4:1) and 

characterized (in their own speech) as the descendents of people first settled by King 
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Esarhaddon of Assyria. Cooperation with these “adversaries” is rejected: “You shall have 

no part with us in building a house to our God; but we alone will build to the LORD, the 

God of Israel.” In the context of the book of Ezra, the episode may explain why the 

returnees failed to reestablish the temple immediately following the Edict of Cyrus. It 

was the fault of the “people of the land” who now turned against the exclusivist returnees.  

 

Then the people of the land discouraged the people of Judah, and made them 

afraid to build, and they bribed officials to frustrate their plan throughout the 

reign of King Cyrus of Persia and until the reign of King Darius of Persia. (Ezra 

4:4-5)  

 

The details of the episode, however, such as their dating in the time of Artaxerxes 

(presumably Artaxerxes I who ruled 464-424, but possibly referring to Artaxerxes III 

“Ochus” who ruled during a period of unrest in Egypt and the Levant, c. 350 BCE), are 

confused. The story includes a letter written by Shimshai the scribe and Rehum the royal 

deputy and their associates to accuse the returnees of rebellious intentions. Along with 

Shimshai and Rehum we hear of a host of functionaries and communities all of whom are 

seen as hostile toward Jerusalem, including “the judges, the envoys, the officials, the 

Persians, the people of Erech, the Babylonians, the people of Susa, that is the Elamites, 

and the rest of the nations whom the great and noble Osnappar [Assurbanipal] deported 

and settled in the cities of Samaria and in the rest of the province Beyond the River” 

(Ezra 4:9-10). By characterizing the enemies of the revival of Jerusalem as foreigners, the 

Babylonian immigrants emphasize their autochthonous connection with the land. In the 

letter, which rings authentic even though it may be contrived and spuriously attributed, 

Shimshai and Rehum call Jerusalem a “wicked and rebellious city,” whose rebuilding can 

only spell trouble to the empire. 

 

To King Artaxerxes: Your servants, the people of the province Beyond the River, 

send greeting. And now may it be known to the king that the Jews who came up 

from you to us have gone to Jerusalem. They are rebuilding that rebellious and 

wicked city [kiryata maradeta ubishta]; they are finishing the walls and repairing 
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the foundations. Now may it be known to the king that, if this city is rebuilt and 

the walls finished, they will not pay tribute, custom, or toll, and the royal revenue 

will be reduced. Now because we share the salt of the palace and it is not fitting 

for us to witness the king’s dishonor, therefore we send and inform the king, so 

that a search may be made in the annals of your ancestors. You will discover in 

the annals that this is a rebellious city, hurtful to kings and provinces, and that 

sedition was stirred up in it from long ago. On that account this city was laid 

waste. We make known to the king that, if this city is rebuilt and its walls finished, 

you will then have no possession in the province Beyond the River. (Ezra 4:11-16) 

 

This letter to Artaxerxes is said to have had the desired effect; construction of the walls 

and foundations of the city ceased (Ezra 4:23) and were not resumed until the time of 

Darius. Darius I, who, as one must conclude from what follows in Ezra 5, is the king in 

question, ruled before Artaxerxes. The chronology may be ignorant or willfully 

neglectful of the basic facts of Persian history. But the notion of Jerusalem as a 

“rebellious and wicked city” was henceforth inscribed in Scripture. 

 

According to the Book of Nehemiah, the walls of the city were rebuilt under Artaxerxes, 

which makes good historical sense. This was a time when Persia was interested in 

stabilizing the affairs of the Levant, following a series of Greco-Persian wars that ended 

in the peace of Callias (449).30 

 

Although the attempt at reestablishing the Judahite monarchy had foundered, the 

returning Judahites were nevertheless successful in resuming sacrifices and rededicating a 

temple. What explains this success? Was it the famous “tolerance” of Darius, the devout 

Zoroastrian, what dictated sympathy with the Judahite priests who sought no harm to the 

empire and whose pious intentions, misread by ill-intentioned neighbors, were recognized 

and vindicated by the Persian government? We have no direct information from the 

Persian court providing us with specific insights, but the reconstruction of the sanctuary 

fits the overall strategy of the Persians who strengthened provincial cultic autonomy with 

                                                 
30 Cf. PURVIS/MEYERS (1999): 220f. 
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the aim of encouraging economic recovery.31 This would have been relevant in particular 

for Jerusalem and Yehud, which had yet to recover from the devastation wreaked by the 

neo-Babylonians more than half a century earlier.  

 

In addition, the above quote from Deutero-Isaiah provides us with an indication that the 

Jewish aristocracy of Babylon sought a favorable relationship with the victorious Cyrus. 

In the so-called Cyrus Cylinder, found at Babylon, Cyrus cast himself as called upon by 

Marduk to restore the rightful cultic worship neglected by Nabonides. Like the various 

versions of the Cyrus Edict of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah, Isaiah 45 resembles this 

authentic historical decree. It is therefore quite possible that the conditions for the 

reestablishment of Jewish cultic autonomy were laid at this very early stage. In the later 

literature, repeated insistence on a direct and explicit edict of Cyrus and other acts of 

imperial sponsorship served to quell any doubt on whose behest the Jews were 

rebuilding: not in their own name but in the name of the empire; not out of hostility to 

Persia but in compliance with her laws; not in enmity toward the intentions of the great 

Cyrus but in full agreement with his explicit will. Though convoluted in other respects, 

Ezra-Nehemiah is clear in this one: authorization for the rebuilding of the temple had 

been issued by the imperial court itself, which means that the neighbors in Beyond-the-

River were wrong to accuse the returnees of ulterior motives inimical to the interests of 

Persia. Ezra-Nehemiah may also emphasize local resistence to Jewish temple restoration 

to explain that despite Persian authorization the city was reestablished much more slowly 

than later Jewish piety found acceptable. The delay is therefore blamed on others. The 

painfully slow process of reestablishing the city of YHWH might otherwise be taken as 

evidence of neglect on the part of the earliest generations of returnees. 

 

Another important topos of inter-communal relations in Ezra-Nehemiah is the act of 

separation from wives the returnees took from among the “people of the land.” This topos 

has cultic and legal overtones and it reverberates with the strictures on priestly marriages 

that have since been in place in the Jewish tradition, where cultic fitness depends on 

marrying within the priestly clan. This is an entirely different matter from the economic 

                                                 
31 Cf. BEDFORD (2001). 
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or political competition that may have arisen with the first wave of return. The second 

inter-communal conflict seems less political and more cultic, but it echoes with the story 

related in Ezra 4 and the adversarial relation between returnees and those who remained 

that proceeded from among the returnees. There clearly was a goal to maintain the b’ney 

ha-golah or the “sacred remnant” as a purified and elevated community equipped with a 

particular cultic dignity, which may have been understood as the condition for the success 

of what, in light of the Torah, must have been perceived as a second chance to redeem 

Israel. The sins of the fathers, namely, their admixture of cults and their contagion 

through intermarriage, were supposed to be avoided this time around so as to avoid 

another destruction. It is unclear whether these measures were widely enforced and 

whether they were founded on cultic sensitivities alone or also driven by economic or 

political concerns.  

 

Just as there are two types of adversarial relations (political and cultic), so there are two 

types of authorization of the return itself, namely human and divine. There are the Persian 

royal decrees, especially the Edict of Cyrus (repeated several times in slightly different 

wording, usually in Hebrew (Ezra 1:2-4, cf. 2 Chr 36:22-23) but also once in Aramaic 

(Ezra 6:3-5). These, as well as similar later imperial interventions on behalf of the 

community of returnees, are addressed to the provincial authorities and legitimize the 

establishment of the province of Yehud and the rebuilding of the temple as harmless to 

the empire and as pleasing the local deity of Yehud, YHWH, whose house is being rebuilt 

at the behest of Cyrus and Darius.  

 

The second type of authorization is issued by the deity. But there are two different ways 

in which the deity communicates and these two ways or manners of revelation 

correspond to two stages in the development of post-exilic Jerusalem. The two manners 

of authorization are represented by two different institutions that reflect distinctly 

different constitutional forms of government, both well known from biblical literature, 

though not always well understood. One could say that the literary conglomerate that is 

Ezra-Nehemiah aims to obscure, or simply no longer recognizes, the radical discontinuity 
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between these two different constitutional projects while preserving their constituent 

elements in form of a historical narrative, however garbled. 

 

Early efforts at rebuilding the temple may well have been driven by the desire of the 

royal house to reestablish the monarchy, though this hope was most likely not what had 

been implied by Persian authorization to rebuild the sanctuary of Jerusalem and therefore 

had to raise the suspicion of the provincial administrators. The project was supported by 

prophets who later on proved hostile to the more modest form of self-governance 

instituted by Nehemiah. Authorization for the reestablishment of the monarchy proceeded 

most forcefully from among a new generation of prophets standing firmly in the tradition 

of their Judahite forbears. As in the pre-exilic past and throughout the exile, the voice of 

YHWH was made heard by prophets. The oracles of Haggai and Zachariah accompany 

the work of temple restoration. In the work of Haggai, early in the reign of Darius, the 

focus is on the royal figure of Zerubbavel, the governor of Yehud, whom Zechariah 

identifies as “the branch” (tsemakh), meaning the new King David. Commencing at the 

same time, but including oracles reaching to the time of the completion of the temple, the 

oracles of Zechariah show an interesting eclipse of Zerubbavel. In Zech 6:9ff, the 

messianic epithet “the branch” (tsemakh) no longer refers to him (or his name is dropped 

by a later editor). Zechariah alludes to a Jewish delegation from Babylon and to a 

“crown” deposited in the temple. Instead of Zerubbavel, it is his contemporary, the high 

priest Yeshua ben Yehozadak, who is now addressed as “the branch.” Similar to what we 

read in Ezra-Nehemiah, the project of restoring the monarchy founders and a priest takes 

the leadership. What echoes in this text may have been a compromise hammered out 

between the provincial government, the community of returnees, and their Babylonian 

sponsors, perhaps brokered by the latter. It appears, then, that temple restoration could go 

forward only because the returnees relinquished (or left to YHWH) the restoration of the 

monarchy.32 Zechariah’s oracles not only document this crucial constitutional transition 

in the history of post-exilic Jerusalem; the prophet also illuminates something about the 

                                                 
32 This type of temporary arrangement involving a compromise solution to the problem of governance is 
explicitly mentioned in I Maccabees, where Simon’s accession to the high priesthood is accepted with the 
proviso that it should last until a “true prophet” was to arise to settle the matter more permanently. (See 
below.) 
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general state of the city during early Achaemenid Persian rule. It was a city without walls 

(Zech 2:4), desolate and abandoned (8:4-8). Though at the price of provisionally 

suspending the pursuit of national sovereignty and independence the returnees had at 

least succeeded in reestablishing the temple. To be sure, the city as such was still in 

ruins.33 

 

In contrast, Ezra’s mission, which proceeded under Artaxerxes II “Memor” and took 

place about a century after the resumption of the daily sacrifices in Jerusalem, consisted 

in a reorganization of cult and community on the basis of a written scroll of instructions. 

The authenticity of these instructions had been prophetically established generations 

earlier by prophetess Hulda in connection with the reforms of Josiah (see 2 Kings 22-23) 

and confirmed by the accuracy of the prediction that Israel would go into exile if it 

persistently failed to live in accordance with the laws of Moses. Ezra’s initiative entails 

another noteworthy aspect that ultimately led to the success of the community. It 

overcame the boundaries, enforced by Nehemiah, between the descendents of the exile, 

the b’ney ha-golah, and other YHWHists, provided the latter were willing to separate 

themselves from their non-YHWHistic relations. Ezra thus established a covenant 

between the descendents of the returnees and those who had remained, if the latter were 

willing to separate from the wives they had taken from among the “people of the land.” 

Thus the division between the returnee community and those who had remained was 

overcome. All subsequent YHWHisms (including Jewish and Samarian communities) 

were affected by this moment at which the Torah of Moses was enacted as the foundation 

of a new “Israel,” an “Israel” established on obedience to the Torah. 

 

The single most consequential accomplishment of this age may not have been the 

rebuilding of the temple but the introduction of the Torah of Moses as the constitution of 

“Israel.” We only hear of this enactment as taking place in Jerusalem (see Neh. 8) but the 

                                                 
33 If one were looking for a probable raison d’etre of the Torah, this would be it. Given the postponement 
of the restoration of the monarchy and the rise of the high priest to the position of de facto or de iure 
ethnarch; given also the need to establish a system of taxation based on temple and priesthood that would 
furthermore strengthen the cultic center; given the need, finally, to entice other YHWHists across the land 
and beyond to develop loyalty to this center and its priesthood (while excluding foreigners), the Torah 
appears as the perfect constitution for this not-quite-state with an option for monarchic or full self-rule. 
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adoption of the Torah by the Samaritans requires for a similar act to have taken place in 

the north as well, though we don’t know when this might have been the case. The fact 

that the Torah deemphasizes Jerusalem (it is never mentioned by its full name and only 

once, in Gen 14, in the shortened form “Salem” in a story based on an exegetical 

contrivance) and includes non-polemical references to the holy places of the pre-exilic 

Israelites and the later Samaritans suggests that the Torah developed as the founding 

document of a cluster of YHWHistic communities and that it was based on compromise 

and reconciliation, repressing most of the enduring tensions between northern 

(Israelite/Samarian) and southern (Judahite/Yehudite) YHWHists.  

 

Ezra’s establishment of the Torah solved the problem of how to achieve independence 

without causing trouble with the Persian Empire. It also solved the problem of how to 

establish a bond between returnees and those who remained who stood opposed one 

another because of their different historical experience. Creating a state that was loyal to 

YHWH without being disloyal to the Persian “king of kings” required a constitution that 

made Judahite kingship a possibility rather than a necessity. Deuteronomy, some version 

of which was most likely included in the Mosaic Torah introduced at this time, includes a 

law of kings, but the covenant between YHWH and Israel not only required no royal 

mediation but also virtually precluded it. Even Moses, the putative founder of this polity 

in the distant past, had not been allowed into the Promised Land. Instead it was Joshua or 

Jeshua (Neh 8:17 identifies Moses’ successor with the founding high priest of the rebuilt 

temple at the time of Darius) who “conquered” the “promised land,” equipped above all 

with the book of the Law of Moses, as was Ezra: 

 

This book of the law shall not depart out of your mouth; you shall meditate on it 

day and night, so that you may be careful to act in accordance with all that is 

written in it. For then you shall make your way prosperous, and then you shall be 

successful. (Josh 1:8). 

 

Neither Haggai nor Zechariah knew this document nor in any way referred to it, and it is 

doubtful that they would have understood or shared its point. In the past, Judah’s kings 
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and the people of Jerusalem had been guided by the word of YHWH in the mouth of his 

servants the prophets, and it was only logical to expect the same to be true of the rebuilt 

Jerusalem. The later rabbis, looking back at the seismic shift in the manner in which 

divine instruction was present, observe that prophecy ceased when Ezra instituted the 

Torah.34 Though perhaps not historically accurate (prophecy continued to be practiced), 

the dictum expresses an important normative shift away from prophecy as a source of 

divine instruction and toward the law. The rabbis (a term referring to sages active 

beginning in the century following the second destruction of Jerusalem, i.e., in the 

Roman age) were fully aware of the intimate connection between prophecy and kingship, 

and it seems as if their attitude toward messianism (i.e., dynastic prophetism) was in this 

respect quite similar to Ezra’s and indeed they considered themselves his heirs. That the 

rabbis credit Ezra with merely having “restored” the Torah is in keeping with the overall 

fiction that the Law of Moses was given at Sinai after the Exodus from Egypt. This 

fiction is maintained for good reasons, even though it strains credulity. After all, the 

Torah is barely heard of in biblical historiography and certainly not heeded by the 

Israelites and Judahites throughout the monarchic period. But this fact itself serves as 

evidence: the Torah was not unknown but unheeded during the time of the monarchy, 

explaining its downfall. Now, under the Persians and implemented by Ezra, the Torah 

emerged as the foundation of a polity that was nominally dependent on the empire but 

legally autonomous and loyal to YHWH alone. This arrangement proved a brilliant 

innovation, though the preservation of prophetic oracles in literary form provided an ever 

available option of retrieving prophetic messianism; the crown mentioned by Zechariah 

was never abandoned and hence the desire for political independence was never really 

extinguished. It was this spirit of independence and the messianic fervor that it inspired in 

later generations of Jews what ultimately led to the ill-fated though surely heroic 

rebellions against Rome. After Jerusalem and the temple were destroyed for the second 

time, the Torah was restored once again as the foundation of an Israelite polity able to 

persist without access to Jerusalem and without its sacerdotal institutions, temple, 

sacrifices, and priesthood. The rabbis, teachers of the law and, to use Philo’s parlance, 

                                                 
34 Ironically, the end of prophecy is prophecied in Zechariah 13:2-6, which is in the part of the book that 
was composed at a later date than the original Zechariah. 
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living sources of the law themselves, were able to manage Jewish life for almost two 

millennia by carefully containing the messianic spark. With the mitigation and erosion of 

rabbinic authority since the 17th century, other ancient forms of Judaism reemerged, 

among them the messianic zeal to rebuild the temple “speedily in our days,” and to do so 

with or without further divine intervention. (I may be forgiven this digression in praise of 

the Torah, a lasting institution of the Achaemenid age in the history of Jerusalem.) 

 

Both Ezra and Nehemiah are credited with the enactment of laws of separation from 

“foreign wives” as the constitutional foundation of the community (Ezra 9-10, Neh 

10:28-30, 13:1-3, 23-30). In Ezra-Nehemiah, this mass-divorce is described as a tearful 

act of obedience, and hence as a virtuous act and a sacrifice that required effort and 

covenantal commitment. It is not described as an expression of natural disdain of people 

of foreign descent. Although it is not clear whether and, if so, when these laws were 

enacted and to what extent they were enforced, they aimed to establish a new kinship 

group, the Yehudim, based on endogamy, a shared cultic center in Jerusalem, and finally 

with the Torah as their written constitution. One of the early Greek ethnographers who 

provide us with the first outside impressions of the Jewish community centered in 

Jerusalem described the Jews as the “Brahmins of Syria,” a confusing analogy unless 

what struck this traveler as remarkable was the parallel between Indian caste division and 

the strongly endogamous behavior of the Jews, especially among the priests and 

Levites.35  

 

 

2.1.2. Y’rushelem in Ptolemaic Ioudaia 

 

333 Battle of Issus. First decisive victory of Alexander son of Philipp II over 

the Persians. Syria and Egypt are taken in 332. 

 

                                                 
35 What impressed these Greeks favorably seemed odious to some later Roman authors who considered the 
Jews misanthropes, again presumably because of their (or their priests’) insistence on the exclusion of 
foreigners. One of the standard charges against the Jews in Greek and Latin literature is xenophobia, 
though the ancient Greek cities were also known to have been xenophobic.  
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323 The death of Alexander in Babylon. Followed by two decades of war 

between the diadochoi or successors to Alexander’s vast conquests.  

 

323-283 Ptolemy son of Lagus and Arsinoë, friend and biographer of Alexander, 

appointed as satrap of Egypt, gradually extends his realm to include the 

regions of Cyrenaica, Cyprus, Phoenicia, Palestine, Coele-Syria and parts 

of Asia Minor and the Greek islands.36 Ruling as Ptolemy I “Soter,” he 

initiated a policy of Greco-Egyptian acculturization. 

 

301 After the joint war against Antigonos Monophthalmos, hitherto the 

strongest among Alexander’s successors, the temporary alliance between 

Ptolemy and Seleucus Nicator (ruled 312–280 BCE) ends and the two 

Diadochi begin to compete over the Levant. Jerusalem remained under 

Ptolemaic administration until 198. 

 

283-246  Ptolemaios II “Philadelphos.”  

 

During his reign, the Torah is translated into Greek (the so-called Septuagint or LXX), 

for use among the Jews of Alexandria. The founding legend (Letter of Aristeas) describes 

the translation as sponsored by King Ptolemy and carried out by seventy pious and 

learned priests from Jerusalem. 

 

246-221 Ptolemaios III “Euergetes.”  

 

According to a first century BCE tradition, tax farming of Syria and Palestine at this age 

was in the hands of Joseph son of Tobias and his son Hyrkanos, who are described as 

Jews from the Ammonite region in trans-Jordan37 while Onias is high priest in Jerusalem. 

                                                 
36 Source: BAGNALL (1976): 1. 
37 Cf. Josephus, Ant. XII.4. On the historical value of Josephus’ account of the story of the Tobiad 
taxfarmers see Dov Gera,”On the Credibility of the History of the Tobiads (Josephus, Antiquities 12, 156-
222, 228-236)” in KASHER, RAPPAPORT, and FUKS (1990): 21-38. According to Gera (p. 38): “Our 
story is in the main not a reliable historical account but a piece of propaganda written by a Jew of 
Ptolemaic Egypt, living in the second to first century B.C.E. (...) It was probably designed to stimulate the 
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He is succeeded by his son Simon “the Just,” immortalized in the deutero-canonical book 

of Ben Sira (Sirach). 

 

221-204 Ptolemaios IV “Philopator.” 

 

217 Battle of Raphia. Following an attack on Egypt by Seleucid king 

Antiochus III, Ptolemaios Philopator recruits soldiers among the native 

Egyptians and defeats Antiochus at Raphia. 

  

This move marks a turning point in the relation between the Macedonian royal house and 

the Egyptian people and their elites who begin to claim a greater role in the affairs of the 

state.38 The biblical book of III Maccabees provides a romanticized account (from a 1st 

century BCE, possibly Roman age, Alexandrian Jewish perspective) of the effects of this 

upheaval on the Jewish communities of Ioudaia and Egypt.  

 

204-180  Ptolemaios V “Epiphanes.”  

 

200 Fifth Syrian War. At the battle of Paneion (Banyas), the young Ptolemaic 

king is decisively defeated, causing him to lose control of the southern 

Levant to the Seleucids.  

 

With Alexander’s conquest of the eastern seaboard of the Mediterranean and Egypt 

(332), Yehud (now: Ioudaia) passes to Macedonian rule. Later Jewish legend accords 

Jerusalem the honor of having been visited by Alexander himself. The names of 

Alexander and his closest companions (such as Antipater and Antigonos; not, however, 

Ptolemy) remained popular among Jews and others throughout the Hellenistic age. After 

his early death in 323 and following two decades of wars of succession between the 

erstwhile generals and satraps of Alexander, Ptolemy controls Ioudaia and its temple city, 

known in Greek as Hierousalem. Ptolemy dismissed his Macedonian wife and married an 

                                                                                                                                                 
self-confidence of the Jews in Ptolemaic Egypt and to demonstrate to all that Jews did—and therefore 
should again—play an important role in the service of the Ptolemaic kings.” 
38 See TCHERIKOVER (1959): 14. 
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Egyptian noblewoman, a step in his program of cultural amalgamation. Towards his 

Egyptian subjects, Ptolemy rules as a pharaoh, though the affairs of Alexandria, the 

newly established capital, are run in the manner of a Macedonian monarchy. Among the 

constituent settlers of this thriving city in the Nile Delta, which was home to an extensive 

royal administration, were Jewish families, perhaps recruited by Alexander himself but 

more likely deported and forcibly resettled during various military campaigns. 

 

Continuous Ptolemaic administration in the southern Levant begins in 301, following the 

defeat of Antigonus, and lasts until 200, when the young Ptolemy “Epiphanes” is 

decisively defeated by Antiochus III in what was already the fifth in a series of Syrian 

wars over control of Syria and Phoinicia and included direct attacks on Egypt.39 

Hierousalem remained under Ptolemaic control until 198, when she was conquered by 

Antiochus III.  

 

The competition between Alexandria and the western Seleucid capital of Antioch in 

northern Syria amplified divisions and power struggles within the elite of Jerusalem. Pro-

Ptolemaic and pro-Seleucid parties continued to play a role in the conflicts that broke out 

fully after 175, under Antiochus IV. Even much later, after the Roman conquest of Syria 

and Egypt, the last of the Ptolemies, Cleopatra VII, known as the lover of Julius Caesar 

and Mark Antony, plotted to retake her ancestral holdings in the Levant, including Judean 

possessions then claimed by Herod, and briefly managed to deprive the Jewish client 

kingdom of one of its most lucrative sources of income, the balsam orchards of Jericho. 

Among the achievements of the Ptolemies still known today was the establishment of the 

largest collection of literary works known in the ancient world, the famous library of 

Alexandria.  

 

In contrast to their Seleucid counterparts who descended from warriors, the Ptolemies 

were the descendents of a Macedonian scholar and an Egyptian noble woman. 

Macedonian and Egyptian tradition were both strictly monarchic, however, making it 

easy for the Ptolemies to adopt the divine kingship ideology of their subjects, requiring 

                                                 
39 On Ptolemaic administration in Syria and Phoenician see BAGNALL (1967): 11-24. 
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even of the Greeks to recognize them as gods incarnate, a trend begun by Alexander 

himself. The extreme productivity of the Alexandrian grammarians does not compare 

favorably with the subtlety of the classical Greek philosophical schools associated with 

the names of Plato and Aristotle. 19th century historians accordingly treated the cultural 

amalgam of eastern and western civilizations exemplified by the Ptolemies with contempt 

and considered Hellenism a repulsive hybrid and a phenomenon of decay. Hellenism was 

a two-way-street. Greeks (or Macedonians, which is not the same) adopted the ways of 

indigenous elites from North Africa to West and Central Asia just as Libyans, Egyptians, 

Arabs, Jews, Babylonians, Syrians, Armenians and many others adopted Greek language 

and culture in order to succeed within the new imperial administrations.40 

 

The members of the thriving Jewish community of Alexandria maintained good relations 

with Jerusalem as their “mother city” (metropolis). Under Ptolemaios II, the Torah was 

translated into Greek (the “Septuagint” or LXX), presumably for inclusion in the famous 

library but more likely because the Jews of Alexandria needed a Greek version for the 

purposes of study and instruction.41 During the reign of Ptolemaios III “Euergetes,” we 

find Jerusalem’s political establishment divided between two influential families, 

representing two competing elites coexisting in Ioudaia. Joseph, a military commander 

and a YHWHist from the Ammonitis in trans-Jordan, acquired the privilege of tax 

farming, a lucrative office, for all of Palestine and was able to pass it on to his son 

Hyrkanos.42 The office seems to have remained in the family from 240 until 218. At the 

time of the Seleucid conquest of Jerusalem, Tobiad private wealth was still kept in the 

Jerusalem temple treasury for safekeeping.43 At the same time, the family of Onias held 

the hereditary office of the high priesthood in Jerusalem. Ben Sira’s praise of Simon the 

Just, son of high priest Onias I (Sirach 50:1-21), conveys a sense of the esteem in which 

this office was held. The extravagant passage from early in the period of Seleucid 

hegemony may signal that the authority of the high priest was beginning to be 
                                                 
40 On cultural Hellenization see MOMIGLIANO (1975). 
41 A famous legend surrounding this translation is found in the pseudepigraphic Letter of Aristeas. 
42 The story of the Tobiad taxfarmers and friends of the Ptolemaic kings evokes the biblical precedents of 
Jacob and Joseph and, despite its familiarity with details of Ptolemaic administration and the Tobiad estate, 
the likely ruins of which have been excavated at ‘Araq el Emir, it is mostly the stuff of legend. See Gera, 
op. cit.  
43 See II Macc. 3:10-12. 
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undermined and needed a boost. In any case, it reflects a memory of the Ptolemaic age 

and a nostalgic yearning for a great figure of the recent past. The praise of Simon 

includes mention of his mundane achievements as city governor. It also gives us the 

earliest authentic description of the sacrificial services, the great spiritual performance 

that was the reason for the Jews’ attachment to the temple of Jerusalem.  

 

The leader of his brothers and the pride of his people was the high priest, Simon 

son of Onias, who in his life repaired the house, and in his time fortified the 

temple. He laid the foundations for the high double walls, the high retaining walls 

for the temple enclosure. In his days a water cistern was dug, a reservoir like the 

sea in circumference. He considered how to save his people from ruin, and 

fortified the city against siege.  

 

How glorious he was, surrounded by the people, as he came out of the house of 

the curtain. Like the morning star among the clouds, like the full moon at the 

festal season; like the sun shining on the temple of the Most High, like the 

rainbow gleaming in splendid clouds; like roses in the days of first fruits, like 

lilies by a spring of water, like a green shoot on Lebanon on a summer day; like 

fire and incense in the censer, like a vessel of hammered gold studded with all 

kinds of precious stones; like an olive tree laden with fruit, and like a cypress 

towering in the clouds. 

 

When he put on his glorious robe and clothed himself in perfect splendor, when 

he went up to the holy altar with a garland of brothers around him, he was like a 

young cedar on the Lebanon surrounded by trunks of palm trees. All the sons of 

Aaron in their splendor held the Lord’s offering in their hands before the whole 

congregation of Israel. Finishing the service at the altars, and arranging the 

offerings to the Most High, the Almighty, he held out his hand for the cup and 

poured a drink offering of the blood of the grape; he poured it out at the foot of 

the altar, a pleasing odor to the Most High, the king of all. Then the sons of Aaron 

shouted; they blew their trumpets of hammered metal; they sounded a mighty 
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fanfare as a reminder before the Most High. Then all the people together quickly 

fell to the ground on their faces and to worship their Lord, the Almighty, God 

Most High. 

 

Then the singers praised him with their voices in sweet and full-toned melody. 

And the people of the Lord Most High offered their prayers before the Merciful 

One, until the order of worship of the Lord was ended, and they completed his 

ritual. Then he came down and raised his hands over the whole congregation of 

Israelites, to pronounce the blessing of the Lord with his lips, and to glory his 

name; and they bowed down in worship a second time, to receive the blessing 

from the Most High. (Sirach 50:1-21)44 

 

The protective measures mentioned in this text, namely, the fortification of the city in the 

event of a siege, had surely been approved by the Ptolemies. By the time of Ben Sira, the 

city had already fallen, and soon after he wrote (c. 190 or 180), the Seleucid kings began 

to enforce their right of appointing the high priest who represented the Ioudaioi before 

the king and the king vis-à-vis the Jews. This was a profound change in the constitution 

of the city, one that eventually led to the erosion of the high priesthood. It transformed 

what had been a hereditary office within the Zadokite lineage into a political appointment 

offered to whomever the Macedonian rulers found more useful or who paid the higher 

bribe. In contrast with the dramatic changes that were to take place in Jerusalem under 

Seleucid rule, the Ptolemaic age appears more like a continuation of the system 

established under the Persians, as described above. The Hellenistic matrix did not fully 

take hold in Jerusalem until the Seleucid conquest and its effects on Jerusalemite society. 

 

                                                 
44 NRSV with one minor change. The blessing of Aaron (Num 6:24-27) alluded to in v. 20 may be a 
genuinely pre-exilic element of the temple service if a silver scroll, inscribed in Paleo-Hebrew (still in use 
after the exile) and found near Jerusalem in 1979, is indeed a 7th century artifact, as asserted by various 
scholars.  
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2.2. Hellenistic Reconstruction (198-129-63) 
After this I saw in the visions by night a fourth beast, 

Terrifying and dreadful and exceedingly strong. 

It had great iron teeth and was devouring, breaking in pieces, 

And stamping what was left with its feet. 

It was different from all the beasts that preceded it,  

And it had ten horns. 

I was considering the horns, 

When another horn appeared, 

A little one coming up among them; 

To make room for it, three of the earlier horns were plucked up by the roots. 

There were eyes like human eyes in this horn,  

and a mouth speaking arrogantly. 

(Daniel 7:7-8) 

 

From them came forth a sinful root, 

Antiochus Epiphanes, 

Son of King Antiochus; 

He had been a hostage in Rome. 

He began to reign in the one hundred thirty-seventh year of the kingdom of the Greeks. 

(I Macc. 1:10) 

 

From 198 BCE to 129 BCE, though nominally until the Roman conquest of Syria in 63 

BCE, Jerusalem and her resources were controlled by the Seleucid kingdom as part of 

the province of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. From 129 to 63, Jerusalem was de facto 

independent. Internally, Jerusalem and the people of Ioudaia continued to be ruled by 

high priests, though one of the major changes that occurred in this period was the 

usurpation of this office first by a member of the Tobiad clan and later by the Hasmonean 

brothers and their descendents.45 

 

In the course of the Fifth Syrian War between Egypt and Syria, King Antiochos III (r. 

223-187) succeeded in pushing the Ptolemies out of Ioudaia, the Galilee, Samaria, and 

                                                 
45 On the following cf. Thomas Fischer, “Hasmoneans and Seleucids: Aspects of War and Policy in the 
Second and First Centuries B.C.E.” in KASHER, RAPPAPORT, and FUKS (1990): 6-10.  
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Phoenicia. The ultimate goal of the Seleucid rulers was to take resource-rich Egypt. The 

decisive battle was fought at Paneion (Banyas) in 200 BCE. Arriving in Jerusalem in 198, 

Antiochus III is welcomed by the anti-Ptolemaic party among the dignitaries and by a 

population offering assistance in dislodging the Egyptian troops from the citadel, or so 

the self-interested report goes. In return, the city’s cultic autonomy is reconfirmed and the 

Seleucids provide financial support for the work of restoration, which includes a 

rebuilding or restoration of the temple.  

 

For the following years, our literary accounts (I and II Maccabees as well as Josephus) 

attest to the fact that Jerusalem’s high society was riven by the kind of internal strife that 

tends to erupt more acutely in times of conflict between empires or crises of succession. 

Nevertheless, there was not initially any change to the constitution of the city or its cult. 

High priests and financial overseers continued to dominate and conduct the affairs of the 

city and the people of Ioudaia in a manner that did not substantially depart from what had 

been in place since Achaemenid times. According to II Maccabees, it was under Seleucus 

IV “Philopator” (r. 187-175) that the Syrian administration first attempted to raid the 

temple treasury to satisfy its financial interests. Exploiting the uncertainties of the new 

political reality Oniad priests and Tobiad treasurers competed for the favor of the new 

overlords by offering separate bids for the high priesthood. It was Jason who won the 

first bidding war, ousting his brother, the sitting high priest Onias III. Jason then sought 

permission from Antiochus IV (r. 175-164) to establish a Greek-style polis in 

Jerusalem, for which he registered a number of aristocratic families and established the 

requisite cultural and athletic institutions. This seems to have been a popular move 

among many of the priests, but it is described as impious in the later sources, especially 

in II Maccabees. Though not overtly conflicting with Torah and sacerdotal duty, Jason’s 

policies were nevertheless an innovation and they seem to have precipitated a vigorous 

disagreement over the degree to which Hellenic culture and its implication of friendship 

with the new rulers and with the Greek and Macedonian colonies of the wider province 

could be reconciled with the traditional character of Jerusalem as an exclusivist YHWH-

temple-city. The high priesthood was soon stolen from Jason by Menelaos, a member of 

the Tobiad clan related to the Oniads by marriage, who offered an even higher bid to the 
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Seleucid king, which he financed by selling off votive offerings and golden vessels from 

the temple.  

 

A major crisis ensued. In 168 or 167 BCE, the privileges that had been granted by 

Antiochus III were revoked by Antiochus IV “Epiphanes.” According to later Jewish 

historiographers, on the 15th day of the month of Kislev, the temple was rededicated to 

Zeus Olympios (widely identified with the Syrian Ba’al Shamem or “Lord of Heaven,” a 

title also used for YHWH). Not enough, a royal edict was issued that aimed at forcibly 

erasing every mark of Jewish distinction, including the keeping of the customary dietary 

laws, Sabbath rest, and circumcision. This triggered a revolt led by the family of 

Mattathias of Modiin and his five sons, Judah Maccabee (“the hammer”), Jonathan, 

Simon, Yochanan, and Eleazar. After the death of Mattathias (c.166), Judah Maccabee 

and his brothers, supported by the pietistic movement of the Asidaioi, organized a 

successful guerilla war against the Jewish “renegades” or Hellenizers and the Syrians. In 

165, Antiochus was forced to defend his kingdom against a Parthian (Persian) revolt and 

named Lysias as his representative in the war against the Maccabees. After a battle near 

Beyt Tsur (south of Jerusalem), Lysias decided to pursue a politics of reconciliation. 

Antiochus himself may have rescinded his edicts shortly before his death. Before a 

compromise was achieved that would have cut out the Maccabean rebels from a deal 

between the Jerusalem establishment and the Seleucids, Judah and his men took the 

temple compound and resumed the daily sacrifices. This event was later memorialized in 

the annual Hanukah (“dedication”) observance.  

 

The next Seleucid king, Antiochos V “Eupator,” made peace with the Ioudaioi and 

confirmed their right to live in accordance with their ancestral laws. High priest Menelaos 

is executed as the “originator of all the disasters” and in his place Alcimus, a Zadokite, is 

appointed as high priest. At this point, Onias (either the son of High Priest Onias III, who 

is alleged to have been murdered, or Onias III himself) fled to Egypt where he established 

a temple in the city of Leontopolis that was to remain in use for more than two 
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centuries.46 The books of the Maccabees portray Alcimus as a traitor and leader of the 

“renegades,” since the new alliance between the Jews and the Syrians was in fact directed 

against the Maccabeans who continued their guerilla war despite the fact that the 

priesthood had made peace with the Syrians and traditional governance of Jerusalem had 

been resumed.  

 

To enhance his position, Judah Maccabee, writing in the name of the Jewish people and 

casting himself as the ruler of an independent nation, seeks and finds foreign support in a 

mutual alliance with the people and senate of Rome (I Macc 8). From the point of view of 

the Romans, if the contract is not altogether legendary, the Jewish rebels may have served 

as a useful “thorn in the side of the Syrians” (Smallwood). In 160, Judah dies ten miles 

north of Jerusalem, in a battle against Alcimus and the Syrian general Bacchides. A crisis 

of succession among the Seleucids then offers reprieve to the Maccabean rebels. In 153, 

the usurper Alexander Balas appoints Jonathan, a brother of Judah Maccabee, as high 

priest in Jerusalem. After Jonathan’s death in 142, his brother Simon takes the helm. 

Simon succeeds in taking the Acra fortress of Jerusalem, which had been manned by the 

Seleucids and had at one point served as the bastion of Menelaos. With this symbolic 

victory, Simon can claim to have brought all of Jerusalem back under legitimate Jewish 

sovereignty. In recognition of his merits, he is awarded the title of “leader of the Jews.” 

The great assembly of elders and priests convened by Simon, a measure emulating Greek 

forms of constitutional rule,47 provisionally confirms Simon as high priest (see I Macc 

14:41) as well as nasi (prince or ethnarch) and military commander (strategos). Simon 

now enjoys the privileges of a king by popular acclamation in all but the title. When 

Simon is succeeded by his son John Hyrkanos I, a new ruling dynasty is in place in 

Jerusalem, the Hasmoneans, who ruled until 37 BCE when Herod took Judea by force as 

the Roman appointed “king of the Jews.”  

 

We will now look at this epoch in greater detail and examine the slant of our literary 

accounts, especially I and II Maccabees, which were composed as Judeo-Hellenistic court 

                                                 
46 This sanctuary was in use until 73 C.E., when it was closed by Emperor Vespasian, shortly after the 
destruction of the Jerusalem temple. 
47 See Fisher, op. cit., p. 11. 
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histories under John Hyrkanos and in defense of the Hasmoneans and their rightful claim 

to the office of high priests and leaders of the Jews. I will first address the role of the 

Maccabees and then turn to the rule of the Hasmoneans as high priests and kings. 

 

 

2.2.1. Seleucid kings and Maccabean rebels 

 

200  Fifth Syrian war.  

 

Antiochus III, whose Indian elephants and their guides proved more nimble than the 

young Ptolemy’s African war elephants, defeated Ptolemy V at the battle of Paneion 

(Banyas; near the ancient northern Israelite city of Dan), bringing to an end the century of 

Ptolemaic rule of the southern Levant and beginning a series of campaigns aiming at the 

conquest of Egypt herself. 

 

198  Antiochus III expels the Ptolemaic garrison from Jerusalem. The Seleucids 

restore the city and reaffirm its cultic autonomy, i.e., the right of the Jews 

to live according to their “ancestral laws.”  

 

The financial administration of Jerusalem, including the collection and use of taxes and 

tithes, remained intact and the privileges the city had enjoyed since Achaemenid times 

are reiterated as royal grant. Militarily defeated (or having lost their previous protector), 

the Jews now owe the permission to hold on to their ancestral city to the new suzerain. 

This kind of grant of royal friendship toward a dependency, a form of contract between 

unequals, is widely used at the time.48 

 

188 Peace of Apamea: Antiochus III is forced to yield all Seleucid claims to 

European territory. Other concessions include: not to maintain a fleet, give 

up his war elephants, pay an indemnity, and supply high profile hostages. 

                                                 
48 For the so-called charter of Antiochus III see Josephus, Ant. XII.3. 
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One of the Seleucid princes brought up in Rome was the young Antiochus 

who was to reign as Antiochus IV “Epiphanes.” 

 

187-175  Reign of Seleucus IV “Philopator.” Seleucus sends Heliodorus to 

confiscate surplus treasury from the temple in Jerusalem. The Seleucids 

must have felt particularly entitled to the private wealth left behind by the 

Ptolemaic epitropos, the Tobiad Hyrkanos, now an enemy of the state.  

 

The Seleucids, deprived of access to the mines of Anatolia by the treaty of Apamea,49 are 

on a constant quest for revenue. Since temples served as treasure houses they are a 

favorite target. Seleucus’s father, Antiochus III, had died in the process of raiding a 

temple at the ancient city of Elam. The romanticizing Jerusalemite author of II 

Maccabees attributes the failure of Heliodorus to enter the inner sanctum of the temple to 

a miracle (II Macc 3).50 The allure of the temple treasury of Jerusalem was used by 

competing factions in the city to draw the Seleucid administration into power struggles 

within Jerusalem’s elite.51 

 

175-164  Reign of Antiochus IV “Epiphanes.”  

 

According to II Macc 4:7ff, Jason, the brother of high priest Onias III, “obtained the high 

priesthood by corruption,” namely, by offering a bribe to the new suzerain. Jason is also 

described as seeking permission “to establish by his authority a gymnasium and a body of 

youth for it, and to enroll the people of Jerusalem as citizens of Antioch.”  

 

The narrator of II Maccabees wishes this attempt to be understood as a means to “shift his 

[scil. Jason’s] compatriots over to the Greek way of life,” but one must keep in mind the 

late 2nd century Hasmonean perspective of this author. He claims that Jason’s attempt at 
                                                 
49 Cf. GREEN (1990): 422. 
50 The story of Heliodorus is similar to the one about Ptolemy IV threatening first the temple in Jerusalem 
and then all the Jews of Egypt, following the battle of Raphia, as related in III Maccabees, a book 
composed (though possibly on the basis of earlier stories) in Alexandria in the late 1st century BCE. On the 
literary genre of these Jewish Hellenistic works, here vaguely and imprecisely referred to as 
“romanticizing,” and esp. on III Maccabees, see JOHNSON (2004). 
51 See, e.g., III Macc 4:1-6. 
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“Hellenization” (II Macc 4:13) was enthusiastically received among the priestly elite of 

Jerusalem, which is thereby delegitimized. Priests are said to have dropped their 

sacerdotal work the moment they heard the gong, rushing to attend the athletic 

competitions. Members of the group of “Antiochenes at Jerusalem” sent a delegation to 

the quadriennial games at Tyre, carrying a gift of 300 silver drachmas, which, seeing that 

it would be inappropriate for them to sacrifice to Heracles-Melkart, applied it to the 

construction of triremes instead (II Macc 4:18-19).52 This donation indicates that cultural 

Hellenization did not necessarily interfere with the customs and ritual sensitivities of the 

Jews, unless of course the point of the customs was to keep the Jews (or at least the 

priests) from altogether socializing with their neighbors. 

 

172  Ptolemy VI “Philometor” (ruled c. 172-146/145) ushers in renewed 

hostilities with the Syrians threatening to retake the erstwhile holdings in 

the Levant. This provides an excuse for Antiochus to prepare for war with 

Egypt.  

 

What happened next in regard to the Jerusalem temple, its high priesthood, its 

constitution, and its treasury is not entirely clear because the precise dating of the events 

is disputed. Always eager to improve his fiscal situation (he had barely finished paying 

off the heavy fine imposed by the Romans), Antiochus seems to have entertained 

competing bids for the high priesthood in Jerusalem. According to II Macc 4:23ff, Jason, 

who had earlier displaced his brother Onias through bribery, was now (“after three 

years”) himself ousted by Menelaos, the brother of Simon, a Tobiad treasurer and 

opponent of the deposed Onias, whose earlier schemes had allegedly caused the 

Heliodorus incident. Jason, who was duped and outbid by Menelaos at the court of 

Antiochus, is forced to flee to trans-Jordan, presumably seeking refuge in the fortress of 

his brother-in-law, the erstwhile Ptolemean tax farmer Hyrkanos. Attention, in II 

Maccabees, now fully focuses on Menelaos as the consummate villain (“chief plotter 

against his compatriots,” II Macc 4:50). Not only does he sell off golden vessels from the 

                                                 
52 According to II Macc 4:11, Jason also initiated a friendship treaty with Rome (competitors of the 
Seleucids). More likely, this was initiated later by Judah Maccabee, seeking allies against the Seleucids 
(see I Macc 8:17). 
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temple but he also bribes the Seleucid official Andronicus to murder the deposed high 

priest Onias who had publicly accused Menelaos of his corruption. This murder is said to 

have been avenged by Antiochus himself, who was “very aggrieved by it.” (Both the 

murder and the grief of Antiochus seem literary contrivances.)53 When Menelaos has to 

defend himself before the king at Tyre against all sorts of accusations brought against 

himself and his brother Lysimachus, who is described as having imposed a reign of terror 

on Jerusalem, the king, allegedly moved by greed, condemns the accusers of Menelaos 

instead and has them executed. The character of the villain having been persuasively 

established, the narration moves to the climactic moment of the book, a terrible sacrilege, 

which is announced by appropriate portents:54  

 

About this time Antiochus made his second invasion of Egypt.55 And it happened 

that, for almost forty days, there appeared over all the city golden-clad cavalry 

charging through the air, in companies fully armed with lances and drawn 

swords—troops of cavalry drawn up, attacks and counterattacks made on this 

side and on that, brandishing of shields, massing of spears, hurling of missiles, 

the flash of golden trappings, and armor of all kinds. Therefore everyone prayed 

that the apparition might prove to have been a good omen. (II Macc. 5:1-4) 

 

II Maccabees continues by reporting that Jason took a false rumor of the death of 

Antiochus as an opportunity to launch an unsuccessful attack on Jerusalem.56 This 

episode is important in that it provides a rather plausible reason why Antiochus, far from 

dead, might have wanted to unleash his controlled wrath (“raging inwardly”) on the city: 
                                                 
53 See JOHNSON (2004): 13-16. 
54 Josephus later reports almost exactly the same as well as other portents to have preceded the destruction 
of the temple by Titus.  
55 Cf. BICKERMANN (1937), p. 13 note 2 (following Eduard Meyer and B. Niese), considered it a mistake 
of the text to refer to this event as a second campaign. Others, including Bringmann and Gruen follow the 
chronology of I Maccabees and Daniel 11, according to which Antiochus undertook two Egyptian 
campaigns and plundered the temple on the occasion of the first, successful one (see I Macc 1:20-24), 
though these authors combine this information with what is found in II Macc, connecting Antiochus’s 
despoiling of the temple with the theft of treasury reported of Menelaos. Daniel does not speak of two 
military campaigns but presupposes some sort of arrangement between the kings, to the advantage of 
Antiochus, preceding the unsuccessful venture halted by Roman intervention. The passage in Daniel may 
have been misread by the author of II Maccabees or his source. 
56 The description of Jason’s unsuccessful attempt and of his subsequent fate is quite artful. See II Macc 
5:5-10. 
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he believed Ioudaia to be in revolt (II Macc 5:11) at the very time when he had 

experienced a setback in his campaign against Egypt.  

 

So, raging inwardly, he left Egypt and took the city by storm. He commanded his 

soldiers to cut down relentlessly everyone they met and to kill those who went into 

their houses. Then there was massacre of young and old, destruction of boys, 

women, and children, and slaughter of young girls and infants. Within the total of 

three days eighty thousand were destroyed, forty thousand in hand-to-hand 

fighting, and as many were sold into slavery as were killed. (II Macc 5:11-14) 

 

This is followed by the author’s account of the great sacrilege: 

 

Not content with this, Antiochus dared to enter the most holy temple in all the 

world, guided by Menelaos, who had become a traitor both to the laws and to his 

country. He took the holy vessels with his polluted hands, and swept away with 

profane hands the votive offerings that other kings had made to enhance the glory 

and honor of the place. (II Macc 5:15-16) 

 

In order to account for the fact that the miracle of Heliodorus was not repeated on this 

occasion, the author suggests that this was because “the Lord was angered for a little 

while because of the sins of those who lived in the city, and that this was the reason he 

was disregarding the holy place.” (v. 17) Our author continues by describing further steps 

that were taken at the joint behest of Antiochus and Menelaos. These include the 

deceitful mission of Appollonius (II Macc 5:24) that provides an occasion to mention 

Judah Maccabee for the first time (v. 27), namely, as leaving Jerusalem (and thus 

originating there); the mission of an Athenian senator who is to persuade the Jews to 

abandon the laws of their ancestors (6:1-2); a description of the ensuing debauchery at the 

temple (6:3-5); bacchanalia in honor of Dionysius (6:7); and enforced change to Greek 

customs elsewhere (vv. 8-11). The account concludes with an admonition of how one is 

to respond to such terrible things, providing a model for emulation in the virtuous 

behavior of Eleazar the scribe (6:18-31). 
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Let us return from this moralistic telling to the historical Antiochus. We happen to know 

why this Seleucid ruler, whom other ancient sources attest to have been a somewhat 

idiosyncratic but not necessarily violent character, may have been enraged at the occasion 

of his second war on Egypt. There is historical substance here, but this does not render 

the description of his attack on the population of Jerusalem any less stereotypical (“three 

days” rather than two or four; “forty thousand” rather than, say, thirty four thousand nine 

hundred and twenty five). In fact, a contemporary Jewish source, preserved in chapter 11 

of the book of Daniel, alludes to what really happened, albeit obliquely: 

 

At the time appointed he shall return and come into the south, but this time it shall 

not be as it was before. For ships of Kittim shall come against him, and he shall 

lose heart and withdraw. He shall be enraged and take action against the holy 

covenant. He shall turn back and pay heed to those who forsake the holy 

covenant. Forces sent by him shall occupy and profane the temple and fortress. 

They shall abolish the regular burnt offering and set up the abomination that 

makes desolate [or: the abomination of desolation]. He shall seduce with intrigue 

those who violate the covenant; but the people who are loyal to their God shall 

stand firm and take action. (Daniel 11:29-32) 

 

From Roman sources we know what this ex-eventu oracle refers to when it speaks of the 

“ships of Kittim” that caused Antiochus, for none other is intended, to “lose heart.” In 

what Erich Gruen has called “one of the most celebrated episodes in antiquity,”57 Roman 

emissary C. Popillius Laenas called a halt to Antiochus’ advance on Alexandria by 

drawing a circle in the sand forcing the king to respond to his ultimatum before leaving 

the circle. If we follow the chronology of II Maccabees, Antiochus, forced to abandon his 

designs on Egypt in this “Eleusis moment” (the incident took place at the Alexandrian 

suburb of Eleusis), may have stormed Jerusalem believing he needed to repress Jason’s 

rebellion, which had already fizzled at this time, or simply in the mood for revenge, or in 

need to offer his armies an opportunity for plundering something in lieu of the anticipated 

                                                 
57 Erich S. Gruen, “Hellenism and Persecution” in GREEN (1993): 245 [= GRUEN (1993): 245]. 
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spoils of Alexandria. It is noteworthy, however, that according to Daniel 11, Antiochus 

undertook what he did at this time in an alliance with at least one party in Jerusalem, 

namely, “those who violate(d) the covenant,” which must have been the party around 

Menelaos (not Jason, the sponsor of athletic games, who had long since fallen out of 

grace with Antiochus).58  

 

In contrast to the sequence of events described in II Maccabees, the author of I 

Maccabees suggests that Antiochus undertook a successful campaign to Egypt (I Macc 

1:20) and then despoiled the temple a first time. Two years later (I Macc 1:29) another 

unmotivated attack is launched on the Holy City, though not by Antiochus himself but 

rather by the agency of a “chief collector of tribute” who “suddenly fell upon the city, 

dealt it a severe blow, and destroyed many people of Israel.”59 The dramatic account 

continues as follows: 

 

He plundered the city, burned it with fire, and tore down its houses and its 

surrounding walls. They took captive the women and children and seized the 

livestock. Then they fortified the City of David with a great strong wall and strong 

towers, and it became their citadel. They stationed there a sinful people, men who 

were renegades. These strengthened their position; they stored up arms and food, 

and collecting the spoils of Jerusalem they stored them there, and became a great 

menace, for the citadel became an ambush against the sanctuary. 

 

In the establishment of a fortified residence of the “renegades” we probably have an echo 

of what, according to II Maccabees, had been Jason’s founding of a colony of 

“Antiochenes in Jerusalem,” i.e., the formation of a polis that maintained itself for 

however long alongside traditional Jerusalemite society. There is no necessary 

connection between the evils alleged of Antiochus’s “collector of tribute” and the actions 
                                                 
58 BICKERMANN (1937) famously argued that the desecration of the Jewish cult and the establishment of 
a Greek-style sanctuary in honor of Olympian Zeus (or, more likely, in honor YHWH reconceived and 
identified with Olympian Zeus) emanated from a Hellenizing faction among the Jews. In contrast, 
BRINGMANN (1983) argues that Antiochus trusted Menelaos, who, according to II Maccabees, was the 
initiator of these cultic reforms, whereas the previous constitutional change, initiated by Jason, had nothing 
to do with changes in the cult. 
59 Cf. the mission of the mysarchos Apollonius in II Macc 5:24-26. 
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of the “renegades,” nor is it clear why the anonymous collector of tribute would destroy 

his tax base rather than collect tribute. Finally, one should note that the only 

contemporary source (Daniel 11), while speaking of what may be a sacrilegious change 

in the cult, does not dramatize the events in the manner of I Maccabees. Not military 

violence but sacrilege, error, covenant violation, seduction, and the fooling of the wise 

seem to be the issues there. The later military intervention of the “king of the south,” 

expected by Daniel to put an end to the sacrilege, did not materialize, placing this 

pseudepigraphic writing shortly before the end of the new cultic regime introduced under 

Antiochus IV.  

 

The cultic reforms introduced by Menelaos with the endorsement of the king, seem to 

have been aiming to convert Jerusalem into a Hellenistic polis, though not exactly in the 

manner of Jason. Whatever the goal and whoever the chief architect of this forced 

Hellenization, the cultic change was not accepted by the Jews and even provoked a war 

for the restoration of the original cult. The general revolt, which entailed a coalition of 

traditionalist priests, the particularly devout Asidaioi, who initially would not fight on a 

Sabbath even in self-defense, and the Maccabeans, lasted as long as the cultic innovations 

were in place, either from 168 to 16560 or from 167 to 164.61 Permission to reestablish 

the traditional cult was most likely given by Antiochus IV himself and confirmed by his 

successor, Antiochus V, though the Maccabean revolt continued. In fact, it appears as if 

Judah Maccabee’s restoration of the cult was aimed to preempt an arrangement between 

the priesthood and Antiochus’s general Lysias, who was in charge of the war. From the 

role Alcimus was to play after the removal of Menelaos we may conclude that the 

Maccabees were correct in fearing that they were to be cut out of the peace deal between 

the Seleucids and the conservative Jerusalem establishment. 

 

The traditional view of what happened follows the account of I Maccabees, which has 

always been considered the source composed in closest proximity to the events it 

describes. People who took I Maccabees as reliable history also often tended to believe 

                                                 
60 Dating according to BRINGMANN (1993). 
61 Dating according to BICKERMANN (1937). 
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that the predictions of Daniel were true prophecies received, in every desirable detail, in 

6th century Babylonia by the sage of that name who appears as a character in that book; I 

Maccabees was originally written in Hebrew (though it survived only in a Greek 

translation) and it seemed to convey what was understood to be the theological core of 

the matter, namely, the imposition of a terrible sacrilege on the holy temple of God by a 

terrible king and therefore the first religious persecution of God’s saints in recorded 

history who were killed for no other reason than their unwavering obedience to the 

Torah. The story of the Maccabees was thus the story of the first martyrs. 

 

In contrast, following II Maccabees—a text composed in Greek, purportedly extracted 

from a lost five-volume history of the heroic deeds of the Maccabean brothers and sent 

from Jerusalem to Alexandria under the early Hasmoneans to persuade their diasporic 

brethren to adopt the new commemoration of Hanukah, celebrating the rededication of 

the temple—one could also describe the conflict that broke out in Jerusalem as one 

between “Hellenism” and “Judaism,” terms the author of II Maccabees was the first to 

introduce in this sense and that have been used ever since to refer to two fundamentally 

opposite ways of life. If one believed II Maccabees, the villains were the Hellenizers or 

“renegades” among the Jews. If one followed I Maccabees, the villain was clearly 

Antiochus “epimanes” (the maniac), a derogatory variant of his divine byname, 

“epiphanes” (he-who-appears).  

 

The ancient accounts agree on the fact that there was a crisis involving the sacrificial cult 

in Jerusalem, though the motivation for such a drastic change in ritual practice, the agents 

responsible for it, and the precise manner in which the cult was modified remain matters 

of debate. It must be of some significance that both Maccabean accounts share at least 

one thing in common, namely, the fact that the altar of sacrifice that had been defiled was 

restored to its previous form, that the sacrifices were resumed as they had been practiced 

before, and that the people who achieved this cultic restoration were the Maccabeans.62  

 

                                                 
62 For a brilliant literary analysis of the Maccabean story of temple restoration see WEITZMAN (2004). 
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The description of the violation of the cult and hence of the most fundamental institution 

of Jerusalem, dramatic as it may be, takes up only one chapter in I Maccabees. The rest of 

the book is devoted to the heroic deeds of the Maccabean family. Who was this family 

and why are entire works, later canonized by Greeks and Latins, devoted to their 

heroization? Why, one might reasonably ask further, were these works rejected by the 

later rabbis who even managed to diminish the heroic festival of Hanukah, recommended 

by the author of II Maccabees to the Jews of Alexandria, by reducing it to the level of a 

miracle story pertaining to a batch of ritually pure oil that lasted for eight days rather than 

only for one?  

 

I Maccabees, as the introduction to the book in the New Oxford Annotated Bible 

laconically notes, “recounts the origins of the Hasmonean dynasty.”63 The narration ends 

with the accession of the second generation of Hasmoneans, in the person of John 

Hyrkanus I, to the high priesthood. In the manner of the books of Judges, Samuel, or 

Kings, which the author of I Maccabees evokes in the concluding phrase (“The rest of the 

acts of John and his wars and the brave deeds that he did, and the building of the walls 

that he completed, and his achievements, are written in the annals of his high priesthood, 

from the time that he became high priest after his father.” I Macc 16:23-24), the work 

impresses on its readers that the right of the Hasmoneans to the position of princes in 

“Israel” was equal to that of their ancient predecessors. Having fought for the integrity of 

the temple and the Jewish commonwealth, having accomplished the restoration of the 

cult and won the imperial reassurance that the Jews were to be permitted once again to 

live in accordance with their ancestral laws, the Hasmoneans had pleased God and earned 

the gratitude of the nation even though their birth qualified them neither for the high 

priesthood nor certainly for the royal title, which they were soon to revive as well.64  

 

II Maccabees ends its (epitomized) account at an earlier date, namely, with the death of 

the Seleucid commander Nicanor at the hands of Judah Maccabee (c. 161 BCE). The 

narrative of this concluding heroic deed is likewise couched in biblical allusions and 

                                                 
63 NOAB 186AP. 
64 According to Josephus, Ant.  XIII.11, Aristobulus (104-103), the son of John Hyrkanos, was the first to 
take the title of king, thus “intending to change the government into a kingdom.”  
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pious rhetoric, although it is evident from some of the details that, by that stage, not only 

had the temple been rededicated and a proper Zadokite high priest installed, but the 

sabbath-observant Jews (the Asidaioi or Hasidim) had also meanwhile joined the troops 

of Nicanor who were fighting the Maccabee as if he were a mere rebel and disturber of 

the peace.65  

 

Our Maccabean texts are pro-Hasmonean propaganda, written in support of the claim of 

this family to the high priesthood, ethnarchy and, ultimately, kingship in Ioudaia. Their 

claim was based on military prowess, which was certainly not an uncommon title to 

kingship, and on the good luck of being able to exploit rivalries among Seleucid 

pretenders. Opposition to the Hasmoneans was to remain strong and vociferous among 

the Jews. John Hyrkanos had every reason to invest in these elaborate court histories if 

the legitimacy of the Hasmoneans was and remained contentious. On the whole, I and II 

Maccabees, steeped as these texts are in biblical or quasi-biblical (though in many 

respects also innovative and highly Hellenized) expressions of piety, confirm that the 

Hasmoneans found it necessary to pull all the rhetorical stops to stake their claim to 

legitimate rule in “Israel.” One might say that it was the Hasmoneans who were the first 

to use biblical and quasi-biblical imagination to produce theological political 

historiography in the interest of legitimizing their position. To be sure, the Hasmoneans 

did not entirely need to invent the genre since, to some extent, the Scriptures already 

canonized at this point, including Torah, Prophets, and other writings, were themselves 

expressions of an at least partially invented past.  

 

2.2.2. Hasmonean high priests, ethnarchs, kings 

 

165 or 164 Cult restoration at the temple in Jerusalem. Menelaos is removed and 

Alcimus appointed as high priest. This takes place either late in the reign 

of Antiochus IV “Epiphanes” or at the accession of his son, Antiochus V. 

 

                                                 
65 For the Maccabees as rebels see BRINGMANN (1993) and Fischer, op. cit., p. 4. 
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161 Judah Maccabee enters into a friendship agreement with the senate and 

people of Rome to offset the combined pressure of Alcimus and the 

Seleucids. (Possibly a legend, since there are no extant Roman documents 

to confirm it and later Roman behavior toward the Hasmoneans does not 

look as if there had been such a pre-existing contractual relationship.) 

 

162-150 Demetrios I “Soter.”  

 

160  Death of Judah Maccabee. 

 

150-145 Alexander I “Epiphanes,” better known as Alexander Balas (or Ba’al), 

claims to be the son of Antiochus IV and usurps the Seleucid throne. To 

gain recognition, he turns to the enemies of Demetrius, namely, Rome, 

Egypt, and the strongmen among the Jews. For the latter, the division 

among the Seleucids offers an opportunity to gain power by playing the 

rivals off against one another. (See I Macc 10). 

 

152 Alexander appoints Judah’s brother Jonathan to the high priesthood, 

establishing Hasmonean client-rule under Seleucid protection.  

 

143 Jonathan killed by the Seleucid usurper Trypho (I Macc 12:39-13:24). 

Implicit in I Macc. 13:18 may be the suggestion that Jonathan’s execution 

was due to the fact that his brother Simon was slow to ransom him.  

 

142 The young king Antiochus VI is murdered by Trypho (I Macc 13:31-32). 

Simon, allied with Demetrius II, is appointed high priest in Jerusalem. 

 

142-135/4 Simon “the prince.” 

 

According to I Maccabees 13:34-40, Simon received far-reaching grants of freedom from 

Seleucid taxation in order to rebuild the country and strengthen it against the onslaughts 
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of the usurper Trypho. The authors of I Maccabees follow up the letter of grant issued by 

Demetrius with a note saying that  

 

In the hundred seventieth year the yoke of the Gentiles was removed from Israel, 

and the people began to write in their documents and contracts, ‘In the first year 

of Simon the great high priest and commander and leader of the Jews.’ (I Macc 

13:41-42) 

 

This has persuaded many scholars to claim that Jerusalem attained independence under 

Simon. According to I Macc 15:6 Simon’s administration was the first to be granted the 

right to issue coins, though neither he nor his successors ever issued large denomination 

silver drachms.66 The earliest extant Hasmonean coins are stamped in the name of “High 

priest and Assembly.”67 Considering that no silver coinage exists from this time or later 

in the Hasmonean age that would attest to full independence, the claim is misleading. 

This does not mean that it is entirely false. Under Simon, the Hasmonean state was 

united, its internal authority and external relations centralized, and its leadership 

recognized by the Seleucids. Functionally it was an independent ethnarchy because of its 

liberation from taxation, which may have been the major concern of those who had 

previously suffered from the “yoke of the Gentiles.” Over the next decades the question 

was how far the authority of this ethnarchy could be extended without conflicting with 

Seleucid interests. The ambiguity between nominal independence and factual dependence 

lasted, at least, until 129 when the Seleucids ceased to be able to control the affairs of 

Syria and Phoinicia. Hasmonean rule was thus first established as client rule. For this 

reason there were also clearly understood limits to the Hasmonean wars of conquest. On 

the one hand, the expansionist campaigns pursued by Jonathan, Simon, and John 

Hyrkanos aimed to restore what, by biblical precedent and historical memory could be 

claimed to have been the land of (biblical) Israel, on the other hand these campaigns 

served the interests of the suzerain, namely the consolidation of otherwise unruly areas 

that the Seleucids could not efficiently control by themselves any longer. In this 

                                                 
66 From the reign of Simon, no coins are extant at all and later coins are often difficult to date because of 
repeated use of the same names by several Hasmonean kings. 
67 SMALLWOOD (1981): 9. 
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connection, biblical precedent served as a legitimate reason for expansion in the guise of 

consolidation or the mere restoration of a status quo ante. This is evident, for example, 

from Simon’s defense against charges of illegitimate warfare brought against him by 

Antiochus VII through Athenobius in I Macc. 15:33-35. As long as the Hasmoneans were 

satisfied with conquering what could be historically claimed to be “Israel” they were also 

able to argue that their wars served the interests of efficient Seleucid control of Coele-

Syria and Phoinicia. To be sure, the Hasmonean court historian who wrote I Maccabees 

cast things in a more parochial light. For internal consumption, every possible biblical 

and para-biblical connotation and association was marshaled to paint the Hasmonean 

rulers as resembling the biblical judges and kings whose rule was earned by piety, willed 

by the deity, and served the restoration of “Israel.” The Maccabeans thus appear to be 

pursuing the goal of redeeming the promised land one more time, since once again it was 

in need of reconquest.  

 

The Hasmonean state was a hybrid, characterized by seemingly contradictory 

elements.68 There was the fact of the usurpation of the highest office, a flaw that could 

never be fully obscured by the Hasmoneans, who therefore struggled to justify their rule 

by means of narrative analogies between their rise and the attainments of the biblical 

judges and kings. On the internal side and toward their fellow Jews, the Hasmoneans 

never claimed to be more than high priests and ethnarchs, ruling with the consent of the 

gerousia or assembly of the elders. Externally, however, as represented by their Greek 

names and the title basileus (first used either by Aristobulos, who ruled in 104-103, or by 

his brother and successor, Alexander Yannai), the Hasmoneans ruled as kings over the 

non-Jewish cities and people they were able to subdue.69 Thus different relations applied 

vis-à-vis Jewish colonies (e.g. Joppa) and “re-Judaized” populations, namely, the 

Idumeans, Samaritans, and Galileans, who recognized the Hasmoneans as high priests 

and ethnarchs, and vis-à-vis annexed Hellenized poleis, which the Hasmoneans ruled as 

territorial basileoi. Hybridity prevailed even in the internal governance of Jerusalem, 
                                                 
68 In an apt summary by Thomas Fisher: “Outwardly it [scil. the Hasmonean state] aimed to be a modern, 
expansionist, entirely Hellenistic state; inwardly it aimed to be the renewed Kingdom of Israel. The legends 
on the coinage indicate how intently the issuing authorities attempted to intermingle a multitude of 
languages and normative concepts.” Op. cit., p. 17. 
69 Fisher, op. cit., p. 8, calls Simon the architect of a “veiled constitutional monarchy.”  
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though the accumulation of offices that is evident in the case of Simon may also have 

existed at earlier times. The high priests had most likely never been exclusively limited to 

sacerdotal or ceremonial functions (as they were to be under Herod and the Romans). At 

any rate, the Hasmoneans, who had come up as rebel fighters and commanders, combined 

in personal union the traditional office of the sacerdos (high priest) with the roles of 

strategos (military commander, an important official title already in Ptolemaic 

administration) and meridarches (prefect).70 Constitutional ambiguity and hybridity may 

have undermined the authority of the Hasmoneans both toward the inside and toward the 

outside. The Hasmoneans, who (perhaps) had gained the diplomatic recognition of Rome 

and Sparta and who ruled as the friends of the Seleucids, at the same time subjected 

themselves to the indignities that came with trying to win over popular support among the 

Jews who regarded them as upstarts and usurpers of the high priesthood. This is the 

reason why John Hyrkanos undertook it to cast his family in a favorable light that 

respected the boundaries of the traditional Jewish temple state and showed loyalty and 

devotion to Torah and temple. (In the event, it was not until the Roman invasion that a 

Hasmonean was able to enjoy genuine popular support.) 

 

134-104 John (Yehochanan) Hyrkanos I succeeds his father Simon as high priest 

and ethnarch.  

 

John Hyrkanos’s early years were troubled by constant Seleucid interference in the affairs 

of Ioudaia. With the death of Antiochus VII in 129, John Hyrkanos was able to 

consolidate his power. He rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem71 and ushered in a period of 

expansion and consolidation of the Jewish state, which was virtually independent72 

though the Seleucids did not fully relinquish their legal claim to Coele-Syria and 

                                                 
70 See Fisher, op. cit., p. 10. 
71 The walls had been demolished in a compromise with Antiochus VII “Sidetes” who, in exchange, ceded 
the city of Joppa and other privileges. Joppa (Jaffa, Jafo), first forcibly taken by Simon who expelled its                 
inhabitants and settled the city with Jews, was the central port of Palestine. Under John Hyrkanos, 
Jerusalem officially became a maritime power, as evidenced in the anchor as a popular motif on subsequent 
Hasmonean coinage. For evidence of Hasmonean city walls see KENYON (1967):134-5. 
72 Why only virtually independent? To our knowledge, sacrifices for the wellbeing of the Seleucid king, as 
later for the wellbeing of the Roman emperor, were never abrogated under the Hasmoneans. Nor is there 
any evidence of Hasmonean silver coinage. 
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Phoinicia until the Roman conquest of 63 BCE.73 John Hyrkanos was the first 

Hasmonean to recruit foreign mercenaries, effectively converting what, two generations 

earlier, had begun as a native Jewish rebel army into a typical Hellenistic fighting force.74 

With this force, John Hyrkanos conquered areas in Moab, destroyed the Samaritan temple 

on Mount Garizim, overran the Samaritis after laying siege to the Macedonian colony in 

the city of Samaria, and reached a deal with the Idumeans, to the south of Judea, allowing 

them to keep their possessions in exchange for accepting YHWH as their god, i.e., to 

“Judaize.”  

 

A characteristic of the Hasmonean age is the phenomenon of Jewish “sectarianism,” i.e., 

evidence of distinct groups with strongly divergent views on legitimate rule 

(“messianism”), on immortality or resurrection, on the calendar (solar vs. lunar), on the 

authority of oral tradition in addition to the written constitution (the Mosaic Torah), and 

other questions that became central in the debates that found their way into the literary 

record of Judaism and Christianity or have became familiar to us since the discovery of 

the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947.75 For example, from the writings of Josephus, we gain the 

impression that John Hyrkanos first tended to base his rule on the support of a group 

known, among others from the New Testament gospels, as the Pharisees, whom 

Josephus describes as a group claiming equal authority for their ancestral traditions as for 

the Torah and as a movement enjoying popular support. Furthermore, the Pharisees are 

known to have applied rules of purity required of the priests to commoners as well, 

creating a new, more broadly inclusive idea of the “nation of priests.” This notion was of 

great consequence for future Jewish movements that vigorously adopted it, though they 

disagreed on the criteria for inclusion in this covenanted Jewish polis or ethnos and on 

how far it ought to extend. Josephus writes that John Hyrkanos, after having been 

personally insulted by one of their ranks (more accurately, after a Pharisee had cast on 

Hyrkanos’s mother aspersions of a sort that, if true, would have disqualified him from 

holding the office of high priest), became the enemy of the Pharisees. Obviously, 

                                                 
73 See Fisher, op. cit., p. 9. 
74 Cf. Fisher, op. cit., p.12. 
75 The relation between these groups or “parties” (Morton Smith) and their predecessors in the Persian age 
or before the exile is a complex matter of great interest that cannot be pursued here. 
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Maccabean claims to having restored the sanctuary failed to make the desired impression 

on the various groups of mutually exclusive guardians of tradition who saw the 

Hasmoneans for who they were: rebels, upstarts, rulers by the grace of foreign kings, and 

therefore unfit to hold the office of the great and fondly remembered Oniads.76 In 64, 

when Pompey appeared as mediator in a crisis of Hasmonean succession, a third party 

submitted the request to abolish what had by then turned into a monarchy and to restore 

to Jerusalem a regime more commensurate with what the delegation felt in keeping with 

the character of the city: self-rule of the Jewish gerousia and cultic autonomy under the 

legitimate high priests in loyalty and obedience to the empire. The Romans ignored the 

request and kept the centralized and monarchic system in place that had played into their 

hands and was more easily controlled by future Syrian governors than the proposed 

republican constitution pursued by the Jewish notables.77  

 

While the Hasmoneans stabilized and even extended the reach of Jerusalem’s political 

and economic clout through conquests, expulsions, forced Judaization of subdued 

populations, temple destruction (on Mount Garizim) and other measures, the obvious 

deviation from the accustomed ways of the polity as it had functioned for centuries under 

Achaemenid and Ptolemaic rule, as well as the decline of Seleucid hegemony and the 

concomitant uncertainty about the future, led to intense soul searching among the literati 

as well as hope for a return to the past among the ever-oppressed peasants who, as usual, 

bore the brunt of the demands made on them by their own as well as by foreign elites. 

Hasmonean expansion had the further unanticipated effect of adding a new voice to the 

chorus of dissenters, namely, the growing anti-Judaism among those who were on the 

receiving end of Hasmonean power politics, the Hellenistic cities and Syrian populations 

of the Levant, the Nabatean competitors to the southeast of Ioudaia, the Samarians, 

Galilean Itureans, and others. These understandable and surely reciprocated ancient 

neighborly resentments, now recast in the Greek cultural terms of xenophobia and 

misoxenia, were augmented by the well established rhetoric of inter-communal hatred 
                                                 
76 Sirach was translated into Greek by the grandson of its author some time after 132 BCE, i.e., in the aegis 
of John Hyrkanos. The Greek translation includes characteristic deviations from the Hebrew original 
indicating the skepticism of the later generation toward the current holders of the office of high priest.  
77 We don’t know who the “thousand men of high reputation” were who presented themselves before 
Pompey, but it is not likely to have been a delegation of plebeians or peasants.  
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characteristic of the big and ethnically divided metropoleis, such as Alexandria, Antioch 

in Syria, and, eventually, Rome. It is in these diasporic centers where we find the most 

hateful expressions of anti-Jewish resentment stereotypically reiterated in literary 

documents disseminated throughout the Greco-Roman world.78  

 

For the following forty years (c. 104/103 to 63), the Hasmoneans ruled as kings. In fact, 

the story of this kingship entails only two generations of one family: the tyrannical 

Alexander Yannai and his more diplomatic wife, queen Salome Alexandra, as well as 

their dissimilar sons, Aristobulos II and Hyrkanos II. While Alexander ruled with an 

iron fist and at the expense of the Pharisees, Salome reconciled with this movement; in 

the view of Josephus, virtually handing the business of state over to them. The younger 

generation managed to squander the kingdom, though perhaps not completely as a fault 

of their own. The Romans exploited the quarrel between the brothers and eventually put 

an end to Hasmonean rule. Before we leave John Hyrkanos behind and turn to these last 

Hasmoneans, it may be worth considering this underappreciated figure for a moment 

longer. 

 

For twenty-five long years (129-104), John Hyrkanos toiled as the ruler of a de facto 

independent state. Like other heirs of the disintegrating Seleucid realm such as the 

Arsacids of Parthia, Mithridates of Pontus, and the Armenian Tigranes, John Hyrkanos 

took advantage of the increasing power vacuum at the center to build a realm for his 

people. Under his rule, Ioudaia rivaled the biblical kingdom of David and Solomon. Like 

Josiah before him, John Hyrkanos understood that the consolidation of Jerusalem’s power 

required a combination of ideological justification and resolve. Emulating this biblical 

king, he was a destroyer of “foreign” cults and alternative cult centers, an integrator and 

centralizer, a high priest fighting in the name of Jerusalem, the temple, and YHWH. We 

do not know exactly wherein the “forced Judaization” consisted that was imposed on 

                                                 
78 Not every ancient Greek or Latin author expressed disdain or hatred for the Jews. Some appreciated them 
for their spiritual discipline and high morality and others were satisfied merely to poke fun at the best-
known Jewish practices such as rest on the seventh day (perceived as mere indolence), circumcision 
(which, via the Latin verpus, became associated with the erect penis, especially at inappropriate moments), 
and the like. For  documentation see GLAJJ; for a discussion of “Judeophobia” see SCHÄFER (1997); for 
a broader contextualization of ancient anti-Jewish rhetoric see ISAAC (2004). 
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Idumeans and Itureans. The Idumeans were the descendents of the biblical Edomites, 

people who had helped the Babylonians to destroy the earlier Judahite kingdom and who 

had subsequently moved into the Negev region, formerly settled by Josiah. The biblical 

narrative made the sons of Esau the nephews of Jacob. The patriarchal stories repeatedly 

emphasize that Esau is, in fact, Edom. The Torah thus casts Israel and Edom not just as 

neighbors but as family.79 Though the origin of the Itureans is less clear, their residence 

in the Galilee qualified as a sufficient reason to make them part of the family, too. The 

unified new “Israel” cobbled together by the priest-king of Jerusalem emulated and 

rivaled the Israel of biblical memory. 

 

John Hyrkanos is the last of the Hasmoneans mentioned in I Maccabees. This and other 

works, including II Maccabees, were written, compiled and translated into Greek under 

his supervision, indicating that he sought good relations with the Alexandrian Jews. Our 

view of the achievements and merits of the Maccabeans, the sons of Mattathias and their 

father, were shaped by the anonymous court historians of John Hyrkanos. The extant 

literary record is the result of this king’s interest in establishing a solid ideological 

framework that would stabilize not just his own rule but secure the dynastic transition 

against the vociferous detractors among the Jews, especially the Pharisees. The heroism 

of the Maccabees was to be celebrated in the diaspora, too (hence: II Maccabees, 

addressed to the Alexandrian Jews). Pragmatic innovator, John Hyrkanos was a creative 

inventor of tradition, of a usable past to be handed down just as earlier Judahite kings 

and historians had shaped the record of biblical history. In every respect, it seems, John 

Hyrkanos belongs in the gallery of great Jewish politicians. Ironically, his historians have 

little to say about him. For John Hyrkanos’s rule and that of his successors, we depend on 

the much later works of Josephus, who himself, in his vita, claimed Hasmonean relations. 

Our (and everyone else’s) account of Hasmonean rule is therefore necessarily dependent 

on Josephus. 

 

                                                 
79 This genealogy could be expanded to include the entire range of players relevant to the Hasmoneans: 
Jacob=Israel=Samaria and or Galilea+Esau, his twin=Idumea, the two sons of Isaac—the one “sacrificed” 
by Abraham, who is the father also of Ishmael=Arabia Nabatea, on Moriah=the Jerusalem temple mount. 
Though the Hasmoneans did not invent this map, they followed it closely in their conquests and alliances. 
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104-103 Judah Aristobulos the son of John Hyrkanos. According to Josephus, this 

was the first Hasmonean to take the diadem and title of kingship.  

 

This is unlikely if kingship concerned the conquest and administration of Gentile cities, 

as we must assume. It seems as if Aristobulus merely continued and completed his 

father’s conquest of the Galilee and, on the model of the earlier Idumean conquest, forced 

the Itureans to accept Judaism, i.e., declare loyalty to Jerusalem and the temple. That 

Galilean Judaism remained as doubtful, in the eyes of Jewish religious traditionalists, as 

that of the Idumeans may have been the result of a contemporary or later Judaic purism 

that was of no immediate concern to the Hasmoneans.  

 

103-76 Alexander Yannai (Iannaeus) succeeds his brother Aristobulos to the 

high priesthood and ethnarchy.  

 

The Roman historian Strabo names Alexander rather than Aristobulos as the first 

Hasmonean to have taken the title of king. This appears to be confirmed by the 

numismatic record. Alexander is remembered (by Josephus) as an oppressor of his own 

people (Smallwood: “a cruel and warlike imperialist”).80 Under his rule, the tension 

between the Hasmoneans and the Pharisees turned to open violence, though on his 

deathbed he is said to have advised his wife, whom he appointed as his successor in place 

of either of his sons (the later competitors John Hyrkanos II and Aristobulos II), to seek 

reconciliation with the Pharisees. The shift from high priesthood and ethnarchy, grounded 

in Jerusalemite tradition, to monarchy may well have been what provoked violent 

opposition to Alexander. Henceforth, whenever the opportunity arose, such as in 64, 

when Pompey arbitrated between Hyrkanos II and Aristobulos II, and again after the 

death of Herod, when Augustus Caesar had to decide the question of his succession,81 

delegations of Jerusalem notables argued for the abolition of the monarchy.82 

                                                 
80 SMALLWOOD (1981): 17-18. 
81 The right of the Romans to decide Herod’s succession was implied in his status as a “friend and 
associate” (socius et amicus) of the Romans, i.e., a client-king. On this term and on Herod as a 
paradigmatic client-king, see WEBER (2003). 
82 The role of these “notables” and other terms used by Josephus to refer to otherwise anonymous groups of 
influential personages is of obvious importance to our understanding of the internal affairs of the ancient 
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76-67 Queen Salome Alexandra, the widow of Alexander.  

 

As a woman, queen Salome was not permitted to hold the office of high priest, which 

may be one of the reasons why she was able to make peace with the Pharisees, the other 

being that her brother was the Pharisaic sage Simon ben Shetah. Absence of coinage in 

her name highlights the fact that, under the Hasmoneans, Judean coins were struck in the 

name of the high priest, in this case: her son Hyrkanos II. The ascendancy of the 

Pharisees antagonized the hitherto dominant Sadducees, allowing the energetic 

Aristobulos, the brother of Hyrkanos, to find natural allies in his own struggle for the 

crown later on. 

  

In 70, during the reign of Salome (the female form of Solomon, i.e. “of 

Salem/Jerusalem,” was popular among later Hasmonean and Idumean princesses), the 

Armenian king Tigranes exploited the disarray prevailing among the Seleucids to 

conquer much of Syria, threatening to take Jerusalem as well. This, like the rise of the 

Hasmoneans in Judah and the rise of the Arsacids in Parthia, indicated the erosion of the 

central power of the Seleucids who had increasingly relied on indigenous dynasties of 

client rulers and were now unable to contain them. This shift in the internal balance of 

power within the Seleucid realm soon compelled, or allowed, the Romans to intervene 

directly in Syrian affairs.  

 

67  Jonathan Hyrkanos II and Aristobulos II. 

 

After the death of his mother, Jonathan Hyrkanos II reigned as king for three months 

before he resigned in favor of his more aggressive and assertive brother. At this time, the 

most important power broker in Jerusalem was the Idumean administrator Antipater who 

seized the opportunity to launch a scheme of his own. He convinced Hyrkanos that his 
                                                                                                                                                 
Jewish society. It is not obvious, however, whether these groups constituted an orderly, appointed, or 
hereditary council of “elders” and what the precise responsibility of such a council would have been 
(political, judicial, “religious”). Later accounts (in Josephus, the New Testament, and the Mishnah) are 
neither in agreement nor very reliable for matters pertaining to the Hasmonean age. See MCLAREN (1991) 
and cf. GOODMAN (1987). 
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brother was planning to have him killed, which was not improbable, and persuaded him 

to seek the protection of Nabatean king Aretas IV. Aretas then intervened on Hyrkanos’s 

behalf and fought Aristobulos on the battlefield. The conflict was nearly decided in favor 

of Hyrkanos, as Antipater was hoping, when Aristobulos—holed up in the temple, which 

on this as on many other occasions doubled as a fortress, and besieged by Nabatean king 

Aretas—called on the Romans for mediation. The one to settle the quarrel was M. 

Aemilius Scaurus, Pompey’s legate in Damascus, who well understood which party was 

closer to the treasury and able to make good on the bribes promised by both parties. This 

intervention took place in 65 BCE. 

 

64 Aristobulos and Hyrkanos appear before Pompey in Syria to have the 

question of succession settled once and for all.  

 

Aristobulos did not wait for the outcome of Pompey’s deliberation. He correctly 

anticipated that Pompey could not be bribed and would find on behalf of Hyrkanos, who 

was more docile, more popular, and enjoyed the support of Antipater. Before Pompey 

even announced his decision in favor of the more pliable Hyrkanos—unlike a century 

earlier, when they may have encouraged Judah the rebel, the Romans now no longer 

needed Judea as a “thorn in the side of Syria”—Aristobulos sought refuge at the fortress 

of Alexandreion, then surrendered, then holed up again in the Jerusalem temple. Pompey 

responded in kind by a show of force, the only appropriate means in the face of such 

defiance. Marching his legions in battle formation from Jericho toward Jerusalem, 

Pompey persuaded Aristobulos to surrender once again, but his supporters in Jerusalem 

remained intransigent. While Hyrkanos and his party opened the city to Pompey, the 

defenders of Aristobulos defiantly remained entrenched in the temple.  

 

63 After a three-month siege, during which the Roman engineers built ramps, 

advancing mostly on the Sabbath when the pious priests and their 

supporters would only fight in self-defense, the Romans break through the 

wall and take the temple.  
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If Josephus is to be trusted, most of the slaughter that ensued was done by the Hyrkanian 

party on the priests, who, preferring a noble death to life in shame and enslavement, 

imperturbably officiated at the altar, allowing themselves to become sacrificial victims, 

or committed suicide. Pompey, perhaps out of curiosity, entered the Holy of Holies 

(incurring the immortal wrath of pious Jews) where he is said to have been surprised to 

find merely an empty chamber. Whether or not he subsequently looted the temple 

treasury is not clear. Josephus insists that he did not do so and that he also left the 

shewbread tables and other precious items untouched and had the temple repurified.83 

Aristobulos, members of his family, and a large number of his supporters were brought to 

Rome, where they were put on display during Pompey’s triumph in September 61. 

Though many of these Jews were initially enslaved, their number eventually swelled the 

ranks of Rome’s growing Jewish community.84 

 

This is how Pompey’s conquest was remembered by pious Jews of the age, who were so 

deeply committed to the Jerusalemite cultic traditions that they never forgot that even the 

Hasmoneans had been mere usurpers of a power not theirs: 

 

Those to whom you did not promise, they took away by force; 

And they did not glorify your honorable name. 

With pomp they set up a monarchy because of their arrogance; 

They despoiled the throne of David with arrogant shouting. 

But you, O God, overthrew them and uprooted their descendents from the earth, 

For there rose up against them a man alien to our race. 

The lawless one laid waste our land, so that no one inhabited it;  

They massacred young and old and children at the same time. 

In his blameless wrath he expelled them to the west,  

And he did not spare even the officials of the country from ridicule. 

                                                 
83 An echo of Pompey’s conquest of the temple fortress may be found in the pseudepigraphic II Psalm of 
Solomon, “Concerning Jerusalem.” 
84 The conquest of 63 and the subsequent ignominious death, or just nemesis, of Pompey in Egypt are 
memorialized in the deuterocanonical II Psalm of Solomon.  
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As the enemy (was) a stranger and his heart alien to our God, he acted 

arrogantly. (Ps. Sol. 17:5-7.11-15 NRSV with modifications)85 

 

57 The reorganization of Syria-Palaestina, begun by Pompey, is continued 

by his former legate A. Gabinius, now proconsul with unlimited authority 

(57-55). The monarchy is abolished and Jerusalem’s authority reduced to 

the range it had before the Hasmonean era. 

 

Gabinius restored autonomy to the Hellenistic cities that had been conquered or annexed 

by John Hyrkanos and his successors. The Roman goal was, in the words of E. Mary 

Smallwood, “to hamper the Jews economically by cutting them off from maritime trade 

and to humble them politically by a reduction in status and territory as a preparation for 

later incorporation in the empire as a province.”86 This may be saying too much. The 

development of the Roman east under the Julio-Claudians, the Flavians, and culminating 

with Trajan and Hadrian could not be anticipated at this point, and the motivation of 

Pompey and Gabinius may have been to establish solid support among the Hellenistic 

cities of Syria for their own cause in the ongoing Roman civil war, which was to 

continue until 31 BCE and the outcome of which was at this point entirely uncertain.  

 

The situation in Judea was unstable, something the Romans could ill afford now that, 

after a century of indirect interference, they had taken direct responsibility. An uprising 

instigated by Alexander, the son of Aristobulos II, who had escaped from Rome and 

returned to raise an army, persuaded Gabinius that the authority of Jerusalem had to be 

weakened by means of decentralization. He instituted a system of five administrative 

units, each with their own provincial capitals (similar to Egyptian “nomes”), namely 

Jerusalem and Jericho as the administrative centers of Judea, Sepphoris as the center of 

the Galilee, Amathus in Perea, and Adora in Idumea. The regional councils were to 

answer to the Roman governor of Syria. This act deprived the high priest of his secular 
                                                 
85 Most scholars understand Psalms of Solomon 17 as referring to the conquest of Pompey and its 
aftermath. For an alternative and perhaps equally plausible reading see Kenneth Atkinson, “Herod the 
Great, Sosius, and the Siege of Jerusalem (37 BCE) in Psalm of Solomon 17” in Novum Testamentum 38, 
no 4 (1996): 313-322. 
86 SMALLWOOD (1981): 29. 
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administrative powers and reduced his office to its sacerdotal function.87 The Jerusalem 

Sanhedrin, first convened as a rubber-stamping council by Simon, was now officially 

limited to the affairs of Judea alone. Apparently the major purpose of these regional 

councils was the collection of Roman taxes.88 Cicero complained that Gabinius deprived 

the Roman tax collectors (the publicani) of their accustomed income by leaving the 

matter to the Jews and Syrians themselves. Smallwood sees in these measures an 

indication that Gabinius may have attempted to dull the sting of the country’s partition, 

though there were other possible motives at play as well.89  

 

56 The arbitrary interference of the proconsul in the internal affairs of the 

Jews divides the erstwhile factions of Hyrkanos and Aristobulos into a 

pro- and an anti-Roman camp. Aristobulos and his son Antigonos escape 

from Rome and are joined by a Jewish general who had fought against 

Alexander on Gabinius’ side.  

 

This second uprising also ends in defeat, but it hardens the anti-Roman sentiments 

among the followers of Aristobulos. A third uprising, led by Alexander, is put down 

after a single battle. – According to Josephus, Gabinius, realizing that his administrative 

measures had been a failure and trusting the advice of someone who knew his way 

around, finally “reorganized the government of Jerusalem in accordance with the wishes 

of Antipater.”90 When Gabinius left the country, Jerusalem once again ruled over all of 

the provincial regions as before, save the independent coastal cities and the Decapolis. 

Antipater had gained the imperial power of a “governor of the Jews,” while Hyrkanos 

remained limited to the sacerdotal functions of the high priest. From now on, the peace of 

the country was effectively in the hands of the Idumean governor and his sons. 

 

55 M. Licinius Crassus, proconsul of Syria, enters Jerusalem, confiscates the 

entire temple treasury, and strips the building of some of its gold bullion. 

                                                 
87 See SMALLWOOD (1981): 31-32. 
88 Ibid. p. 32-33. 
89 Ibid. 33. 
90 Jos. Ant. XIV, 103, BJ I, 178, cited in  SMALLWOOD (1981): 35. 
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53 Following the sacrilege of Crassus, an anti-Roman uprising ensues in the 

Galilee, which is crushed by the quaestor C. Cassius Longinus.  

 

From then on, the partisans of Aristobulos and enemies of Rome had a never-ending 

supply of supporters in the Galilee, later on an epicenter in the uprising of 66-70 CE. 

These “brigands,” as Josephus was to call them, remained a mainstay of resistance to 

Roman occupation.91 At around this time there is reconciliation between Hyrkanos and 

Aristobulos in form of a marriage between Hyrkanos’s daughter Alexandra and 

Alexander son of Aristobulos. An offspring of this union, Mariamme, was later to marry 

Herod in 37 BCE, in a rushed wedding that preceded Herod’s conquest of Jerusalem.92 

 

49 Julius Caesar sends Aristobulos, the sworn enemy of his enemy Pompey, 

to Syria to raise an army. This is forestalled when Aristobulos is poisoned, 

and his son Alexander tried and executed, by Pompey’s father-in-law, then 

proconsul of Syria Q. Metellus Scipio. The affair was an awkward 

beginning for Caesar’s Syrian politics. 

 

48 During Caesar’s Egyptian campaign, Hyrkanos and Antipater offer 

substantive help and accomplish a successful switch of allegiance in the 

Roman civil war from Pompey to Caesar.  

 

47 Caesar, on the way to what was to be a quick war on Pharnaces of Pontus, 

reorganizes the affairs of Jerusalem confirming Hyrkanos in the hereditary 

office of high priest and restoring to him the office of ethnarch.  

 

As “champion of the Jews suffering oppression,” Hyrkanos is also recognized as the 

protector of the Jewish diaspora communities across the empire. Various estates, cities, 

and rights of residence that had been revoked by Pompey are now restored to the Jews, 

                                                 
91 On the distinct character of the Galilee and the role of its populations in the later war against Rome see 
HORSLEY […] 
92 See SMALLWOOD (1981): 36 fn. 51. 
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including the port of Joppa. Antipater receives Roman citizenship and is responsible for 

the collection of taxes for all of Palestine, Jerusalem’s central authority having been fully 

reinstituted. Antipater now has the same role for the Jewish realm as the later Roman 

procurators were to have. A definitive answer to the request for a rebuilding of the walls 

of Jerusalem and hence for the city’s refortification is initially postponed by Caesar but 

later (shortly before his assassination in March, 44) answered in the affirmative. 

 

Shortly after the affairs of the Jews had been settled in this manner, Antipater appointed 

his two sons, Phasael and Herod, to the newly created positions of strategoi of Judea 

and the Galilee. As strategos (military governor) of the Galilee, Herod tackles the rebels 

(partisans of the ill-fated Aristobulos and his sons) and kills one of their leaders by the 

name of Ezechias. For this he is put on trial by the Jerusalem Sanhedrin, which regarded 

the act as an unlawful killing, since they had not authorized it or more likely because, as 

priests and Saducees, they were partisans of Aristobulos and opponents of Hyrkanos and 

Antipater. Herod escapes the certain death sentence by appearing in court in arms and 

accompanied by a bodyguard. The Roman governor of Syria, Sextus Caesar, appoints 

him as military governor of the Decapolis and the city of Samaria, regions adjacent to the 

Galilee but no longer controlled by Jerusalem, a position he holds until Sextus is 

murdered by the Pompeians. Herod’s lasting friendship with the Macedonian colony of 

Samaria is attested in a number of ways; he was to rebuild the city as Sebaste and his 

successor, Archelaos, was the son of the Samarian noblewoman Malthake. 

 

43 C. Cassius Longinus, brother-in-law of Brutus, his co-conspirator against 

Julius Ceasar and a supporter of Pompey, returns to Syria. Hyrkanos and 

Antipater comply with his demand of money and Herod excels in 

delivering the first hundred talents. Jerusalem had switched her allegiance 

back to Pompey. 

 

Antipater is poisoned, possibly with the knowledge of Hyrkanos. Supported by Cassius, 

who takes the assassination as an attack on Rome, Herod takes revenge on the murderer. 

Herod and Phasael’s position in the hierarchy of Jerusalem now completely depends on 
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Roman protection. Reconciliation between Herod and Hyrkanos is brought about due to a 

common threat: Antigonos son of Aristobulos reappeared as Roman troops are absent 

from Syria and he threatens to take Judea by force. Herod, victorious, is once again 

welcomed by Hyrkanos. To cement the relation and acquire a regent for his under-aged 

male successor (the son of his only daughter Alexandra and his nephew Alexander), 

Hyrkanos promises his oldest granddaughter Mariamme, then still a girl, to Herod. This is 

also the first time Herod is elevated over his brother Phasael.  

  

41 When Cassius is defeated in battle, the Jerusalem elite is once again forced 

to switch sides, this time in support of Mark Antony.  

 

Mark Antony has no difficulty renewing friendship with the son of Antipater, especially 

since an appropriate bribe is offered by Herod in person, or so Josephus claims. Several 

delegations of anti-Antipatrids are rebuffed and Herod and Phasael, recommended by 

Hyrkanos, are reappointed as “tetrarchs” of Galilee and Judea and entrusted with meeting 

the demands of the newly powerful triumvir for cash and military support. 

 

40-37 The Arsacid prince Pacorus and Parthian satrap Barzaphanes invade Syria. 

This is the last best hope for Antigonos, as an enemy of Rome, to take 

power.  

 

Antigonos’ tour through the Galilee and his march on Jerusalem constituted a 

“messianic” moment. Accompanied by a small unit of Parthian fighters and a vast mass 

of enthusiastic followers, Antigonos enters Jerusalem, his ranks further swelled by 

pilgrims arriving in Jerusalem for the Pentecost (shavuot) festival. Since his troops are no 

match for Herod, he tries cunning. Phasael and Hyrkanos are persuaded to meet 

Barzaphanes in the Galilee, who instead of negotiating takes them captive, as Herod had 

anticipated. Herod and his armed men then leave the city to escort members of the 

Hasmonean family, including his young fiancée, and members of his own household, 

including his mother Cypros, to the desert fortress of Masada. A request for help from the 

Nabateans is turned down, forcing Herod to seek refuge with in Alexandria.  
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Meanwhile in Jerusalem, Antigonos is installed as king and high priest, while the 

Parthians are described as plundering the city. Josephus’ description is tender toward 

Herod, who leaves the city in distress and almost literally kills himself because his 

mother’s wagon turns over during the flight to Idumea, but he is sharp and terse when it 

comes to Antigonos, probably because his source for these events is Nicolaos, the 

biographer of Herod. 

 

And thus was Antigonus brought back into Judea by the king of the Parthians, and 

received Hyrkanos and Phasaelus for his prisoners; but he was greatly cast down 

because the women had escaped, whom he intended to have given the enemy, as 

having promised they should have them, with the money, for their reward: but 

being afraid that Hyrcanus, who was under the guard of the Parthians, might 

have his kingdom restored to him by the multitude, he cut off his ears, and thereby 

took care that the high-priesthood should never come to him any more, because 

he was maimed, while the law required that this dignity should belong to none but 

such as had all their members entire. (Jos., Ant. XIV.13.10)93 

 

Phasael dies by suicide (or recovers and is poisoned) and the maimed Hyrkanos is exiled 

to Mesopotamia, where he receives a hero’s welcome among the Jews. 

  

While Antigonos is elevated to power by the heirs of the former Persian Empire, Herod 

(rather than the designated heir, Hyrkanos’s infant grand-son Aristobulos) is appointed as 

“king of the Jews.” Most likely, this appointment was issued by Mark Antony alone 

though Josephus attributes it to Octavian as well.94 Roman priority was to drive the 

Parthians out of Syria. With the major parties preoccupied, Antigonos and Herod were 

                                                 
93 According to the earlier version, BJ I.13, Antigonos bit off Hyrkanos’s ears.  
94 In “Herodes und Rom 40 v. Chr.” (in: GÜNTHER 2007: 9-25), Benedikt Eckhardt argues that a careful 
reading of the sources suggests that it was Antony alone who appointed Herod and that he did so for 
reasons of state and political self-interest. Josephus offers two accounts of Herod’s accession, one in BJ, the 
other in Ant. According to BJ, Herod was jointly appointed by Mark Antony and Octavian, but this is not 
likely because Herod would have mentioned this in his speech to Octavian at the meeting in Rhodes. 
According to Ant., Herod bribed Mark Antony but this seems willfully added by Josephus to make Herod 
(and Antony) look bad. 
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left without significant imperial protection, and the nominal Roman force guarding 

Jerusalem decided to accept bribes from Antigonos rather than interfere with the status 

quo (a prudent delay tactic in the interest of settling local affairs without needless force 

that was used by later Roman governors as well). It was thus left to Herod himself, with 

only token military assistance from Rome, to win his kingdom by force. There is no room 

here to relate the various encounters between the men of Herod and Antiogonos that took 

place between 39 and 37 (as described by Josephus), when Jerusalem was finally taken 

after a five-month siege. Roman sources attribute the final victory to Roman general 

Sosius rather than Herod. As slaughter was raging in the streets of Jerusalem, Antigonos 

surrendered in person.  

 

Then it was that Antigonus, without regard to his former or to his present fortune, 

came down from the citadel, and fell down at Sosius’s feet, who without pitying 

him at all, upon the change of his condition, laughed at him beyond measure, and 

called him Antigona. (Jos. BJ I.XVIII.2.)  

 

The last Hasmonean is put in fetters and brought before Mark Antony, who has him axed. 

Perhaps to account for the fact that this was an unusual treatment (Antigonos was the first 

foreign king to be so treated by the Romans), Josephus hints that this was the beginning 

of a scheme concocted by Cleopatra who, through her influence on Mark Antony, 

contrived to have every possible rival to her own expansionist designs removed by force.  

 

Here and elsewhere, Josephus singles out a scheming woman as the main cause of every 

misfortune that was to befall Herod throughout his reign, which looks a bit suspicious. 

Our knowledge of the reign of Antigonos is also severely limited by the interest of 

Josephus’s major source, Herod’s biographer Nicolaos of Damascus. One might regret 

that no contemporary history of the last Hasmoneans survived that might have provided a 

counterweight to Nicolaos. The narration in both of Josephus’s accounts, the “Wars of 

the Jews” (BJ) and the “Antiquities of the Jews” (Ant.), at least on the surface, seems 

more of a prehistory to the rise of Herod. Josephus barely pauses at the ignominious 

death of Antigonus, derided as effeminate by Sosius and denied the dignity of a 
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punishment more suitable to royalty. And yet this is neither Josephus’s last word on the 

Hasmoneans, nor can it be said that the Hasmoneans failed to make a contribution of their 

own to the distinguished history of Jewish historiography, namely, if we consider 

Josephus himself as a Hasmonean historian, albeit a belated one. Josephus was, or 

claimed to be, a member of the Hasmonean family. Furthermore, the story of Herod was 

to provide ample opportunity to describe the fate of the great and successful Idumean as 

fatefully intermingled with the Hasmoneans whom he loved and betrayed. Shakespeare 

never invented a greater character than this Herod, lover and murderer of Mariamme and 

nemesis also to Hyrkanos II, the long-serving and legitimate high priest, his erstwhile 

mentor and protector; Herod, desperate builder of fortresses that only served to prolong 

the agony of the Jewish rebels in their war against the Romans; Herod, a man who 

despite his merits and achievements was hated and betrayed even by his own sons and 

who finally descended into illness and paranoia. Because of the modest realism, sparing 

application of sentimentality, subtle irony and imperceptible staging of historical events, 

but mostly because of the naïve reading habits of generations of scholars, Josephus’s 

crafting of a literary revenge on Herod, Titus, and other enemies of the Jews went largely 

unnoticed.95  

 

A few summary remarks on Hasmonean Jerusalem may be in place. We have now 

outlined the sequence of events and personages that shaped Jerusalem’s history from the 

Seleucid rule of the southern Levant until the end of Hasmonean kingship. How should 

we characterize the Hasmonean city that Herod took by force? What did it look like, how 

was it governed, what were its institutions, who lived and who made pilgrimage there, 

how was the city regarded abroad, and how had it changed since the days of Onias III? 

The answers to these questions would fill a book in its own right, and yet there is 

considerable uncertainty about the affairs of Jerusalem in the age of the Hasmoneans due 

to the fact that our literary descriptions of the city in later sources presuppose the 

Herodian city rather than the Hasmonean one. Take the ample memories of the temple 

and of pilgrimage to Jerusalem preserved in Mishnah and Talmud, for example. Shmuel 

                                                 
95 There are indications that Josephus is beginning to be appreciated as an “ironic” author. See Steve 
Mason, “Figured Speech and Irony in T. Flavius Josephus” in EDMONDSON, MASON, and RIVES 
(2005): 243-288. 
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Safrai, who wrote the seminal work on pilgrimage to Jerusalem in the “Second Temple” 

period on the basis of all the extant information, declined to attach any degree of certainty 

to statements pertaining to pilgrimage during the Hasmonean age. Compared to Roman 

age Jerusalem, we are still rather in the dark on the institutions, the populations, the 

archeology, and other basic matters from which the history of the earlier city could be 

reconstructed in greater detail. We do have an impressive epigraphic record in form of 

coins, as well as the writings found, initially by accident, in the caves near the Dead Sea, 

though these and other finds are difficult to date and may reflect the situation in the 

Roman rather than the Hellenistic period. Much of our deutero-canonical literature, i.e., 

Jewish works preserved in translation by various Christian communities, originated 

between the late 3rd and the late 1st century, some of these works, such as the Book of 

Jubilees, were widely regarded as authentic revelation by people across the spectrum of 

movements, others were strictly sectarian and even kept secret (including, we assume, 

many of the Dead Sea Scrolls). Our impression of the importance of the events 

surrounding the Hellenizing reforms among Jerusalem’s upper classes and the repression 

of Torah-based piety under Antiochus IV is entirely based on a literary record shaped by 

the Hasmonean king John Hyrkanos who had to defend his high priesthood against the 

growing dissent and public criticism that may have had its roots among the Asidaioi, the 

Torah-rigorists who had been some-time allies, some-time opponents of the Maccabees. 

The self-congratulatory Maccabean accounts must be contrasted with the vigorously anti-

Hasmonean sentiment among the Pharisees, the displaced Oniads, and the Essenes who 

seceded from the temple. Movements were constituted by opinion, by affiliation (the 

Sadducees), by charismatic teachers (the “Teacher of Righteousness” who founded the 

Qumran sect, the Jesus movement), and by socio-economic factors (Galilean social 

banditry). The Essenes held the Jerusalem temple in contempt as long as the Hasmonean 

usurpers held the reign. Their apocalyptic purism was later rekindled by anti-Roman and 

anti-Herodian sentiments. Galilean rebels morphed into the Zealots of Josephus, whose 

resistance to Herod and Rome seems to have been woven from the same cloth as that of 

the resisters to the Seleucid-sponsored Hellenizers of the earlier age. The Sadducees and 

Pharisees were variably allied with competing factions among the Hasmoneans, and 

hence competing for control of the state. The Pharisees transformed themselves from a 
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separatist group (hence the name, which means “separatists”) to the dominant party under 

Salome Alexandra and Hyrkanos II, though they may have been shut out from power by 

Herod. From a Pharisaic perspective, the Sadducees were elitists, deniers of resurrection, 

and untutored Torah-literalists. If one considers these sects and parties, late Hasmonean 

Jerusalem seems like a kingdom of priests that was beset by learned scribes searching 

ancient scrolls (or rewriting them) for portents of the future and regularly inundated by 

excitable masses of pilgrims ready to follow any messiah, whether he was an anti-Roman 

Hasmonean like Antigonos, an ascetic preacher of repentance like John the Baptizer, a 

blasphemer like Jesus of Nazareth, or a rebel like Simon bar Giora or Simon bar Koseba. 

To be sure, all this may be more characteristic of the Roman than of the Hasmonean age. 

Our view may be distorted and slanted toward what came later, culminated in the great 

revolt against the Romans, and was considered by Josephus, and many scholars since, as 

sufficient explanation for the ensuing violence.  

 

Finally, aside from the innovations of this age—the introduction of Hellenistic culture 

into the city, the classicism of the resisters to Hellenization, the usurpation of the office 

of high priest, the manufacture of usable pasts and biblicizing traditions that are often 

disarmingly unaware of their own Hellenistic contemporaneity, daring rewritings of 

Torah and tradition, and the production of darkly foreboding apocalyptic fantasies—the 

framework for this dazzlingly creative array of competing cultural, cultic, and political 

recastings and retoolings of “Judaism” was the city of Jerusalem as a temple city. It was 

the city rather than the personages involved that provided the strongest link with the past 

and hence legitimacy for the struggle to maintain cultic integrity and independence. The 

city was the rallying point, the center and basis of the expanding and contracting temple 

state of the age, the pivot of “Judaism” as an ideology that began to expand its meaning 

from the merely geographical to the ideological, and from the ethnic to the religious and 

spiritual senses this term came to represent.  
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2.3. Roman reconstruction (63 BCE-70CE) 
 

Then I said in my heart,  

Are the deeds of those who inhabit Babylon any better? 

Is that why it has gained dominion over Zion. 

(…) 

Are the deeds of Babylon better than those of Zion? 

(II Esdras 3:28.31)96  

 

63 Pompey conquers Jerusalem. Many Jews, including the Hasmonean 

Aristobulos, are deported to Rome. 

 

57 Reorganization of provincial government under Gabinius. Jerusalem 

reduced to local jurisdiction. 

 

47 Julius Caesar rewards Hyrkanos and Antipater with a renewal of their 

privileges and powers. 

 

40 Parthian invasion. Kingship of Antigonos son of Aristobulos. Mark 

Antony appoints Herod son of Antipater as “king of the Jews” and charges 

him with the reconquest of Judea for Rome. 

 

37 Roman commander Sosius conquers Jerusalem with the assistance of 

Herod. Antigonos is executed by Mark Antony. 

 

37-4 BCE The reign of Herod. Dating of events in Josephus by the years of Herod’s 

rule is uncertain because it is unclear whether Josephus counts his years 

                                                 
96 This passage is part of a book also known as Fourth Ezra, an apocalyptic work written about thirty years 
after the destruction of Jerusalem at a time when Trajan seems to have renewed Flavian anti-Jewish 
legislation that had been suspended by Nerva. In this and related pseudepigraphic works attributed to Ezra 
“Babylon” serves as a veiled reference to Rome. 
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from the year of Herod’s appointment (40 BCE) or from the death of 

Antigonos (37 BCE). 

 

31 A critical year for Herod. A major earthquake shakes Jerusalem. Herod’s 

patron Mark Antony is defeated by Octavian at the battle of Actium that 

brings the Roman civil war to an end. Herod imprisons the surviving 

Hasmoneans, fearing a coup at home. 

 

30 Herod goes to Rhodes to meet Octavian who confirms Herod’s 

appointment as king and increases his kingdom. 

 

20-19 Herod rebuilds the temple. 

 

4 BCE  Death of Herod. Caesar Augustus settles the question of succession. 

Archelaos, one of Herod’s sons, rules Jerusalem as ethnarch of Judea. The 

rest of his realm is distributed among two of Herod’s other sons who rule 

as tetrarchs (territorial client kings). 

 

6 CE Archelaos deposed and banished to Vienne in Gaul.  

 

6-41 CE Jerusalem administered by Roman prefects (military governors), 

governing Judea as an imperial province from Caesarea Maritima, a grand 

port city established by Herod. 

 

41-44 Agrippa I, grandson of Herod, friend of Gaius (“Caligula”) and supporter 

of Claudius, appointed as king of Judea. 

 

44-66 After Agrippa’s death by natural causes, Judea is once again an imperial 

province, though at this point controlled by financial administrators 

(procurators) rather than military governors. 
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66 Anti-Jewish riots in Caesarea. Rebellion in Jerusalem. Roman legion 

under Cestius abandons the city after a short siege. The rebels declare 

independence. 

 

66-70 The First Revolt. Defensive war against Rome and civil war.  

 

68-69 Nero dies in June 68. Year of the four emperors (Galba, Otho, Vitellius, 

Vespasian). 

 

70 Jerusalem taken by Titus Flavius Vespasianus, the son of the newly 

appointed Emperor Vespasian. The temple is destroyed, the city sacked, 

and its population sold into slavery. According to later rabbinic tradition, 

the major court of law representing pro-Roman Jewish self-government, 

the Sanhedrin, had been reconstituted in Yavneh (Iamnia) when the 

rebellion was still in progress. 

 

74 Fall of Masada, a Herodian desert fortress that had served as one of the 

last rebel strongholds. Eleazar son of Yair and his companions commit 

suicide before the stores at the fortress are exhausted to prove they acted 

heroically rather than in despair. 

 

132-135 Bar Kokhba Revolt, attested by letters and coins proclaiming the 

“freedom of Jerusalem.”  

 

135 Emperor Hadrian establishes a Roman military colony in place of 

Jerusalem, renaming the city Colonia Aelia Capitolina. 
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2.3.1. Herod, Solomon redivivus  

 

When we followed the career of the Hasmoneans we already encountered the family of 

Idumean administrators with whom they were significantly intertwined, who steered their 

affairs, and eventually became their masters. For this reason the transition from the 

Hasmoneans to Herod and his successors should not be imagined as too radical a 

caesura. Formal relations between Jerusalem and Rome had been established perhaps as 

far back as the original Maccabee himself,97 and the last Hasmoneans, save Antigonos, 

had ruled in accommodation with Rome. The decline of the Hasmoneans and the rise of 

Herod coincided with the Roman civil wars between Pompey and Julius Caesar and 

between Mark Antony and Octavian. With Octavian firmly established as Caesar 

Augustus, the reign of Herod stabilized as well. As “king by the grace of Rome” (Weber) 

Herod represented the interests of the principate in the region between Egypt, Nabatea, 

Phoinicia, and Syria. Herod’s grandfather had served as the chief administrator of the 

expanding Jewish state under Alexander Yannai and the second Antipater had managed 

the precarious transition required by the Syrian conquest of Pompey. Finally, the sons of 

Antipater had served as co-strategoi of Judea and the Galilee at the recommendation of 

Hyrkanos. For all of these reasons, one could say that there was no drastic innovation in 

the appointment of Herod.  

 

Yet the discontinuities between the Hasmoneans and Herod are also clear, or will become 

clear in a moment, and these differences may be significant enough to warrant treating 

Herod as the beginning of a new era during which the city was significantly reconstructed 

both architecturally and culturally. On the one hand, Herod’s rule brought Jerusalem to a 

hitherto unprecedented level of sophistication. On the other hand, Herod’s international 

standing and sponsorship of Jewish as well as non-Jewish cities clashed with the growing 

discontent among the Jews of all classes and stripes and fuelled their desire for a return to 

                                                 
97 The claim that Judah Maccabee, then leader of a rebel regime, entered into a treaty of mutual support 
with the senate and people of Rome may well be legendary since there is no mention of it in Roman 
sources. 
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a non-monarchic constitution and to the traditional rule of the priests. Though this desire 

did not arise here for the first time, the gap between the king and the traditional Jewish 

elites grew significantly larger during his long and, politically and culturally speaking, 

brilliantly successful reign. The break with tradition had become apparent as far back as 

the early Seleucid era, and the cracks in the city’s veneer had never been fully mended. 

But not until the time of Herod was Judea ruled by a king appointed in Rome, who was a 

Roman citizen (an honor first awarded by Julius Caesar to Antipater), an Idumean/Arab 

by birth, though Jewish by religion, who had no access to the high priesthood himself and 

turned that position into an appointment at will. Herod’s rule furthermore oriented the 

governance and administration of Judea exclusively toward the interests of Rome, thus 

accelerating the shift from independence to integration of the Jewish kingdom into the 

emerging order of the Roman east. So much was this Idumean king identified with the 

interests of Rome that, in later rabbinic parlance, Edom, the biblical Hebrew name of 

Idumea, was used as a cryptonym for Rome. 

 

c. 75 Herod born to the Idumean Antipater, second-generation epitropos 

of Ioudaia, and to his wife Kypros, a noblewoman of Arab descent. 

 

47 Antipater, authorized by Julius Caesar, appoints his sons Herod 

and Phasael strategoi (military commanders) of Judea and Galilee. 

 

43 Antipater is murdered by Malichus, probably with the knowledge 

of Hyrkanos. 

 

40 Antigonos takes Jerusalem with the help of the Parthians. Herod 

appointed “King of the Jews” in Rome. 

  

As already mentioned, Herod, his family (including his mother Kypros and his fiancée 

Mariamme, grand-daughter of Hyrkanos), and his guard are forced to flee Jerusalem. 

Turned away by the Nabateans, the family is stowed away at Masada and Herod flees to 

Alexandria. He sails to Rhodes where he prepares for his trip to Rome. The ostensible 
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purpose of his trip is to seek royal appointment of Mariamme’s younger brother, the 

infant Aristobulos. Instead Antony appoints Herod himself and has this choice confirmed 

by the Roman senate.  

 

39-38 Herod marches through the Galilee to raise an army. Unable to 

dislodge Antigonos from Jerusalem, Herod joins battle with Mark 

Antony against the Parthians. 

 

37 Herod conquers Jerusalem with the help of Sosius.  

 

Before storming the temple Herod briefly leaves Jerusalem to marry Mariamme. He 

dismisses his first wife, Doris, and his firstborn son, Antipater,98 and appoints Ananel of 

Babylon, presumably a Zadokite, as high priest. All of these measures aim to establish 

Herod as the legitimate king of the Jews. 

 

3699 Hyrkanus returns from Parthia. 

 

35 Antony and Cleopatra lean on Herod to replace Ananel by 

Aristobulos III, the grandson of Hyrkanos and teenaged brother of 

Mariamme, as high priest. According to Josephus, this scheme 

emanated from Alexandra, Herod’s Hasmonean mother-in-law. 

The first time Aristobulos officiates as high priests, the Jewish 

masses respond with unanticipated enthusiasm. He soon dies in a 

drowning accident near Jericho. Ananel is reappointed. 

 

34 Herod, accused of the murder of Aristobulos, is acquitted by Mark 

Antony. Cleopatra receives the coastal cities of Judea and 

Phoinicia (except Tyre and Sidon), as well as Arabian (Nabatean) 
                                                 
98 Not too much should be made of this dismissal. Later on he decides to bring Antipater back to the court. 
A similar case in which a foreign ruler dismisses his wife to enter into a union with the indigenous nobility 
is that of Ptolemy I “Soter.” The point of this kind of marriage is obviously political. 
99 This and most of the following information is based on Emil Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes 
im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, vol. 1, (Leipzig 1901), pp. 360-375. 
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and Judean inland holdings, as a present from Mark Antony. 

Cleopatra visits Herod in Jerusalem and leases back the balsam 

orchards of Jericho. 

 

32 Rome: civil war between Octavian and Antony. Judea and Nabatea 

at war. 

 

31 Earthquake in Palestine and battle of Actium: Antony defeated 

but not killed. Herod switches his allegiance to Octavian by 

rendering military aid to Didius in the fight against the gladiators 

of Antony.  

    

30 Octavian’s position toward Herod being uncertain and Herod’s 

opponents at home preparing for his downfall, he has the aged 

Hyrkanos executed as a cautionary measure; his mother and other 

family members are once again sent to Masada, while Mariamme 

and her mother Alexandra, the daughter of Hyrkanos, are kept 

under guard at the fortress of Alexandreion. 

 

Herod returns from Rhodes with his powers affirmed. He then meets Octavian again at 

the port of Ptolemais (Acco) and aids him in his war against Antony and Cleopatra. After 

their defeat, cities and other holdings claimed by Cleopatra are returned to Herod and his 

realm is expanded. From then on, Herod’s greatest asset is his ability to maintain the trust 

of Octavian and his closest friend, Agrippa.  

 

29 Herod has Mariamme and Alexandra executed. 

 

c. 27 Introduction of quadriennial games in Jerusalem. Establishment of 

a theatre and an amphitheatre. According to Josephus, this was 

perceived as an impious innovation, leading to conspiratorial 

assassination attempts. 
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25-23 Years of famine. Herod wages an unsuccessful war against the 

Nabateans. 

 

c. 23 Herod marries Mariamme, the daughter of the priest Simon son of 

Boethus (from Alexandria), and appoints his new father-in-law as 

high priest, dismissing Jesus son of Phabet. The sons of the 

Hasmonean Mariamme Alexander and Aristobul, who at this point 

are considered Herod’s designated heirs, are sent to Rome for 

education.  

 

c. 22 Founding of Caesarea Maritima, an architectural marvel, in place 

of Stratons Tower (completed c. 10 BCE), named in honor of 

Caesar Augustus. 

 

c. 20-19 Herod has the temple of Jerusalem rebuilt. The work is completed 

without interrupting the daily sacrifices. 

 

18 or 17 Herod travels to Italy to bring his sons home.  

 

c. 14 Beginning of estrangement from the sons of Mariamme and 

reconciliation with his oldest son, Antipater.  

 

13 Antipater is sent to Rome to meet the princeps. 

 

12 Second Italian voyage: Herod accuses the sons of the first 

Mariamme of conspiracy. The princeps persuades Herod to seek 

reconciliation. 

 

10 After describing the inauguration of Caesarea, Josephus details the 

acrimony that broke out once again between Herod and the sons of 
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Mariamme I. The conflict is mediated by Archelaos of Cappadocia 

and ends in temporary reconciliation.  

 

After an unauthorized war against the Nabatean Arabs, Herod falls out of favor with 

Augustus, an indication that he had overstepped the boundaries of the powers vested in a 

client king by pursuing his own war of expansion. Meanwhile renewed suspicion of a 

conspiracy against him plotted by Alexander and Aristobul moves Herod, supplied with 

confessions extracted by torture, to accuse them before Augustus of treason. Augustus, 

newly reconciled with Herod through the mediation of Nicolaos of Damascus, gives 

Herod free reign to deal with his sons as he sees fit.  

 

c. 7  Alexander and Aristobul are executed. Antipater, triumphant over 

his brothers, is now groomed as Herod’s successor. 

 

5 Antipater returns from Rome. Meanwhile Herod had uncovered his 

plot against his brothers. He puts Antipater in chains, reports to 

Augustus, and changes his will, naming his youngest son Antipas 

(son of the Samarian princess Malthake) as his successor. 

 

4 With Herod severely ill, a group of Pharisees encourages students 

to insult Herod by forcibly removing a golden eagle from one of 

the gates of the temple. Herod executes the rabble-rousers.  

 

After changing his will one more time, Herod dies, though not before he has Antipater 

executed as well. In his last will, he appoints Archelaos son of Malthake as king and his 

brothers Antipas and Philippos (son of Cleopatra of Jerusalem) as tetrarchs.  

 

Herod and the history of his Jerusalem and of Judea under his rule are far better 

documented than any other Roman client kingdom of the age, making an interesting 

subject of study not just for historians of the ancient Jewish polity but also of the Roman 

east at the time of the late republic and the early principate. There are several reasons 
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why we are particularly well informed about Herod: the survival of literary sources 

shaped by this ambitious king himself, as well as by the pen of one of the most gifted 

writers of the time, Nicolaos of Damascus, in the works of Josephus; the archaeological 

remains of his extraordinary building activity, some of which have been excavated only 

recently (such as the Herodian “boomtown” of Caesarea);100 and the abiding interest of 

later generations. Herod’s vivid profile as the paranoid murderer of the babes of 

Bethlehem, which appears early on in the Gospel of Matthew (Matth. 2:1-19), guaranteed 

his place in western memory. 

 

According to the distinguished scholar John J. Collins, “Herod’s rule was arguably the 

most brilliant that Jerusalem had seen since the legendary Solomon, whom Herod 

emulated by his temple building project.”101 Collins is not the only one drawing attention 

to the figure of Solomon. In fact, a parallel between the first and the last builder of the 

temple is suggested already by Josephus when he gives a verbatim account of the speech 

in which Herod announced the most ambitious and significant building project in a whole 

series of rather monumental ventures. In short, Herod himself, or his biographer 

Nicolaos, or Josephus were the first to make the connection. I will return to the analogy 

with Solomon, after reviewing some of the major aspects of Herod’s rule.  

 

Despite (or because of) the wealth of literary information available to us, there are major 

problems in the study of Herod. These derive from ambiguities in Josephus’ evaluation of 

his person and his reign. In De Bello Iudaico, Josephus more or less follows his Vorlage, 

Nicolaos, without much editorializing. In Antiquitates Iudaicae, however, he adds rather 

harsh and negative statements meant to disparage Herod as corrupt, violent, power-

grabbing, even insane, paranoid, and gratuitously murderous. Charges also include his 

lawlessness and his suspension of Jewish law. Traditional scholarship by and large 

accepted Josephus’ more negative evaluation of Herod. For literary and historical 

reasons, however, more recent work on Herod has begun to evaluate things more 

                                                 
100 The label “boomtown” for Caesarea is Linda-Marie Günther’s. See Günther, “Herodes, Caesar 
(Augustus) und Caesarea” in GÜNTHER (2007): 79-89. For a comprehensive assessment of Herod as a 
builder see NETZER (2006). 
101 COLLINS (2005): 205. 
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cautiously. We now realize that all of Josephus’ works must be read carefully for covert 

literary agendas, and the many analogies between Herod’s policies and the actions of 

other client kings in the Roman east have taught us to be more sanguine about the factual 

core of the reports, allowing us to attribute many of Herod’s actions to pragmatic rather 

than idiosyncratic reasons rooted in his flamboyant personality.102 

 

The first question for readers of Josephus is the reason for Herod’s appointment as king 

in the year 40 BCE. Though Josephus stipulates (in Ant.) that, aside from everything else, 

Herod bribed Mark Antony and that this bribe was accepted, there is a growing consensus 

that Herod was made king simply as a matter of convenience for the Romans and whether 

or not this was convenient or desirable to Herod himself simply can no longer be 

ascertained.103 Mark Antony needed to match the Parthian initiative and replace 

Antigonos with an equally resolute and capable indigenous ruler whose loyalty to Rome, 

or rather to himself, was beyond doubt. After the death of Phasael, Herod was the only 

candidate for the position.  

 

Roman rule had effectively begun with Pompey’s elimination of Aristobulos, though at 

that point the Hasmoneans still served a useful purpose to the Romans who were then 

only beginning to exert direct control of the east. This came at a time when Ptolemaic 

Egypt and Seleucid Syria were at a nadir, providing newly powerful smaller kingdoms 

such as Judea and Nabatea an incentive to fill the vacuum. This was effectively prevented 

by direct Roman intervention. Nevertheless, both the Arab kingdom of Nabatea and the 

Jewish kingdom of Jerusalem could still be of use (for example by keeping one another in 

check) and it was merely a matter of making sure these places were controlled by 

personages loyal to Rome or, more specifically, to the man who controlled the eastern 

half of the empire and who, at that moment, happened to be Pompey. By 40 BCE, the 

Hasmoneans had outlived their usefulness. The appointment of Herod in place of the 

legitimate but under-aged grandson of Hyrkanos was an act of imperially sponsored 

                                                 
102 Bucking this trend is the recent work by KASHER and WITZTUM (2007a, 2007b) who submit 
Josephus’ Herod to a psychometric analysis. 
103 For a careful analysis of Herod’s appointment see Benedikt Eckhardt, “Herodes und Rom 40 v. Chr.” in 
GÜNTHER (2007): 9-25. 
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usurpation and a test of strength for Herod. Antony’s appointment of Herod was an 

assignment: if Herod wished to be king of the Jews, he had to dislodge the latest 

Hasmonean (Antigonos) who had been put in place by the Parthians. At this point 

Jerusalem was a pawn in the power play between the Romans and the Parthians and 

Herod was merely a tool in the hands of Mark Antony, the ascendant master of the 

Roman east. Unable to take Jerusalem by force, Herod nevertheless scored with Mark 

Antony by assisting him in a decisive battle against the Parthians and, in return, received 

the help of the Roman legions under Sosius, a military commander whose contempt for 

the Jews and the Nabateans alike is attested in his subsequent triumphal coinage. Herod 

began his reign as an agent of Rome and he remained Rome’s loyal client for the rest of 

his life.104 

 

The second question for the readers of Josephus is whether Herod was out to get the 

surviving Hasmoneans or whether he eliminated them because he had no choice, 

responding to real or perceived threats emanating from the family he had displaced. It 

should be clear from the most superficial reading of ancient history, including that of Iron 

Age Judahite and Israelite kings, that usurpers frequently resorted to violent means to 

assert themselves against their competitors and even legitimate heirs were frequently 

compelled to take revenge on enemies left behind by their predecessors or to consolidate 

power by eliminating competitors. Thus, according to the biblical books of Samuel and 

Kings, David killed the surviving Saulides and put the knife in Solomon’s hand at his 

son’s accession. Though Herod was quick and ruthless when it came to the execution of 

Antigonos (he is said to have persuaded Antony to have him flogged and axed, which 

was against Roman custom), he initially depended on the surviving Hasmoneans for the 

legitimacy of his own kingship in the eyes of his Jewish subjects.105 The appointment of 

Aristobulos III as high priest at the expense of Ananel, who was later reinstated, may be 

adduced as a case in point. Herod immediately regretted the elevation of his then sixteen- 

                                                 
104 There are a few moments in Herod’s life where he exceeded the boundaries of a Roman client, such as 
when late in life he waged war on the Arabs without imperial permission. Rome’s response was swift and 
strong. Despite some peculiarities, Herod’s rule perfectly fits the mold of Roman client-kingship and can 
even be seen as a model for this type of dependency. See WEBER (2003).  
105 On this and the following see Julia Wilker, “Herodes Iudaicus: Herodes als ‘jüdischer König’” in 
GÜNTHER (2007): 28-33. 
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or seventeen-year-old brother-in-law. When Aristobul appeared at the feast of 

Tabernacles wearing the high priestly vestments, the Jews greeted him like a rock star, 

crying what I take to have been tears of hysteria and messianic excitement. Herod put an 

end to this Hasmonean revival by arranging for a convenient bathing accident during 

which the young man drowned. From the subsequent proceedings it seems as if the 

matter was complicated by an alliance between Alexandra, Herod’s mother in law, and 

Cleopatra who, according to Josephus, were pursuing separate schemes at Herod’s 

expense. If Herod initially wavered in his dealings with the Hasmoneans, who enjoyed 

Cleopatra’s temporary protection, all this changed in the year 31/30, when Herod’s rule 

was in crisis because of the defeat of his protector Mark Antony at Actium.  

 

Only then, to forestall a coup in his absence and because he could afford it, did he go 

about eliminating the danger that emanated from the Hasmoneans who at that point may 

well have been ready to overthrow Antony’s appointee. However, not even then did it 

occur to him that his sons might turn against him. Danger, in his mind, emanated from 

the grown Hasmoneans alone. Alexander and Aristobul remained the designated 

successors; later on when they had come of age, just around the time of his marriage with 

the second Mariamme, they were sent to Rome to be educated. This means that Herod 

banked on the Hasmonean connection as a source of legitimacy and acceptance not just 

for himself but also for his designated heirs. 

 

Despite Josephus’ claims to the contrary, and this is the third question arising for us as 

his readers, Herod was quite concerned with maintaining Jewish legitimacy in 

conducting himself, his family, and the affairs of state. The fifth-century Roman author 

Macrobius transmits a bon mot in the name of Caesar Augustus himself, whom he quotes 

as saying that “he’d rather be Herod’s pig than one of his children” (melius est Herodis 

porcum esse quam filium).106 It is clear from this that Herod was identified as a Jew, 

abstention from pork being one of the distinguishing marks associated with Judaism then 

as now. An incident concerning the display of trophies in the Jerusalem theater that, 

according to Josephus, moved a group of ten men to take knives and attempt 

                                                 
106 GLAJJ II, no. 543. 
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assassination, was resolved by Herod by publicly stripping the trophies to their wooden 

supports, exposing what might have been considered as idols to ridicule. Perhaps Herod’s 

introduction of Greco-Roman paraphernalia into Jerusalem “the holy” (as she is referred 

to on coins minted during the rebellion, a hundred years later), was perceived as a 

throwback to the bad old days of Jason and Menelaos, the Hellenizers of the early 

Seleucid years, or perhaps resistance to any amalgamation of Jewish and Greek ways had 

by now become a rallying call for certain more radical groups. But Herod’s behavior 

toward Jewish tradition was by and large quite correct. At least, it did not entail a flagrant 

or intentional violation of Jewish law, at least not in this incident.107 Josephus’ charge 

against Herod thus appears rather vague.  

 

Josephus writes that Herod “revolted from the laws of his country, and corrupted their 

ancient constitution, by introduction of foreign practices, which constitution yet ought to 

have been preserved inviolable” (Ant. XV.VIII.1). But he also suggests that this was in 

response to the continued danger that emanated from the party of Antigonos, which was 

behind the aforementioned assassination attempt. What is clear from this is that, 

according to Josephus at least, Herod faced the continued sworn hatred of the movement 

that had swept up the last Hasmonean king, whose death remained unavenged and whose 

appeal was unabated at least among his partisans. Even aside from the more radical 

sentiment among Herod’s opponents, there remained the general contempt that attached 

to an Idumean who was ruling as king of the Jews in the name of Rome. It must have 

seared itself into Herod’s mind when, at a time when the siege undertaken to win him the 

kingdom was not going well, Antigonos had derided him as a “half-Jew” (hemiioudaios). 

The contempt of Mariamme, which drove him to such distraction that, contrary to the 

sage advice of his friends, he had her murdered, surely had a lasting effect as well. It is 

safe to say that Herod’s image among the Jews could not have been enhanced by his 

general conformity with Jewish custom alone. Be that as it may, when Herod was at the 

height of his power, he undertook a daring project that, had it failed in any way, could 

have destroyed him but that, if successful, could establish him once and for all as 

                                                 
107 But see Ant. XIX. VII. 3f. where Agrippa I is accused of unlawful behavior simply for attending the 
theatre. For a discussion of later halakhic views on this matter see SAFRAI (1981): 189. 
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different and greater than any of the Hasmoneans. He could be like Solomon! – Or so it 

appears when we first read of the plan for the rebuilding of the temple, disclosed to the 

public in a speech, reported by Josephus. This speech and the explicit reference in it to 

Solomon is worth reading closely. Here is what Herod says. 

 

I think I need not speak to you, my countrymen, about such other works as I have 

done since I came into the kingdom, although I may say they have been performed 

in such a manner as to bring more security to you than glory to myself; for I have 

neither been negligent in the most difficult times about what tended to ease your 

necessities, nor have the buildings I have made been so proper to preserve me as 

yourselves from injuries; and I imagine that, with God’s assistance, I have 

advanced the nation of the Jews to a degree of happiness which they never had 

before; and for the particular edifices belonging to your own country, and to your 

own cities, as also to those cities that we have lately acquired, which we have 

erected and greatly adorned, and thereby augmented the dignity of your nation, it 

seems to me a needless task to enumerate them to you, since you well know them 

yourselves; but as to the undertaking which I have a mind to set about at present, 

and which will be a work of the greatest piety and excellence that can possibly be 

undertaken by us, I will now declare it to you. Our fathers, indeed, when they 

were returned from Babylon108 built this temple to God Almighty, yet does it want 

sixty cubits of its largeness in altitude; so much did that first temple which 

Solomon built exceed this temple: nor let any one condemn our fathers for their 

negligence or want of piety herein, for it was not their fault that the temple was no 

higher, for they were Cyrus and Darius the son of Hystaspes who determined the 

measures for its rebuilding; and it hath been by reason of the subjection of those 

fathers of ours to them and to their posterity, and after them to the Macedonians, 

that they had not the opportunity to follow the original model of this pious edifice, 

nor could raise it to its ancient altitude; but since I am now, by God’s will, your 

governor, and I have had peace a long time, and have gained great riches and 

                                                 
108 Note that Herod is said to have persuaded Nicolaos to invent a Babylonian Jewish lineage for him, 
implying that he himself may have been of the lineage of David; an interesting parallel to the invented 
pedigree of Jesus of Nazareth. 
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large revenues, and, what is the principal thing of all, I am at amity with and well 

regarded by the Romans, who, if I may so say, are the rulers of the whole world, I 

will do my endeavor to correct that imperfection, which hath arisen from the 

necessity of our affairs, and the slavery we have been under formerly, and to 

make a thankful return, after the most pious manner, to God, for what blessings I 

have received from him, by giving me this kingdom, and that by rendering his 

temple as complete as I am able.  

 

“This was the speech which Herod made to them,” Josephus concludes and then goes on 

to report the people’s response: 

 

[B]ut still this speech affrighted many of the people, as being unexpected by them, 

and because it seemed incredible, it did not encourage them, but put a damp upon 

them, for they were afraid that he would pull down the whole edifice, and not be 

able to bring his intentions to perfection for its rebuilding. 

 

Indeed, although Herod was able to persuade the population (or whoever was the 

imagined or real audience of this speech) and has everything ready before the tearing 

down begins, Josephus notes that the temple erected by Herod suffered a strange 

collapse: the twenty cubits of additional height “upon the sinking of their foundations fell 

down.” This part, Josephus notes, was not erected again until the days of Nero. Only then 

does he go on to describe the glory of the building he knew from autopsy. – What is 

Josephus telling us?  

 

The strange note on the collapse of the extra twenty cubits Herod added to the design are 

not the only hint at Josephus’ intention. Furthermore, we are to hear the words of Herod 

the way they were received by the original audience, that is, as foreboding. The whole 

episode that introduces us to Herod’s motivation in creating an architectural marvel in 

Jerusalem is laced with biblical allusions not as much to the reign or character of 

Solomon, though this is the pretext suggested by Herod himself, but rather to the tower 

of Babel. Here is how Josephus introduces the speech. 
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And now Herod, in the eighteenth year of his reign [presumably counting from the 

year 37 rather than the year 40], and after the acts already mentioned, undertook 

a very great work, that is, to build of himself the temple of God, and make it 

larger in compass, and to raise it to a most magnificent altitude, as esteeming it to 

be the most glorious of all his actions, as it really was, to bring it to perfection, 

and that this would be sufficient for an everlasting memorial of him (…). 

 

Like the people of the land of Shinar (the biblical name for Mesopotamia) in Genesis 11, 

Herod is described as aiming to immortalize his memory by building a temple that is 

particularly high. In the Torah, the story of the Tower of Babel is the quintessential 

condemnation of megalomaniac religious architecture as an expression of human hubris. 

Thus the entire speech of Herod becomes an ironic self-condemnation. It is ironic in the 

sense that we, as careful readers of Scripture, are in on the joke, whereas Herod is not, 

condemning him even further. There are further elements of irony in the speech and its 

immediate setting. Though Josephus precedes the story of the new temple building with 

an episode in which Herod’s rule is prophesied by the Essene Menahem, lending 

credibility to Herod’s claim to rule by divine providence, this in no way determines how 

Herod was to rule. The claim in the speech that Herod had advanced the nation of the 

Jews to a degree of happiness which they never had before is contrasted by the subdued 

response of the Jewish audience; the boasting of other cities that we have lately acquired, 

which we have erected and greatly adorned clashes with the discontent Herod’s 

investment in non-Jewish cities, including Sebaste (formerly: Samaria) and Caesarea, 

caused among the Jews who felt that is was them who financed Herod’s lavish 

sponsorship benefiting others. The concern with the lack of height of the temple is 

completely ironic. Not only does it connect once again with the Tower of Babel story, but 

it also shows that Herod was interested in the external appearance of the building rather 

than in any conformity of the cult with the “ancient constitution.” Knowing the Idumean 

pedigree and the stigma that attached to it, at least in the eyes of the partisans of 

Antigonos but presumably also in broader public opinion, it sounds jarring when Herod 

speaks of those fathers of ours, though it cannot be excluded that this was the genuine 
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view of those Idumeans who considered themselves descendents of Abraham and Jews in 

a religious sense.109 It is further interesting that Herod calls himself the “governor” of the 

Jews rather than their king. That he holds his office by “God’s will” is affirmed by the 

prophecy already mentioned. The title of king continued to apply only to the ruler’s 

relation toward the Greco-Macedonian colonies that recognized him as king, whereas in 

relation to the Jews the term was astutely avoided since the Jews had not even regarded 

the Hasmoneans as their kings. There is no irony here, only an emphasis on Herod’s 

conformity with Jewish tradition. Yet, when he calls the Romans the rulers of the whole 

world, he once again appears as a fool in the eyes of the Jews who recognized no other 

ruler of the world but God himself. Herod also entangles himself when, just after he 

affirmed his and the Jews’ dependence on Rome, speaks of himself as one who had 

overcome the slavery in which the Jews had found themselves under Persian rule, 

preventing them from building as ambitiously as Solomon had done, when Israel was at 

the pinnacle of power and the land had peace, as Herod claims it had attained again only 

now under his own rule. According to I Kings 4:21, “Solomon was sovereign over all the 

kingdoms from the Euphrates to the land of the Philistines, even to the border of Egypt; 

they brought tribute and served Solomon all the days of his life.” While Herod ruled over 

a kingdom that extended from Egypt to Syria, included the coastal cities, Samaria, the 

Galilee and Ituraea, the Gaulanitis, the Decapolis and other holdings across the Jordan, 

rather than receiving tribute he was perceived as lavishing the riches he was able to 

extract from his kingdom on favors to the Greeks, Syrians, and Romans. The gap 

between Herod’s self-perception and the expectations and assumptions of his Jewish 

audience remained unbridgeable and this is what Josephus meant to convey. 

 

Two further notes on Herod’s speech may be useful. Herod invokes his merits, as did the 

Maccabees before him, to justify his rule. From the point of view of a Hellenistic ruler, 

this was a profoundly respectable claim and it would not have been perceived as boastful 

                                                 
109 That the traditional religion of the Idumeans also survived at that time is attested, among others, in the 
name of Costobarus (from Kos, the Idumean deity), mentioned twice by Josephus, as well as in the 
epigraphic record. Herod sponsored pious buildings in Idumea, including Hebron, that are not mentioned 
by Josephus, indicating that the religious situation was much more complex than our literary sources let on. 
See Achim Lichtenberger, “Juden, Idumäer und ‘Heiden’. Die herodianischen Bauten in Hebron und 
Mamre” in GÜNTHER (2007): 59-77. 
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by a contemporary audience. It is also interesting that Herod studiously avoids any 

mention of David or of the Hasmoneans. By invoking only Solomon, Herod did indeed 

identify for himself an appropriate, even astute biblical paradigm that fit him perfectly.110 

Setting aside Josephus’ subversion of Herod’s literary allusion by turning it into an 

expression of hubris, there is much to be said for Herod’s view of himself. Indeed, as 

Collins and others have noted, Solomon had much to recommend himself for Herod and 

no other biblical king may be a closer parallel. To begin with, Solomon’s ascent had 

involved the shunting aside of the princes born to David in Hebron, princes with a better 

Judahite pedigree than the son of Bath-Sheba, widow of Uriah the Hittite. This entails an 

irony of its own, since Hebron, at the time of Herod, was an Idumean city. Like Solomon, 

Herod had many wives at a time when polygamy was no longer widely practiced. 

Solomon had built and fortified many cities around his kingdom; so had Herod. Most of 

all: Solomon is said to have been hated by his Israelite subjects for subjecting them to 

corvée work. The glory and bitterness of Herod’s rule resembled that of Solomon, as 

depicted in I Kings. To be sure, to the best of our knowledge, Solomon’s reign was a 

fiction. For Herod, of course, this did not matter. In his case, biblical fiction had turned 

into reality. Another aspect of Solomon was also to find a parallel in Herod’s life. Just as 

Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, squandered the unified kingdom acquired by his father, 

Herod’s successor, Archelaos, was to end his rule ignominiously. Ten years after the 

death of Herod, Jerusalem was once again reduced to provincial status and Judea 

administered directly by a Roman prefect who, to add insult to injury, chose the brightly 

appointed port city of Caesarea as the seat of his government.  

 

Another substantive parallel between Herod and Solomon remains to be articulated. It 

concerns Herod’s position as a king not just of the Jews but also of the Greeks or Greco-

Syrians of his realm. I am not alluding to the question of whether Greeks were present at 

the court of David or Solomon; David’s personal guard, the keretai and peletai, may have 

been made up of mercenaries from Crete and the Philistine cities, but we don't know 

whether such bits of information are historically reliable. It cannot be ruled out that 

                                                 
110 Note the somewhat surprising reference, later on in Josephus’ description of the temple, to Solomon as 
“the first of our kings.” It appears as if temple-building and state-founding are here identified. 
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Greeks were always present in the southern Levant in one capacity or other, throughout 

the Iron Age and earlier. What is more important is the cosmopolitanism and pluralism 

that characterized the Solomonic court according to the biblical account. If we ignore for 

a moment the tendency of Josephus to measure Herod by the yardstick of conformity or 

non-conformity with the “ancient constitution” of the Jews, we encounter in Herod the 

conscious attempt, far exceeding anything seen before, at establishing an opportunity for 

Jews and Greeks to coexist in hitherto unprecedented ways. He may have been the first to 

make this a priority. The goal was not to eradicate the differences between Hellenistic 

and Jewish ways of life. It had long since become clear that such was not possible 

without causing anxiety and unrest; Jewish exceptionalism and Greco-Syrian contempt 

for the Jews because of their exceptionalism may have been too well established. In some 

ways these attitudes were mirror images of one another. Hellenized Syrians had 

converted to the Greek way of life and loathed the Jews for refusing to do the same. On 

the other hand, Jewish fear of the loss of their customary ways may have been so strong 

that some embraced hatred and contempt of the ubiquitous elements of Greek culture 

they could not avoid seeing all around. In the face of this entrenched cultural conflict, 

Herod took measures that were clearly aimed at mitigation. In this he not only developed 

a considerable ambition but also served the goals of the Roman principate, which had to 

be aware of the constant irritation entailed in the cultural rub between Jews and Greeks, if 

not in Palestine then at least in the important imperial province of Egypt, where violence 

between Jews and Greeks was the order of the day. What Herod pursued in this respect 

was therefore also Roman policy.  

 

Among Herod’s best-known initiatives are the following. Herod was a city-founder 

(ktistes). One of his major foundings, already mentioned, was the city of Caesarea. Built 

in place of the dilapidated Straton’s Tower, the city included an artificial harbor, to 

replace Joppa as the main harbor between Gaza in the south and Ptolemais (Acco) in the 

north, were vessels had to remain at high sea and needed to be serviced by small and 

precarious boats that could negotiate the dangerously rocky shoreline. Among other 

remarkable architectural features, Caesarea also boasted a temple to Augustus and Roma. 

In the later conflicts between the Jewish and Syrian residents of the city that precipitated 
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the revolt of 66 CE, this temple played the role of an argument of authentication. Much 

like the Greco-Egyptians of Alexandria in relation to the Ptolemies, the Hellenized 

Syrians of Caesarea saw themselves as the primary beneficiaries of Herod’s founding and 

the Jews were there merely on their sufferance. After all, if Herod had meant to found a 

Jewish city he would not have given prominence to a shrine honoring the Roman gods. 

The Jews argued in turn that the city had been founded by a Jewish king and hence they 

were fully legitimate citizens equal to the Greeks. Aside from the possibility that Herod 

may have designed Caesarea to generate a situation where Jews and Greeks could 

coexist, there are other indications that Herod had coexistence on his mind. Herod’s 

sponsorship of Greek cities, co-sponsorship of the much neglected Olympic games in 

Greece and other works of public benevolence on behalf of Greeks in and outside of his 

realm, all of which were measures expected of a Roman client-king and equally pursued 

by others, were augmented by advocacy on behalf of the Jews of the cities of Syria and 

Asia Minor. Finally, the great innovation of Herod’s temple was not the twenty cubits of 

additional height he may have wished to add to its biblical measure but rather the 

introduction of a “court of the gentiles.”  

 

Aside from the many other things one can say about Herod’s temple, its size, shape, and 

magnificent beauty,111 it certainly constituted “a house of prayer for all nations.” 

Rebuilding the temple in the manner of Solomon ultimately meant to realize the vision of 

Isaiah that the holy temple was to serve as a place of universal appeal.  

 

In days to come the mountain of the LORD’s house shall be established as the 

highest of the mountains, and shall be raised above the hills; all the nations shall 

stream to it. Many peoples shall come and say, “Come, let us go up to the 

mountain of the LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob; that he may teach us his 

ways and that we may walk in his paths.”  (Isa. 2:2-3)112 

                                                 
111 For descriptions of the temple see Josephus, BJ V.V. and Ant. XV.XI. For a vivid account of this temple 
with graphics and illustrations, as well as a brief discussion of archeological evidence, see SHANKS 
(2007): 63-105. 
112 Also cf. Zechariah 14:16. Note that the banishment of the “Canaanites” from the temple was later 
rendered in the Aramaic Targum Jonathan as referring to traders who were to be banished from the temple. 
A similar sentiment is attributed to Jesus when he “purified” the temple. 
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The motif of towering height and that of the reign of peace Isaiah invokes, following this 

oracle, are both alluded to in Herod’s speech. Herod’s building, about which rabbis living 

after the destruction of the temple wrote, that “he who has not seen the temple of Herod 

has not seen beauty,” was literally designed to make room for non-Jews and others 

traditionally excluded from participating in the Jewish rites. It appears that this 

architectural strategy was successful to such a degree that it became quite common for 

gentiles to visit the city and the temple and participate in the proceedings, offer sacrifices 

(through authorized Jewish mediators), make donations to the temple, even offer first-

fruits and other sacrifices not required of them, as well as convert on short notice so as to 

be able to participate in the Passover feast. Converts included Roman soldiers charged 

with guarding the temple but also royalty, such as the famous Queen Helen of Adiabene 

and her family. Among the pagans offering lavish sacrifices to the Jewish god was 

Agrippa, the friend of Augustus Caesar.113  

 

There is no question that Herod’s architecture profoundly transformed the city and 

that its subsequent appeal and fame had their roots in his achievements. By transforming 

Jerusalem into a gem of the east of universal aesthetic and spiritual appeal, by providing a 

new port of entry on the sea that made travel convenient between Rome and the Levant, 

by bridging, as best he could, the gap between Jews and Greeks, and by generating 

religious tourism that put the city on the map on a hitherto unprecedented scale, Herod 

created the city that was remembered ever after. It is Herod’s city and temple that Jesus 

visited and whose destruction he presaged, that Roman procurators treated as their 

patrimony, that Jewish coins celebrated as liberated and holy when they seized the 

opportunity to declare independence, and that Josephus immortalized in his writings. 

With Herod, Jerusalem, a modestly Hellenized Parso-Babylonian-Jewish temple city, had 

made her transition into the Roman world and it was in part his merit that she was to be 

remembered as “the most famous city of the east.” 

 

                                                 
113 For a discussion of evidence for non-Jewish pilgrimage and participation in the Jewish rites at the 
temple see SAFRAI (1981): 105-111. 
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2.3.2. Roman peace and Jewish wars 

 

There is no particular rhyme or reason to Jerusalem’s descent into chaos and destruction. 

The conflagration between Rome and Jerusalem, played up in later Roman and Christian 

literature, was exactly as remembered by the later rabbis who contended that the city was 

destroyed because of two factors: Jewish civil war and the “wickedness” of Titus. 

Everything else belongs into the world of mythmaking, which—to be sure—is the world 

we are really interested in. Our question is, after all, how Jerusalem obtained mythic 

status for millions of believers. It did so, I would contend, because its destruction was 

remembered. It was remembered not because the city or its destruction as such were 

particularly memorable but because of how the destruction was remembered and 

exploited by Roman emperors and Christian believers. But it was not destroyed because it 

already enjoyed mythic proportions. Its destruction was an accident of history, brought 

about by an unfortunate coincidence of certain events and developments. If anything, it is 

an illustration of the law of unintended consequences. Jerusalem’s destruction, which 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge considered “the only subject now remaining for an epic poem,” 

was an accident of history.114 

 

As others have noted, it is striking that our excellent sources, especially Josephus, have 

very little substantive knowledge to impart about political, economic, or cultural 

developments that would indicate why Jerusalemite society broke down over the course 

of the decades following the death of Herod. Or, rather, there is no indication that this 

society broke down at all. The following overview is therefore quite limited and episodic. 

Since, as Goodman writes, Josephus listed any conflagration or precedent to the rebellion 

of 66-70 he could find but came up with so little of substance we must assume that life, 

by and large, proceeded in paths that were both ordinary and largely uneventful for 

decades at a time. In other words, Jerusalem actually prospered under the combined rule 

of Jewish high priests and elders, who by and large enjoyed legal and financial autonomy, 

                                                 
114 I quote from Martin Goodman who places a longer passage from Coleridge at the front of his Rome and 
Jerusalem (2007).  
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and the Roman prefects (military governors) and procurators (financial administrators) 

who policed the country with a nominal Roman force of a few thousand men. 

 

4 BCE-6 CE Archelaos, son of Herod and Samaritan princess Malthake, is off to a bad 

start. Riots break out in Jerusalem that are violently repressed by Roman 

troops commanded by Varus and the Jewish establishment sends its own 

representatives to Rome to argue for an abolition of client kingship and a 

return to the constitution that had prevailed before the Hasmoneans.  

 

It fell to Augustus Caesar (ruling as emperor from 27 BCE to 14 CE) to determine the 

future of Herod’s kingdom. Honoring Herod’s last will, he divided the kingdom among 

three of Herod’s sons. Archelaos is given the lion’s share (Judea, Idumea, and Samaria) 

but his title is that of ethnarch, i.e., ruler of the Jews, a title last held by Hyrkanos II who 

also served as high priest. He was thus of lower rank than either Herod or Hyrkanos had 

been, rendering his position doubtful in the eyes of his subjects. Jerusalem controlled 

Judea, Idumea, and the Samaritis, but the Greek cities in this realm had their 

independence restored. The northern and trans-Jordanian regions of Herod’s kingdom 

(the Galilee, Perea, Trachonitis, Gaulanitis) were to be ruled quite successfully and in 

style by Archelaos’s brothers, the tetrarchs Antipas and Philipp, whereas Archelaos’s 

reign was short-lived. The entire realm that had been entrusted to Herod thus initially 

remained in the hands of his sons. Jerusalem continued to function as the cultic 

metropolis for the flourishing diaspora communities from North-Africa to Mesopotamia 

but the political situation proved unstable because Herod’s son was not feared as much as 

his father had been and Roman occupation was more immediately felt by its military 

presence. As a result, the decade of Archelaos’s reign was characterized by anti-

Roman and anti-Herodian uprisings. Though the messianic tone and calls for an 

imminent coming of the kingdom of heaven that we find in the canonical gospels, in the 

sectarian writings from Qumran, and in Josephus’s description of the “fourth 

philosophy,” i.e., the Zealots, may be of a later vintage, there is no doubt that anti-

Herodian and anti-Roman sentiments were simmering already at this stage. These 

sentiments were fuelled by the constitutional instability introduced by the Romans and 
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the inability of Archelaos to maintain order in his ethnarchy. Archelaos was eventually 

deposed and banished to Vienne in Gaul.  

 

6-66 After the removal of Archelaos, Jerusalem experienced sixty years of relative 

calm.  

 

Integrated into the provincial system of the Roman Empire, Judea, Idumea (the region 

around Hebron), and Samaria, as well as the tetrarchies to the north and north-east 

continued to be ruled by Herodians. Jerusalem enjoyed virtually complete cultic and even 

legal autonomy. The exception was the ius gladii, the right to execute prisoners, which 

was claimed by the Roman prefects, and there was a dispute for a while over the right of 

the Jews to store the high priestly vestments, a right eventually restored by Vitellius, a 

Roman legate of Syria under Emperor Tiberius. The city’s high priests and elders 

maintained appreciable authority and the freedom to manage the internal affairs of the 

Jews of the region and they continued to collect contributions from across the Roman and 

Parthian diaspora. To some extent, Jerusalem had returned to the status quo ante that 

had been suspended when the Hasmoneans reintroduced the monarchy.  

 

However, the office of high priest continued to be an appointment at the will of the 

Romans rather than the lifelong and hereditary position it used to be. The very presence 

of foreign troops in a land that had enjoyed full independence under the Hasmoneans and 

Herod was now an irritant, and Roman military administration was not always wielded 

with great tact or respect for the national-religious sensitivities of the Jews. Judea had 

been transformed into an imperial province, which meant that taxes were collected on 

behalf of the emperor who appointed men of equestrian (mid-level, not senatorial) rank as 

military governors. Their residence was in the mixed port city of Caesarea and they used 

the Herodian palace in Jerusalem only occasionally when they felt their presence was 

needed in the Jewish cultic center, especially during the thrice-annual pilgrimage seasons 

when popular sentiments tended to boil over. The relatively undistinguished individuals 

who held the position adopted the generally anti-Jewish sentiments of the predominantly 

Greek and Syrian populations from which their local auxiliaries were recruited. The most 
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notorious example of a Roman prefect of limited appeal was Pontius Pilate under whose 

regime Jesus of Nazareth was crucified among other Jews accused of sedition. Roman 

military presence in Jerusalem meant that inept or inexperienced governors, who 

especially early on in their tenure tended to enforce their authority at the expense of 

Jewish cultic sensitivities, commanded Syrian and Greek troops that harbored anti-Jewish 

resentments and used these troops to quell rebellions caused by their own insensitive 

behavior or that of the troops charged with maintaining order.115 Nonetheless, violence 

seems to have been sporadic rather than endemic. Despite all cultural difference, 

educated Romans also tended to be impressed by the solemn Jewish rites. Clearly, the 

priestly cult and communal meals associated with the temple were not without appeal to 

foreigners.  

 

Beyond these general characteristics, of which I mentioned only a few, our historical 

knowledge of this period is merely episodic. During the reign of Gaius (37-41), better 

known as “Caligula,” anti-Jewish riots broke out in Alexandria that were settled before 

this emperor in Rome.116 We have first-hand knowledge of the brief interview he granted 

the delegations of the quarreling parties through Philo of Alexandria’s report in his 

Legatio ad Gaium. The same emperor ordered a life-size statue of himself made and to be 

placed in the temple in Jerusalem. The order, which would have meant certain rebellion, 

was delayed by the legate of Syria at his own risk. The threat was only averted by the 

murder of Gaius for unrelated reasons.  

 

Equally episodic is the brief restoration of the Herodian-Hasmonean dynasty in the years 

41 to 44, when Claudius made Agrippa I king of Judea for services rendered to himself 

and Gaius before him. This Agrippa was the grandson of Herod and Mariamme and the 

son of Aristobulus II. He had risen to preeminence in Rome through an intimate 

friendship with Gaius that preceded his accession to the purple and he played a role in 

                                                 
115 A unit repeatedly mentioned in the sources is called the Sebastenes, i.e., from Sebaste/Samaria, a Greco-
Macedonian colony fiercely loyal to Herod but not to the Jews who had essentially caused the removal of 
the Herodians from Jerusalem. 
116 Alexandria is a special case. Relations between Jews and gentiles seem to have deteriorated after the end 
of Ptolemaic rule and the transformation of Egypt into a Roman imperial province. In other words, 
interethnic differences were aggravated by political change and economic competition. 
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Claudius’s career after the murder of Gaius. The adventurous tale of these events is 

related by Josephus whose source of information may have been Agrippa II, the son of 

the first Agrippa. 

 

Jerusalem’s self-governance resumed after the death of Agrippa in 44, though it 

appears as if there was a shift from military prefects to financial administrators 

(procuratorial rule) who squeezed the province harder and took a personal interest in 

exploiting the considerable riches of the city. The conduct of these procurators led to 

violent conflict over foreign access to the temple funds and eroded the trust of the Jewish 

aristocracy in Roman governance. This was most likely the major reason for the political 

crisis that erupted in 66. 

 

66  The Greco-Syrian population of Caesarea, long at odds with the local Jewish 

community, starts anti-Jewish riots. The Roman failure to protect the Jews leads 

to rebellion in Jerusalem. This rebellion is violently repressed. The Roman legion 

under Cestius takes the northern parts of the city by force but then suddenly 

breaks off the siege of the temple and leaves. The ruling high priest cancels the 

sacrifices that had been performed on behalf of the Romans since the days of 

Augustus Caesar, essentially canceling the mutual friendship that dated back to 

the days of Judah Maccabee. While not a declaration of war, it was a unilateral 

declaration of independence on the part of a dependent imperial province and in 

that sense an open rebellion against Roman rule.  

 

Two further measures attest to the fact that this was an irredentist secession from Rome. 

The government, at that point consisting simply in the high priests and elders who had 

already been in place, organized the defense of Jewish cities, towns, and regions across 

the entire realm that, since the days of the Hasmoneans, had been considered part of the 

land of Israel, within its biblical boundaries, i.e., land claimed to be Jewish by ancient 

rights and associated with Jewish rulers since the days of John Hyrkanos. Among those 

sent to the Galilee to organize the defense of Jewish towns willing to join the uprising is 

Josephus who describes his commission in the works he later composed in his own 
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defense and in the interest of the Romans who crushed what they perceived as an open 

revolt. The second measure expressive of political independence is the minting of silver 

shekel and half-shekel coins declaring the freedom of Israel, of Zion, and of Jerusalem, 

the Holy. Coins of this sort, bearing emblems associated with the temple such as a chalice 

and the branch of a lily and whose silver content was of particular purity, are attested in 

great numbers for the first through the fourth year of Jewish independence and in fewer 

numbers for the fifth and last year, the year 70 CE by the modern calendar, when the city 

was destroyed by Titus.   

 

Josephus, our main source for these events, classifies the years of Jewish independence 

as rebellion. He wrote his first book on these events in Aramaic to warn the Aramaic-

speaking people of the eastern provinces, especially the Jews of Mesopotamia, against 

staging a similar revolt against Rome. The Jewish War, i.e. the Greek version of the story 

that is extant and became a fundamental work of western historical literature, 

characterizes the rebellion as a breakdown in the civic affairs among the Jews that was 

precipitated by inept Roman governors and fuelled by the personal ambition of Galilean 

bandits, by the ideology of the fanatical Zealots who believed that all human rule was 

evil (and like all other anarchists turned out to be tyrannical rulers themselves), and by 

terror sown by the sicarii or knife-men. Modern historians have tried to shed further light 

on the Jewish rebellion by considering various constitutional, economic, social, and 

ideological factors. The German Protestant historian of Rome Theodor Mommsen 

considered Judea and the Jews in the context of his Roman History. Reflecting 

nineteenth-century German concerns, his characterization proceeded on the assumption 

that the Jewish state was brought down because of an irreconcilable opposition between 

church and state that was built into its constitution. Against materialist historians who 

tended to emphasize economic tensions and social banditry, the New Testament scholar 

Martin Hengel argued that the conflict with Rome could not be understood without 

giving due attention to the radical religious ideology of the Zealots. This allowed Hengel 

to explain another phenomenon of the time, namely, the emergence of the irenic pacifism 

of the early Christians whose conception of the kingdom of heaven was diametrically 

opposed to that of the Zealots. In the 1980s, Martin Goodman argued that the destruction 
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of Jerusalem was precipitated by the erosion of the authority of the traditional Jewish 

aristocracy.  These few examples show that some of the most persuasive scholarly 

theories emerged from strong intellectual commitments that may be extraneous to the 

subject. Most modern scholars attempted to derive the reason for the failure of the ancient 

Jewish state from that state itself, looking for reasons for the crisis in Judean and/or 

Galilean society. More recent work has focused on the state of the Roman Empire at the 

time of the Jewish war. The most comprehensive study of the conflict, Martin 

Goodman’s recent Rome and Jerusalem, comes to the conclusion that while all of the 

previously mentioned factors played a role in the deterioration of Jewish-Roman relations 

in Judea, none of them was decisive or suffices to explain the climactic event, namely, 

the destruction of the temple. The event as such, in Goodman’s telling, was most likely 

exactly as Josephus has it, namely, a mere accident of history. Goodman thus bids 

farewell to what must be considered the prevailing prejudice of modern scholarship, 

which tended to describe the destruction of Jerusalem as an event that followed with a 

degree of logical necessity from the history and circumstances that preceded it. This 

modern prejudice seems to be a secular remnant of the belief that nothing in history, 

especially in Jewish history, can be accidental and that the destruction of the temple must 

be meaningful in some sense, i.e., susceptible to rational explanation, a nod—however 

subtle—to the idea of providence. It is not difficult to see in this assumption an 

expression of the time-honored desire to hold on to Jewish history as an indicator of 

divine presence in history, even in the attenuated form of a will to meaning in history.  

 

Here, very briefly, is how the events in question unfolded. The “rebellion” broke out 

under Emperor Nero, whose rule was shaky for other reasons and who was turning 

increasingly paranoid. He commissioned Vespasian, a competent though relatively 

undistinguished general, to quell the rebellion in Palestine. He chose Vespasian precisely 

because he did not suspect him of harboring political ambitions of his own. Vespasian 

amassed the significant force of three legions and auxiliaries in Ptolemais (Acco). Among 

his commanders were his son Titus, a general by the name of Traianus whose son Trajan 

was to become emperor much later, and Julius Tiberius Alexander, the apostate nephew 

of the Jewish philosopher Philo of Alexandria. The actual campaign began in the spring 
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of 67. By the end of the year, the north was back in Roman hands. Vespasian had 

proceeded to take one rebel stronghold after another. This reconquest or pacification of 

what to the Romans was merely a rebellious province entailed no open field engagement, 

just a methodical plucking of cities and fortified towns, though the resistance of these 

fortresses was fierce. The Jewish defense of the northern cities failed. Josephus 

surrendered at Jotapata and became a prisoner of Vespasian. Most survivors took 

refuge in the capital. The city was filled with refugees, among them some of the most 

significant military and political figures of the rebellion (the “bandits” of Josephus) who 

jockeyed for power and took possession of different parts of the city, fighting one 

another, while the Romans took winter quarters in Caesarea. This may have been the 

point at which the moderates among the wealthy fled the city and took refuge with the 

Romans. Similarly, the Ebionites or Jewish Christians, who condemned the fight on 

principle, relocated to Pella in Trans-Jordan. Among those who left the city was Agrippa 

II. If Josephus is to be trusted, the city began to descend into a reign of terror emanating 

from John of Gischala, supported by misled enthusiastic young people as well as by 

“blood-thirsty” Idumeans who seem to have been equally fiercely anti-Roman and 

independence-minded as their fellow-Jews.  

 

In the spring of 68 Vespasian resumed his campaign of methodical destruction, now 

already in the immediate vicinity of the city. When he was ready to lay siege to the 

capital, he received news that Nero had died (June 68). Because of the ensuing 

uncertainties in Roman affairs, which took the next year and a half to settle, the campaign 

against Jerusalem rested. When it resumed, it was under the newly appointed emperor 

Vespasian and swiftly executed by his son Titus.  

 

Titus began his campaign early in the spring of 70 CE, when unsuspecting Jewish 

pilgrims were assembled in Jerusalem for the Passover. After a siege of several months, 

the city starved mostly because the grain storage had been burned the year before during 

the civil war. The Romans attacked with a resolve that was driven by the need for a quick 

victory, though Josephus claims that there were numerous attempts at persuading the 

rebels to surrender. The new emperor, a complete newcomer widely considered without 
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any legitimacy who was ruling by the strength of his support among the troops, required a 

decisive end to the rebellion. The resolve with which the attack on Jerusalem proceeded 

after more than a year of complete inaction, took the Jews by surprise but unified the 

hitherto warring parties within the city. Roman professionalism prevailed against the 

starving city. As on previous occasions, the last bastion to be taken was the temple itself. 

In the summer of 70, on the day the first temple had been destroyed by the Babylonians, 

the Ninth of Av, the temple goes up in flames, though not before Titus made sure to 

secure its riches. The surviving population was sold into slavery. The spoils of war and 

the leaders of the rebellion were brought to Rome, the riches paraded in a triumphal 

procession, and the rebels executed. 

 

*** 

 

Josephus includes in his account of the Jewish war a vivid description of the spectacular 

triumphal procession in honor of the Flavians in Rome that celebrated the great victory 

over the Jews. After all, it is not the history of the Jews he is writing but the history of a 

conflict between the Jews and Rome.117 This conflict, in his telling, was local and 

particular, it was due to error in judgment, to people who acted in a manner that lacked in 

virtue and foresight. Though presaged, the disaster that unfolded could have been 

prevented, had people heeded the signs or listened to reason.  

 

Propagandistic exploitation of the great victory took many forms and lasted for a 

quarter century, until the death of Domitian in 96 CE. The imperial mint stamped small 

denomination coins with the image of a destitute woman sitting under a palm tree and a 

man with his hands tied behind his back looking on, or sometimes away, sometimes with 

a helmet and buckler on the ground. A caption identified the female as “Judea captured” 

(“ivdaea capta”). The Flavians milked the great military victory they had achieved for 

everything it was worth and for as long as possible. The implements from the temple of 
                                                 
117 The title of the Greek version of Josephus’s account of the Jewish war is something like peri tou 
ioudaikou polemou biblois, i.e., The (seven) books concerning the Jewish war. The work commences with 
Antiochus IV and the Maccabean wars, and the last datable event mentioned is the inauguration of the 
templum pacis, which took place c. 75 C  E. The time covered by this work comprises the 250 years from 
Antiochus IV to the establishment of Flavian power. 
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YHWH were paraded in the triumphal procession and eventually displayed in the 

templum pacis (mentioned by Josephus; inaugurated c. 75 CE). The image of the 

candelabrum returned yet again on the triumphal arch in honor of Titus, erected by 

Domitian after his brother’s death in 81.  

 

Defeating the Jews and destroying Jerusalem proved useful not just for the sake of 

propaganda. The imperial treasury benefited from the spoils of war and from the 

punitive tax imposed not just on the rebellious province but on Jews throughout the 

empire. To add insult to injury, the special tax or fiscus judaicus was used to finance the 

reconstruction of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus that had been damaged when Rome 

had burned under Nero. The half-shekel owed the temple in Jerusalem was now diverted 

to Rome. The Roman Colosseum, also known as the Flavian amphitheater, the greatest 

monumental building of ancient Rome and a sports arena of unprecedented size and 

sophistication, was built with the loot from the temple treasure.  

 

When Domitian was murdered, the discriminating and odious laws against the Jews were 

rescinded. His successor, the elderly Nerva, also ended the persecution of those among 

the nobility who not just sympathized with the Jews but possibly embraced Judaism, 

possibly out of disgust with the Flavians. Another group that benefited from this sudden 

relief of imperial pressure were the Christians who had suffered persecution under the 

charge of atheism since they claimed not to be Jews and yet refused to worship the gods 

of the communities they had been born into. The time to suffer the indignities of 

discrimination and persecution seemed over. In the event, the elderly Nerva died too 

soon, and his successor Trajan immediately restored the fiscus judaicus and even 

demanded back-taxes for the year during which it had been suspended. Josephus died 

perhaps in the third year of Trajan, the year 100 CE. If he had hoped that Rome might 

learn to see the Jews as an ancient and noble people loyal to their god, his hopes were 

sorely disappointed. Under Trajan things went from bad to worse. Toward the end of his 

reign, a fiercely violent Jewish rebellion swept the Cyrenaica and Egypt (c. 113-115). 

His successor Hadrian repressed another well-organized, desperate, and bloody uprising 

that aimed to liberate “Jerusalem the Holy” as the rebel coins proclaimed. The leader of 
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this movement was Simon ben Koseba, whom his supporters, among them the great sage 

R. Akiva, hailed as “son of the star” (Bar Kokhba). Akiva and other distinguished 

scholars were martyred in this war, which may have been triggered by an empire-wide 

attempt, emanating from Hadrian, to repress the practice of circumcision, an idiosyncratic 

piece of legislation that may not have been specifically directed against the Jews.  

 

The repression of the last Jewish uprising in Roman Palestine, as the province was now 

called, caused such losses on the Roman side that it seemed advised to increase the 

permanent military presence in the province. Among the measures taken by Hadrian in 

connection with the reorganization of Palestine was the establishment of a military 

colony in place of Jerusalem. The veterans of the Xth Roman Legion Fretensis found 

their permanent home in what was henceforth called Colonia Aelia Capitolina, in honor 

of Hadrian’s family (the gens Aelia) and dedicated to the same Jupiter Capitolinus for 

whom the Jews had been compelled to finance a temple in Rome. The emblem of the 

legio fretensis was a wild boar.  

 

It took another century before Jewish life recovered economically, culturally, and 

politically. This development took place in the northern regions of Palestine, in the 

Galilee and the Gaulanitis. Jerusalem and Judea were not part of the recovery. Jews 

remained banished from living in or near the city until their readmission under the early 

Muslims, sometime in the 7th century. But Jerusalem and the temple were engraved in 

Jewish memory in form of actual recollections that were committed to writing and in 

form of poetry and imagination spun out in praise of the Holy City. Over the next 

centuries, Y’rushelem turned into Yerushalayim, the twice-existing city of rabbinic lore 

and Jewish parlance, the city above, which Roman arms could not touch, and the city 

below, now trampled by the nations but to be rebuilt, “speedily in our days.”  

 

Jerusalem and the temple were never forgotten by the Jews, and the idea of rebuilding the 

temple was never off the table, nor far away from Jewish consciousness. In Jewish law, 

ritual, custom, and prayer, temple and city always remained relevant and within reach. 
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When the opportunity arose, as it did in the middle of the 4th and again in the early 7th 

century, the Jews immediately rallied and were ready to rebuild. 

 

 

3. Looking back at the Jewish temple city  

 

3.1. Constitutional ambiguities 

The history of a city is to a great extent the history of its political elites and their internal 

and external conflicts. This is especially true in the case of a city of political significance, 

a city invested with power, i.e., a city-state or the capital of a regional state. As a temple 

city, Jerusalem was not initially invested with such powers. The aspiration to renew the 

monarchy remained unfulfilled or, more accurately, it was sublimated into cultic 

independence. The character of Jerusalem was thus determined by the repression of the 

earlier royal traditions associated with it. The city was dominated by priests rather than 

kings. That YHWH alone was king and human kingship a mere option was the result of a 

hard-won compromise between Yehudite royal/prophetic and saptiential/sacerdotal 

institutions laboring under the “eyes of the king,” as the agents of the Achaemenid state 

were called. As long as the sapiential, cultic, and legal circles had the upper hand, 

Jerusalem functioned as one temple city among others, a mother-city to Yehudite 

YHWHists abroad, imbued with cultic privileges, and charged with record keeping and 

the collection of taxes on behalf of the local deity and the empire. But it was neither the 

capital of an independent territorial state nor simply a city-state with an agricultural 

hinterland. Jerusalem was a temple-city. This changed in the second half of the second 

century BCE, when in addition to its well-established sacerdotal character, the city 

attained independence. This was accomplished by the Hasmoneans who, in addition to 

serving as ethnarchs, ruled as basileoi over mixed populations, Greco-Macedonian cities, 

and forcibly Judaized regions. This gave Jerusalem the character of a capital city, even at 

times a maritime power, and of the royal/cultic center of a restored “Israel.” This 

restoration or reconstruction of a territorial “Israel” entailed the elimination of Samarian 

cultic competition, just as it had when Josiah destroyed the altar at Bethel five hundred 

years earlier. An ancient element of priest-kingship was thus restored to Jerusalem, 
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although it appears as if this military conquest proceeded on the basis of Scripture. 

Biblical history conferred to the king of Jerusalem the right to rule over “Israel.” (The 

later Latin kings of outremer loved the Books of the Maccabees for good reasons.) This 

may well have been the first occasion for a ruler to justify territorial expansion across the 

biblical “land of Israel” by reference to biblical precedent. To be sure, the reference to a 

“Bible” is anachronistic here and hence, what became part of the Bible later, was here 

most likely invoked as a record of the history of the kings of Judah and Israel that 

conferred ownership claims by dint of historical precedent and divine right.  

 

With respect to their rule in Jerusalem (the royal title being studiously avoided in the 

Hebrew inscriptions stamped on Hasmonean coinage but used in the Greek), the 

Hasmoneans based their legitimacy on the singular public acclamation of Simon (142 

BCE) and on the merit of the Maccabean brothers who took credit for the restoration of 

the cult. Hasmonean power was perceived by many as a mere usurpation and perhaps as a 

violation of the very purpose for which the Torah had been introduced in the first place. 

Out of this fundamental tension between Jerusalem as a royal temple city and a city 

governed in conformity with Torah law arose various ideological divisions and 

movements that were at odds with one another from the time of John Hyrkanos until the 

first revolt against Rome. The temple city maintained considerable stability as long as 

there was no occasion for the ideological tensions inherent in the plurality of sources of 

authority to emerge. The plurality of these sources of authority, namely, the royal-

prophetic tradition, cultic autonomy, and Torah law, became virulent only under the 

condition of political independence, that is with the Hasmoneans. The ideological tension 

between the political visions of the ancient Jews was considerably aggravated under 

Herod, who lacked even the problematic legitimacy the Hasmoneans had been able to 

claim and therefore based his rule on merit alone, a criterion that sufficed for the Greeks 

but not for the Jews. The odium of his rule also attached to the Romans who had first 

helped Herod to power. The Romans were by and large indifferent to the idiosyncratic 

Jewish legal, cultic, and royal traditions. The destruction of the Jewish commonwealth 

rendered the attempt at integrating the Jewish state into their eastern provinces a failure. 

While the later rabbis proved to the Jews as well as to the Romans that it was completely 
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possible to integrate the Jews as a Torah-based, i.e., legally autonomous, ethnos into the 

Roman Empire, the apocalyptic Jerusalem- and temple-based utopianism of the Jewish 

rebels of the late first and early second century had clearly failed that test. 

 

The constitutional ambiguity built into the very foundations of the temple city played 

itself out over time in specific internal conflicts over cult, culture, and governance. This 

ambiguity is also discernible in the conflict with Roman imperial rule, a conflict that was 

neither always evident nor always involved violence and unrest. As the rabbis put it, 

Rome could hardly have had occasion to destroy Jerusalem had it not been for an internal 

conflict among warring parties whose conflict was ultimately of an ideological nature. At 

stake in this internal conflict were different visions of the place of Jerusalem in the larger 

scheme of things, or rather a variety of Judaic visions of the larger scheme of things.  

 

There is no space in this brief overview for a full description or evaluation of the entire 

range of ancient Jewish worldviews. Suffice it to say that Josephus’s division of Judaism 

into three traditional sects or philosophies, to which he adds the Zealots as a fourth 

philosophy, no longer satisfies our need to understand the ideological divisions that 

prevailed among the Jews and that made “Judaism” such a fascinating and unique 

phenomenon in the ancient world. We only need to remember that out of the cultural 

cauldron that was the Roman-dominated “land of Israel” emerged the Christian 

movement that transformed Rome herself and that, to this day, represents one of the 

world’s great religious traditions and beliefs. After all, Jesus did preach in an atmosphere 

where acceptance and rejection of imperial taxation constituted a fault line among 

Galileans; Jesus was crucified by the Romans as a seditious rebel; and he had insulted the 

temple, which may have sufficed to make him a blasphemer in the eyes of the priestly 

elite and people of Jerusalem. To be sure, early Christian literature is an elaborate 

exercise in dissimulation. Written and worked over during decades of Jewish war and 

Flavian propaganda, the authors of the canonical gospels and works such as the Letter of 

Barnabas cast the Christian community as a new gens that was neither Jewish nor Greek 

but something else altogether, namely the original humanity of Adam restored through 

Christ. By blaming the Jews for rejecting and killing the Christ, Christians were able to 
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obscure the fact that their founder had been a seditious Galilean among seditious 

Galileans, and by reinterpreting the law as a temporary and now abrogated authority they 

were able to obscure the fact that they were basing their story on the Torah itself. The 

proliferation of Judaisms was not limited to born Jews but extended to others as well who 

were initially recruited from among the “God-fearing” gentiles who visited the holy city 

during pilgrimage season or affiliated themselves with synagogues across the Diaspora. 

To be sure, the fact that Christianity was decisively shaped after the destruction of 

Jerusalem, indicates something else as well. It means that debates on the meaning of 

Torah, temple, and city of Jerusalem did not end with the city’s destruction and that some 

of the major interpretations of these matters were shaped in response to this catastrophe 

and in the attempt to account for it. 

 

 

3.2. City of Moses 

Parso-Babylonian-age Jerusalem was founded twice: once when the temple was restored, 

the second time when the Book of the Law of Moses or the Torah was introduced. As a 

story of the universal descent of all men from a single pair of protoplasts, as a history 

foregrounding the fragility of migrant families whose faith in offspring and land is 

rewarded only after many generations, as a civilization based on law, divine promise, acts 

of salvation, and the responsibility to act in accordance with the law and hence on 

conditional land ownership, the story of the Israelites always allowed multiple ways of 

reading and identification and it could be appropriated by a plurality of groups equally 

committed to its authority. No such pluralism attached to the city of Jerusalem, despite 

King Herod’s effort to at least include the gentiles in the cult nominally and peripherally. 

And yet, the prophetic tradition (and its Herodian appropriation) conferred on the city and 

its cult the dignity of a universal appeal, an appeal obviously enhanced by poetry and 

music and by the solemnity of the cult itself. 

 

Modern biblical studies have taught us to regard the great documents of the Bible, in 

particular the Torah, as the work of those who returned from Babylonia and entered into a 

renewed relationship with other YHWHists who had remained behind. As a result of their 
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efforts and through their literary and political genius, the Torah became the foundational 

text not just of one but of two distinct but related communities, the Jews and the 

Samaritans. Both communities arranged their cultic practices on the basis of the Torah, 

both established sanctuaries and they competed and coexisted for centuries. Until today, 

the small Samaritan community, consisting of two extended families and numbering in 

the hundreds, replenishes itself predominantly through intermarriage with Jews, whom 

they recognize as fellow-Israelites, beholden to the Torah of Moses.  

 

Competing political, economic, and cultic interests and imperial pressures prevailing 

throughout this age drove Jews and Samaritans apart, but it was not until Hasmonean 

expansion that cultic centralization was once again implemented at the expense of the 

cultic autonomy of the north; an echo of King Josiah in the days of John Hyrkanos.  

 

To be sure, tensions between Jewish returnees and the northern YHWHists arose as early 

as the first attempt, under the Achaemenid Persians, to reestablish the Davidic kingdom. 

Even temple reconstruction was intitially symbolic of the desire to return a Davidic king 

to the throne. The system eventually established, based on priesthood, Levites, and the 

Torah, appears as a compromise not just in the relation with the empire, which denied the 

Jews the restoration of an independent kingdom, but also with the fellow-YHWHists 

across the region, including the Samarian governors. That the Torah as we have it and as 

it was translated into Greek is the document of a compromise is evident from the very 

minor role, one might even say the intentional eclipse, of Jerusalem. Nothing is recorded 

in the Ezra-Nehemiah literature of such a covenant between Jews and Samaritans, but the 

Torah itself testifies to a covenant into which all of “Israel” entered at Sinai, the 

idealized, extra-territorial holy mountain that left the central location in the Promised 

Land open and unidentified.  

 

The preceding conjectural sketch is at odds with the accounts of the post-exilic founding 

of Jerusalem conveyed by Jewish and non-Jewish historians, literature colored by inter-

ethnic polemics and informed by particular interests that are, in turn, at odds with the 
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striking neutrality of the Torah on the question what city YHWH was to choose for his 

name to reside.  

 

In various non-Jewish accounts of the founding of Jerusalem, including the late 4th-

century Hecataeus of Abdera, the late 3rd century Egyptian priest Manetho, and 

Apollonius Molon, who was Julius Caesar’s and M. T. Cicero’s teacher of rhetoric, as 

well as others reviewed by Josephus in his late apologetic work Against Apion, the man 

credited with the founding of Jerusalem was Moses. Aside from the ancient pagan 

authors and their credulous readers no one ascribes any historical value to this outlandish 

claim. After all, informed by the Bible and Josephus, we know better. Modern scholars 

like Peter Schäfer and Benjamin Isaac have studied these ancient pagan accounts of 

Jewish history as evidence of inter-ethnic contempt. In contrast, Jan Assmann’s study of 

the ancient topos of an Egyptian origin of Moses analyzes the pagan accounts of Jewish 

history in light of the repressed memory of an Egyptian affair, namely, the rule of Akhen-

Aten and his iconoclastic reforms that are the closest parallel in ancient Egyptian history 

to the religious practices of the Jews as described in the Torah. Be that as it may, little 

attention has been given to the historical claim itself. Why would Greek, Hellenistic, and 

Roman authors refer to Moses as the founder of Jerusalem if this claim is patently false 

and completely deviates from the Jewish accounts that must have been familiar even to 

non-Jewish authors, especially in a place like Alexandria, which housed the greatest 

library hitherto assembled? It actually does not take much to realize that the admittedly 

distorted account of the Mosaic founding of Jerusalem conforms in important respects to 

the self-image of Jewish history associated with the personages credited with the 

institution of an exclusivist and endogamous cultic (priestly) society centered in 

Jerusalem. As difficult as it may be to extract from Ezra-Nehemiah an unambiguously 

clear sequence of events, the tendency of this literature and its major assertions are clear. 

The new city of Jerusalem was established on strictly enforced endogamy and its cultic 

affairs were determined by the Law of Moses. By the late 4th century, when the Jews are 

first mentioned in Greek literature, the Jews themselves regarded the Mosaic Law, and 

hence Moses, as founder of the sacerdotal community centered in Jerusalem. In other 

words, it may well have been the learned Jews themselves, or their less educated peers, 
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who informed the Greek geographers on whose accounts later Hellenistic versions were 

based, since only the Jews could have claimed that Jerusalem was their mother-city, that 

it was elevated from all other places, and that its cultic institutions were founded by 

Moses, i.e., based on the Torah of Moses.  

 

What in Ezra-Nehemiah appears as the most important requirement of the Torah and a 

token of true piety as well as the most important measure taken to constitute this 

community, namely, the willingness of the Jews loyal to Jerusalem and its cultic purity to 

separate themselves from their “foreign” wives, echoes with the xenophobia emphasized 

in non-Jewish accounts of the origin of the Jews. Needless to say, neither then nor later 

were the Jews in fact and on the whole more xenophobic than others. But the founding of 

the city on a xenophobic covenant involving separation and accomplished at the behest of 

Moses is indeed constitutive to the Jewish accounts we reviewed above, as much as it is 

central to the less sympathetic non-Jewish accounts of the founding of Jerusalem. Over 

time, the fierce devotion of a cultic priesthood to a single deity attracted not just mild 

curiosity or disdain, as in the case of the rhetorician from Rhodes, but also the admiration 

of gentiles, from the royal house of Adiabene to Roman nobility and Ethiopian courtiers 

who made pilgrimage and paid homage to the “god of heaven” whose house was in 

Jerusalem. The exclusivity and jealous devotion of the Jews toward their deity and their 

Stoic readiness, particularly glorified in Maccabean literature, to die for the laws of 

Moses made Judaism a fascinating religious phenomenon that attracted foreigners as well 

as Jews, elicited lavish donations, especially in Roman times, and stimulated the 

dissemination of a burgeoning literature that elaborated the historical, prophetic, and 

apocalyptic associations of Jerusalem and its cult.  
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3.3. Proscenium of resurrection, token of providence 

With good reason, then, students of the history of the city ought to be particularly 

interested in the Jerusalem of the Persian, Macedonian, and Roman Empires because the 

city’s enduring literary, philosophical, cultural, political, and religious meanings are 

rooted here. It is during this period that extant Israelite and Judahite traditions crystallized 

into the forms in which they became sacred scriptures (the Hebrew “Tanakh,” the Greek 

“Septuagint”); it is during this period that diverse religious movements emerged whose 

institutional forms, doctrines, and writings are still with us, including the precursors of 

the rabbis and of course Jesus and his apostles; and it is here, among the Jerusalem-

centered and scripturally refracted varieties of Judaism, that the conflict with the Roman 

Empire coalesces in a series of wars and rebellions that led to the destruction of the 

temple, the subsequent banishment of the Jews from Jerusalem, and a systematic 

destruction of the city and its replacement by a Roman military colony. The total loss of 

sovereignty of the second Jewish commonwealth, which is so tangibly evident in the 

obliteration of its sacerdotal center, is reflected in the historiography of Josephus Flavius, 

an eyewitness whose works have been diligently copied and studied through the ages, but 

it also reverberates in Jewish, Christian, and Muslim accounts of this significant and 

hence ever present past. By virtue of this rich tapestry of historical and religious writing 

that became the foundational literature of Jewish, Christian, and Islamicate civilizations, 

the destruction of Jerusalem became enshrined as one of the most thoroughly 

remembered catastrophes of ancient history. 

 

Various fundamental doctrines and assumptions that became normative in later Jewish, 

Christian, and Muslim traditions are first attested in Jewish writings from this era. These 

include the notion of the singularity of the creator, mediation of creation through a 

Platonic “logos,” revelation in form of a sacred literature that includes law, sacred 

history, and prophecy, belief in the coming kingdom of God associated with a 

resurrection of the dead and judgment, the doctrine of hell, Satan and angels, martyrdom, 

and an entire array of apocalyptic notions. Neither Christianity nor Islam is conceivable 

without these doctrines and beliefs. It is debatable, but beyond the scope of this writing, 
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how far back and to what other points of origin any and all of these beliefs can be traced. 

But it is not debatable that Jerusalem served as the point around which many of these 

traditions crystallized not just in form of historical narrative but as the actual location in 

the symbolic landscape where divine judgment and redemption were to be enacted, a 

scenario since attached to the city and its various elevations and depressions. Early 

apocalyptists, such as the authors of Daniel and the widely disseminated Henoch 

literature, formulated their visions in vivid imagery that turned the visible Jerusalem into 

a stage or proscenium where human wickedness was to be ended by the sudden coming 

of the “ancient of days” who “appears like a human being,” much like the deus-ex-

machina appeared in the Greco-Roman theater. 

 

One of the notions popularized by the apocalyptists and associated with the sudden 

appearance of the deity was the resurrection of the dead. Resurrection, though used as a 

metaphor in Ezekiel’s famous vision of the valley of dry bones (Ez 37), cannot be found 

anywhere in the genuinely ancient parts of Scripture in the sense in which it became 

fundamental in the Jewish, Christian, and Muslim traditions. The earliest attestation of 

this belief among the Jews is in the latest strata of Daniel, written at the time of 

Antiochus IV, where the metaphor of a resurrection of the dead takes on the literal 

meaning of the restoration to life of those who died the righteous death of martyrs for 

Torah law, a belief we must assume was initially limited to the ultra-pious Asidaioi who 

refused to take up arms on the Sabbath. 

 

Belief in resurrection was fundamental for the early Christian movement. As St. Paul 

writes to the Christian congregation of Corinth, “If there is no resurrection of the dead, 

then Christ has not been raised; and if Christ has not been raised, then our proclamation 

has been in vain and your faith has been in vain” (1 Cor 15:13-14 NRSV). The canonical 

gospels suggest that Christ literally rose from the dead. Acccording to the Book of Acts, 

Paul defends himself against accusations, brought against him by Jewish opponents, by 

invoking the belief in resurrection as something shared between himself and the 

Pharisees, with whom he identifies in this respect. Resurrection was still a contentious 

belief then. The innovation of the Christians relative to the Pharisees was not their belief 
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in a resurrection of the body but the claim that resurrection of the dead had begun with 

Christ, and hence that the eschaton, or the last things and fulfillment of biblical 

prophecies, was no longer just imminent but had already begun. God had appeared on the 

stage of Jerusalem, but the majority of the Jews had been blinded and missed it. Belief in 

the imminence of resurrection was so rife during the last century of ancient Jerusalem 

that it affected burial rites. After decomposition of the corpse (which took about a year), 

people had their bones reburied in ossuaries, custom-made bone boxes that were often 

beautifully adorned and inscribed and became a major staple of the art of stone-

masonry.118 It was at this time that Jerusalem began to be regarded as the place where 

resurrection was to take place. Christ’s resurrection was to Christians the sign that the 

new age had begun, and that it had dawned at the gates of Jerusalem and “in accordance 

with Scripture.”  

 

Belief in resurrection became normative in rabbinic Judaism, Christianity, and the 

Muslim faith. It is a belief of existential import: it provides hope to the individual, body 

and soul, that death (as reality and metaphor) no longer enslaves us and that life will 

prevail. It is connected with the doctrine of merit, of reward and punishment in the 

hereafter, and hence a profound source of consolation for those who suffer in this life. To 

ignore the power of this belief means to ignore one of the reasons for the unmitigated 

global appeal of the monotheistic traditions. What is crucial for this type of faith is not 

belief in a single deity as such but belief in this deity’s power to punish the wicked and 

reward the righteous. Resurrection, in contrast to belief in an afterlife of the soul, is the 

ultimate proof of special providence, a pivotal, though ever doubtful core belief found in 

many theistic traditions. In Hellenistic times, the appeal of the Jewish dispensation to 

people outside the Jewish community was most likely rooted in the combination of 

elements that were fundamental to Jewish doctrine: Judaism offered a narrative and a 

cultic form for the belief that the highest god and creator, known by many names and 

revered by all people, showed his care for humanity through a particular assocation with 

                                                 
118 According to Josephus, the work of the stone masons was severely affected by the completion of the 
monumental projects started by Herod, shortly before the great revolt. If, as Josephus says, about sixty 
thousand skilled workers were affected by this massive lay-off, this alone might account for some of the 
unrest that ensued. 
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the Jewish people. Creation, revelation, and redemption, doctrines shared by the later 

monotheistic formations founded on Jewish scripture and tradition, locate human life on a 

trajectory determined by divine care. No other ideology or faith imbues individual and 

collective human existence with greater significance. Scriptural monotheism places us 

within the trajectory of a providential drama whose resolution is believed to play out in 

Jerusalem. 

 

Why Jerusalem? This question is now no longer as mysterious. For the Jews, Jerusalem 

instantiates, configures, and symbolizes belief in divine care. This is true even, and 

perhaps most profoundly, when Jerusalem falls. Hence, as noted before, the most 

significant element in the transformation of Jerusalem from an ordinary city of the 

ancient Levant into the symbol of scriptural monotheism is its repeated destruction or 

rather the way in which its destruction could be interpreted. The first to exploit the 

second destruction of Jerusalem as a providential event were the Flavians, for whom the 

end of the Jewish temple and city meant more than the successful removal of a rallying 

point of national resistence to imperial rule or the despoiling of a temple fabled for its 

riches.119 The portents that, according to Josephus, preceded the event included an 

audition that indicated that the God or gods had departed the temple before it was 

destroyed, avoiding the appearance of sacrilege. Josephus’s account vindicates the 

Flavians as an instrument of divine providence, just as his biblical antecedents had 

vindicated the Babylonians. Even the date of the two destructions is said to have been the 

same. 

 

3.4. Responses to destruction and the parting of the ways 

As we move beyond the period of the temple city and consider how it was viewed in 

hindsight, the destruction of temple and city clearly stands out. It is the moment in 

relation to which Jews and Christians were to define themselves. There are competing 

interpretations of this event and there are shifts in its perception over time. The violent 

end of the city clearly constituted a major challenge to the Jews of Roman Palestine. The 

                                                 
119 The chapter on Judah in Theodor Mommsen’s Römische Geschichte only considers this type of 
pragmatic reason for the destruction. 
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Jerusalem temple had been the major location for ritual sacrifice; temple and priesthood 

symbolized national autonomy; in financial terms, depositions in the temple were 

considered safe and sacrosanct and hence contributed to the stability of the currency 

throughout the Roman Empire; hundreds of thousands of visitors from throughout Roman 

and Parthian lands had made the thrice-annual pilgrimage, contributing to a thriving 

economy that had justified and enabled King Herod and his successors to magnify the 

temple compound to monumental proportions; clearly the destruction of this temple was 

as unprecedented in Roman politics as it was catastrophic for the Jewish way of life that, 

over the centuries, had attracted thousands of god-fearing individuals and converts from 

Ethiopia to Adiabene. The void left by the burning of this temple and by the subsequent 

destruction of the city as a whole must have been unfathomable.  

 

The destruction of the temple and the imposition of other punitive measures on the Jews 

did not end Jewish uprisings against Rome but rather caused hitherto docile centers of the 

diaspora to rebel as well; in turn, the Romans responded with increasing resolve and 

brutality. After 135, Jerusalem was no more and Jews were banished from Aelia for the 

next five hundred years. It took a century for the Jewish leadership, now centered in the 

Galilee, to achieve accommodation with the reality that was Rome. The new law code 

issued by Judah “the Prince” in early third century CE Sepphoris, the Mishnah, kept the 

memory of city and temple of Jerusalem alive for subsequent generations, but it did so in 

form of law and lore. No fewer than two out of the six orders of the Mishnah are devoted 

to the sanctuary, the sacrifices, and the obligations and customs of the priesthood, and 

temple- and Jerusalem-related traditions permeate the entire legal corpus. Law, custom, 

prayer, and study replaced the sacerdotal functions of the city while keeping the memory 

of the city and its temple alive and present for as long as the Jews were to be prevented 

from rebuilding it. The tannaitic rabbis (contributors to the Mishnah) achieved this 

through the medium of the anecdotes, traditions, and customs they built into the literary 

edifice of the law. Jerusalem thus remained present even in its absence, and the Jews 

remained alert to the possibility of return and rebuilding, as soon as divine providence 

was to grant an opportunity for doing so (“speedily in our days”). The third century 

rabbinic authorities thus established the entire range of Jewish law concerning 
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benedictions, agriculture, sacred times, family, civil, criminal and ritual matters in a 

liminal space between past practice and future restoration. 

 

There were other answers to the destruction of the sacerdotal city. One of them was the 

continued rebellion against Rome, which, to be sure, led to greater repression and was 

eventually abandoned. Josephus argued that Titus had not intended for the temple to be 

destroyed; far from willing the sacrilege of destruction, Titus had sought to prevent it, 

even with his own hands attempting to extinguish the flames that engulfed the sanctuary. 

Hence the Romans should not be blamed and revenge was uncalled for. Nor were all the 

Jews to be blamed, as the Romans saw it; the rebellion was the act of a few who 

repressed dissent and forced the city’s residents into compliance with their radical aims. 

Divine fate surely had a hand in the destruction, though in the end only some, rather than 

all, can be blamed for having caused this downfall. Some had instigated the rebellion 

whereas others, like Josephus, were merely caught up in it. The Babylonian 

commentators on the Mishnah (the so-called amoraim) later came to a similar conclusion: 

though they were loath to exculpate the “wicked” Titus, they emphasized the agency of 

the Jews as well: the reason for the destruction was the civil strife that had raged among 

the Jews. The normative Jewish responses to the destruction of Jerusalem range from a 

sanguine coming to terms with the event (subdued, to be sure, but ultimately accepting, 

though never completely resigning oneself to the destruction of Jerusalem and its 

sanctuary) to a more vigorous struggle with the frustration of Roman power and Jewish 

powerlessness. An example of the latter may be found in the homiletical tradition of the 

Land of Israel (then already Roman Syria-Palaestina), which remained a center of Jewish 

life until the Byzantine age. Here anger and frustration were sublimated into a 

mythopoeic image: the Holy One, blessed be He, “as it were” went into exile himself; the 

deity’s “strong arm and outstretched hand,” His power of salvation or his “sword” arm, 

weakened and atrophied, tied behind his back (like the man on the Flavian ivdaea capta 

coins), until either Israel’s devotion to the mitzvot or else God’s own memory of past 

deeds on behalf of Israel will return strength to the divine power and bring an end to 

banishment and exile. Homiletic speculations such as these may have meant to 
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compensate for the increasingly repressive policies of a later age, but they also strike a 

balance between human agency and hope for divine intervention on behalf of the Jews.  

 

On the one hand, then, the rabbis construed a system of study, prayer, and Torah-

observance that compensated for the absence of the temple and Jewish absence from 

Jerusalem. On the other hand, rites of mourning (e.g., on the occasion of the annual 

commemoration of the destruction of the temple), homiletic admonition, and the daily 

prayers for a speedy rebuilding of Jerusalem kept the ruined temple an open wound, an 

incessant reminder that the Jews (and their God) were in exile, and that it was up to the 

Jews and their diligent observance of Torah to bring this liminal existence to an end. 

Depending on the well-being of any given community at any given time, attitudes toward 

Jerusalem and the hope for its rebuilding henceforth ranged from the politely pious to the 

feverishly fervent. 

 

In contrast to the rabbis, Christians saw the destruction of the temple as a major 

providential act confirming the sinfulness of the Jews and, by implication, as evidence of 

the truth of the gospel. For Melito (third quarter of the second century CE floruit), 

quartogesiman Bishop of Sardes, eunuch, and possibly himself of Jewish descent, 

Jerusalem’s history was completely readable in light of divine justice; in a measure-for-

measure interpretation, the razing of Jerusalem was punishment for the murder of Christ 

at the hands of Israel.120 The rise and fall of the Judahite commonwealth, centered in 

Jerusalem and its temple, was thus of concern also for Christians (Jewish and otherwise), 

but especially for those who, like Melito (and Paul before him), saw faith in Christ 

grounded in the Law and the Prophets, the “books of the old covenant.”121 Once the death 

of Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem were causally related to one another, the 

second historic datum, a plain fact, could be invoked as proof of the first. Though Melito 

himself called for an annihilation of the (other) Jews, presumably to distinguish his own 

quartogesiman tradition (the then still widely practiced commemoration of Christ’s death 

on the fourteenth day of Nissan, the Jewish Passover), from the “old covenant,” what 

                                                 
120 On Pascha 99. 
121 See Fragment 3 (Eusebius, HE 4.26), Stewart-Sykes (ed.) p. 72. 
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eventually prevailed was something different: following the advice ascribed to St. 

Augustine, Jews were to be kept alive, though on a repressed level, to testify to the truth 

of Christianity. Medieval Christianity thus eventually ritualized the destruction of 

Jerusalem no less than the Jews, though with a completely different semantic. It was 

inscribed with the meaning of punishment of the Jews (“Christkillers,” deicides); the 

Jews themselves (or their representation in form of the synagogue in the guise of a 

woman with a broken staff) carrying their exile as punishment through time. To be sure, 

the “razed” Jerusalem could serve as a marker of this rejection of the Jews only as long as 

the temple was still in ruins. (The significance of this detail will become evident in the 

next chapter.)  

 

Looking back at the destruction, the ill fate of Jerusalem was integrated into a Christian 

narrative of special providence, retributive justice, and divine power. It might not even be 

too far from the truth to say that early Judaism and early Christianity are really two 

Judaic formations distinguished by how they interpreted the destruction of Jerusalem: as 

a rallying call for its rebuilding or as a sign of divine retribution for the rejection of 

Christ. In addition to their grounding in the same body of literature (namely, the vast 

body of Jewish scriptures whose canonization likewise unfolded along the fault-line 

between these competing interpretive traditions), Christians and Jews who were at that 

point both affected by Roman violence further shared in common that they associated the 

divine with suffering. In this respect as well, there was to be a more decisive parting of 

the ways than could be anticipated in the first few centuries following the destruction of 

the temple. Rabbinic Judaism eventually associated divine suffering with the ongoing 

Jewish exile, whereas in the 4th century Orthodox Christianity was to exchange the 

suffering Christ for the triumphant one. Their respective attitude toward the Holy City 

was henceforth determined by the very different places their respective theologians were 

to assign to their own in the economy of salvation. 

 

 
 


